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A Little Talk With Our

Some

Things We Are
A

NIGHT at the opera! This opens a world of
fancies to all lovers of music, and music is as
important to the human being sometimes as food
and drink. There is no other city in the world
where so much money and so much talent is
lavished on grand opera as in New York. Two
large and beautiful opera houses scarcely hold the
crowds of people during the season. The competition and rivalry existing between these temples
of music is a most interesting phase of the development of grand opera. It will be brilliantly described
in our February number and illustrated with many
new photographs of the principal singers. There
will be portraits of Miss Geraldine Farrar, of the
Metropolitan Opera House, and of Miss Mary
Garden, of the Manhattan Opera House, by Ernest
Haskell, one of the most unique and original portrait
artists in the United States.

'"

'"

'"

ONE of the most remarkable movements that ever
convulsed a nation is the wave of prohibition
which is sweeping over the liquor traffic of America.
Ever since the nation was born, prohibition has
been promulgated but with only a moderate success.
Although a few states u went prohibition," the rest
of the country harbored the evil traffic, and the few
commonwealths that stood adamant were but inspiration for the jester and the jokesmith. To-day, in
nearly every state, legislative measures are being
taken to suppress the saloon, and, singular as it may
seem, the /lame of the new movement was started
in the South, in which section, it has always been
laughingly said, the man and the mint julep were
one and inseparable. When the old colonial state
of Georgia put a ban on the traffic, the country
stood aghast and would not believe its eyes. When
Alabama followed SlJit, and other communities swung
into line, we saw that King Alcohol was doomed.
You may be surprised to know to what an extent
prohibition has got a foothold in this country. It
is alarming-to the liquor interests. In an early
issue we will give our readers a detailed account
of this astonishing movement which has already put
a number of states into the prohibition column and
made a large percentage of others entirely u dry. "

haps, the most exciting political year in the
history of the country. Whether or not Mr.
Roosevelt will accept another term, whether or
not the Democratic in4t:rests will nominate Mr.
Bryan again, whether or not new candidates and
new issues will be before the people are still unanswerable questions. From the hundreds of letters
that corne to our editorial desk, we know that. a •
large number of the people of this country, especially
of that part which lies in the West and the Middle
West, want Mr. Roosevelt to run again. The
President has said very emphatically that he will not.
Mr. Bryan'S enemies in the Democratic party.claim
that he cannot lead them in another"presidential race.
In many corners are arising opposition to both these
men, and new issues are being manufactured on
which to hang some hope of success. All these
interesting phases will .be carefully watched by our
special writers. We believe that the American
people take more interest iIi politics than in any other
national matter~ and we are going to give them this
year both sides of all questions, so that they shall
find SUCCES5 MAGAZINE a source of information on •
all phases of the coming politics. We also wish to
announce that we are prepared to answer any questions that may he asked us. Any letters pertaining to political matters, wherein questions are asked,
will be answered just as speedily as possible.

'"

'"

'"

'"

'"

WE ARE firmly convinced that u Edwin Markham's
Eyrie" will prove to be one of the most
unique and original departments ever conducted in
a monthly publication. Unlike most arrangements
between editors and writers, our deal with Mr.
Markham was without stipulation as to subject
matter, treatment, or policy. We leave it to him
to say what he pleases in his own way. We have
placed no weights on his mind. We have put no
shackles on his opinions. His pages will be unto
him as if they were of his own publication. Our
readers may disagree wIth him sometimes and agree
with him ofien, but we venture they will never find
him uninteresting.
u

I

'"

HAVE a dislike for occult and ghost stories," a
'"
'"
'"
young woman in Putney writes, u and any
u WHAT Uncle Sam Is Doing for Women" is articles bearing on that line. I am glad that I have
the attractive title of one of our February never seen such subjects treated in SUCCESS." No,
articles. Few people know how busily our good, young woman, and you never will, unless it is to
old, white-bearded uncle keeps looking afier the condemn such things as roundly as our energy will
household affairs of his nation. He is forever hunt~ permit. There are no such things as ghosts, there
ing up new systems, new schemes, and even new are no such things as demons or devils or superrecipes to make the burden of the housewife natural beings, and people who hold to such timeworn beliefs are a little more enlightened than the
a little easier. Just how he goes about all this,
just what he has done and what he
savages.
I f we had our way, among
intends to do, and just how you must
the first things that we should abolish
from the earth would be superstition and
approach him for assistance, will all be
told in our February article.
fear, the deadliest enemies of the human
•
'"
•
race. And we agree with the man
A s WE have stated in the Editors' Note ~ who wrote to us recently saying, uFear
to u The Romance of Tammany
, ~1jf
~~
is a condition that should be abolished
Han" in this issue this will be, per~"Uauc."
by law."
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more
every
world is
year. In the last
years it has
advanced more than it had
any two
centuries of its existence.
what
would have
to Luther
the
California
a little over a hundred years ago?
The chllnces are he would have been burned at
the stake as a wizard.
Thomas A.
whose wonder work we describe in this
\vould at one time have been
as a menace
to
morals.
has
havoc with
lots of theories lind traditions in the list quarter
century. The great
of
and
is
us a wonderful
of righte:ousness.
Weare
to have
very
to say about these matters pretty soon, and
no doubt what we say will
not a fe\v

. . .
" is a collection
H.
of some hitherto
facu and stories of the
buccaneers of the
whose most illustrious
\'IIlIS
Kidd. These remarkable
demons of the
who aailed the
seas with
skull and cross-bones at their
are. tortullat,ely
no more. But
left literature a
we cannot alford to overlook.

. • .

William Hamilton Osborne
added to our fiction list.
were
are written in Mr. Osborne's strongest vein-terse
of
wherein human
move in
and energy of life.
the full

•
letters were selected from many
received since the pulblil:ation of our NllVeml>er
number:
Dear Sir: I wish to convey my mite of
to the noble workers who are eXI)osing the most
atrocious and tremendous crime of civili;l:ation·-Ithe
the AnRlo-::ia:xolrl.
dnlgging of the Chinese race
the

test:Jm()ny to the
of
the tremendous
SUCCESS MAGAZtNE and
dislpla'red in the
of theu
of
worst of
was
have ,ever, of their
iniliati,ve, cOllce;iveli, p.lannell, and executed a
have yet to learn

.. .. ..
""'""... ""', SUCCESS l.Vl,~GJ'ZlI~E,
Dear Sir: The writer has been
your
of «The Real
.. now
in
MAGAZINE. It looked at the outset as
version of the real article was
to
be in
of the
himself.
in
tbe December
after you have checked off
his
for the past three years, it looks IS
were
the exact
of the
to confess to
word of his «
believing in him as I
the
press
fin;anc'iailly even mortof my wife and
my first losses.
can be induced
of
the
d0 ubJe-clved villain's advices in
of the
easy to see it all
M. R.,
1

m
is a
of parsmount imllorl:anl=e
now. How to make it is the
many of our readers.
has been our
to
the way to
mlline'V-I1r1U:1n2 emplovment for so many of
that this time seems
to the
opportune for
the
within
thousands of new readers we have
the past few months.
As this issue of SUCCESS MAGAZINE reaches its
hundreds and even thousands are
for
in
spent in every
Old sub:scri])tiolns are
added. Millions of
mal~zi:nes are
and
subscripticm a~:enC:les, are real~hjrlg the
the
and these are sUJ:'plc:mc:nte:d
tremendous amount of pu!,!ic'itv
and newspaper
All of these
mean that the
is now focused upon :l
consideration of the qUI:8nOn, «What shall we'! read
this season?"
We very much doubt if the
of
realize the wllindierfillly prll,fitable field which exists
town or county in the
sc:c:uriing and halldlilng this immense
maga'llne sut,scl'iption business. Most of it ic nO\ll
sent either direct to the publishc:rs, or to some
of the
I f there
howis a puillis.ner's rc:prc:sellta:ive on the
ever, he has every adl(aIlita~:e and can get a
share of the business
it
known that he is prc:palred to accept it.
A few
individuals have seen the
bilities of
this annual lIul:,scriptiion crop,
in cOlnrr,iss'ions, and the
and their
money which are offered
the
amounts of
this year, have exceeded even
One man, who is
subiscriptions for all the
solicitation in and about a
eams more than
a year
In many other cities there are individua:s who are
to
a
month
month out, in the same manner.
SUCCESS MAGAZINE is
hal)dlinl~, not
its own
volume
tions but also those for all other publil=atiions.
latter are
at
the
as
and even more
in
some cases, because of the way in which such business
in our cash
olfers.

.

The volume of

.

business secured
that we are
the
sum of
in cash
for SU[)SCI'IPtions sent us in the month of December alone. All
of these
have secured their
in
a
cash
and credit in
cOlnp,etition for other cash
to be distributed at
the end of a term ofseveral months.
In
of this enormous
has
been scratched.
than one out of ten
business could be built up. are
we
active agents.
The
are excerpts from a few of the
hundreds of letters we are
which breathe an enthusiasm
of successful
money
Is it not worth your while to get
the full details of our
and offers
a
line
before you
it, to-SUCCESS BUIlEAU OF
WASHINGTON
NEW YORK P

Last W edn~sday 1 took
lublcriptionl for map..uO...... Il.y and in dubs.
I
that record WlII due to
for
I had made tbat town
old cUitomen not only WlIit for me. but
to tbeir neighbors.
It pays to work
after year.
O. W.

on
1 feel somewhat elated that tbe business wblcb 1 have done
for Tbe Succea
amoulltinig to
SIICCDS

the montb of October,
of IOUclting done on but
I attribute my succeu wholly 10
MAGAZun:.

R. Ln
p, S.-Out of the
with the October
WlIS out of town.

POWII:LL.

Kanm.

subscriben whose "subs."
I have renewed lll!ven. The

The Inclosed order II the relult of some roundabout work.
The subl<ribers
the order to an uncle of mine wbo jlllt
sllbl<n'hed
and wbo sent it on to me. He mY'
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number of SI1CCIU' M AGAlllNE
I~ at hand, and illO handiome that It hal pined you two new
ollbl<riben. Please have the mapines sent
with the Chriltma. number for both subllCriber•.
merely
to Ihow that
need no
copy of SIICCIU
II a whole
E. T. PAXTON,
N. J.

***

elll>erlenl:e of soliciting for other companiet
hilve I
prompt and courteoUI treatment l'II at the
handa of SI1CCllIII MAGAZINE. You surely do your part to help
the new IOlidtor to suceea.
my sincere thanks for the
C. W.
cash

orden.
I _ured thirteen lubl<riptiolll one morning while
to
the exprellll office, and w:u not
from work over
minutes. Aho
forty-nine
Ollt of the fint
IOJicited.
were
lOme were new ones.
Itepped from
office into the
one afternoon to
othen arne up
littened to what
trIlk to one
I had to
the foW' in about five minlllel.
Some
110
that I was ashamed
to take the
lOme of the othel'1l.
The Iecn:t
whole
in The Succea Magazine
and what it strlnds for ev.:ry'Nhl:re.
Thanking you for the
I am'.

Is

a
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1 received fifty "subs." in lea than a week lind have three
letten of introduction to prominent bUIIInea men here.
to lee th_ men tOoday and then begin in t3mest
morning.
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Domestic Tools
"Show me a woman's kitchen and I will tell you what sort of housekeeper she is."
A good housekeeper needs good tools as much as an expert pattern maker, and she can
buy th ~ best with the same confidence. A good workman always orders tools by nameyou can buy household tools the same way and all you need to remember is the one name:

Tools and Cutlery
KIlN KUtftR
TOOL CABINETS
contain an asso!1ment of tools
suitable for home, farm or shop.
The right tool for every use, a
place for every tool, and every
tool in its place. The only com·
plete outfit of first-class tools
sold under one name, trademark
and guarantee. Various styles
and sizes from $8.50 to $85.00.

Then you are sure of tools that will give you good and lasting service.
Every Keen Kutter Tool is absolutely guaranteed and all dealers are
instructed to refund your money if anything goes wrong.
Whether you want a can-opener or a meat-chopper-a carving set or
a bread-knife-an ice-pick or a hatchet-remember the name Keen Kutter
-ask for it by name. See that the trademark is on it and you are sure
you have the most serviceable and lasting tool you could buy anywhere.
Sold for nearly 40 years under this mark and motto:
"The Recollection of Quality Remains Long After the Price is Forgotten. "-E. C. Simmons.
.

Tr..demark Rprlslered.

If not at your dealer's, write us.

SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY (Ioc.), SI. louis aad New York, U.S.A.

If .ub.o.lb.... (of ..OOrd) m.ntlon .. 8uoo... M.guln." In .n.w••lng .elv.tt1••m.nt., th.y ... prot.ct.eI by

o,ur· JI!!.••• nt
UI~ILlZe
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THOMAS A. EDISON IN 1908
HAll Newspaper Reports of My New Plans Have Been Misleading," Says the Great Inventor. HI
Want SUCCESS MAGAZINE, in This Article, to Set Them Aright." Mr. Edison Will Revolutionize
House Building by Erecting Homes That Will Rent for
not far from New York and
THOMAS A. EDISON, the
$7.50 a month. He Hopes to Abolish Squalid Tenements
indefatigable, will acPhiladelphia, as an experi-

ment in finding a solution of
complish, in 19oB, a feat that
will be more nearly a miracle
the problem of relieving the
congestion in great cities.
than any that has thus far
Under the Edison plan, building homes will be little more annoying or
made him famous. The dean .of American inventors says he has been discomplicated than the expressing of a wish. It will be almost a mere
tressingly misquoted and misrepresented, especially about his latest
matter of waving a magic wand.
invention, and uses this opportunity in SUCCESS MAGAZINE,
The owner chooses a park on which he
exclusively, to correct erroneous representations of his plans.
is to build his houses-for thev are to be
,\\r. Edison promises to mold, with concrete, three-story, twomanufactured in large numbers: exact dupfamily dwellings, everything but the kitchen ranges, with
licates-and then selects the kind of houses
the same ease that a pound cake is shaped. It will take
he wants poured from models exhibited.
only twelve hours to "pour" such a house. A thousand
The builder has the houses erected on the
dollars will cover the cost, and $7.50 a month rent, per
lot next morning, that is if he can be infamily, will pay the owner a profit on his investment.
duced to work over night. Some bolting
This achievement, it is hoped, will sound the death
together of iron frames (later to be removed),
knell of squalid tenements. With the aid of ever-extendsome mixing of concrete with sand taken
ing trolley lines the man of small income will be able to
from the cellar excavation, some pouring of
live in a veritable suburban mansion at less expense than
the muddy mass into the mold, and presto,
the rent of two miserable rooms in a crowded,
the trick is done.
noisy city.
Astounding as this achievement seems,
Henry Phipps, the philanthropist, and
the most wonderful of American originators
architects and builders employed by him to
explains it all.
give an unbiased opinion, have examined Mr.
" I have constructed a model for a Queen
Edison's invention, .and have pronounced
A model of the new hoIue that Mr. Edison will build from. mold with coocrete.
Anne cotta . nd next sp in~ I intend 10
it practical. It is Mr. Phipps's intention
It caD be erected in twelve hours. he aay••• ta COlI ofooly $1,000
Di9'~i%cPb~o S I t
.. says Mr.
to build colonies of, say, 1,500 houses each,

By ROBERT D. HEINL

~.
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half a day," continued Mr. Edison, his face still animated. "In New
York, (':hicago, or any of the other big cities, a man is n't able to get
much of a flat, for nine dollars a month, say, and at that price he is
usually in a pretty disagreeable neighborhood. Deduct ten cents a day
car fare that he'd have .to pay if he lived in the suburbs-it leaves,
roughly, seven dollars and a half. I 'm aiming to build the new house
so cheaply that it will be possible for it to be rented at that price.
"The man formerly cooped up in the city can, without paying
more, have a delightful country home, with plenty of fresh air, light, a
garden, and lots of room for his children to romp in. Such structures
would do the growing country an immense amount of good and not
harm the cities. I t would be a healthy move and everybody concerned
would be benefited.
" It will cost the contractor '25,000 to get the molds with which to
build the house, but he will be able to build an unlimited number of house$
with one set of molds. These eventually will be of all sorts and shapes.
We will aim to make them more and more artistic. This, of course, is a
detail to be worked out. For instance, in the present model we have
arranged, that, if it is so desired, there will be no upper balcony. That
. part may be detached before the dwelling is •poured,' in case it is to be a
one-family house. You see in this house each family is to have access
to a veranda.
"Don't get the idea that I'm going to build these houses. My
task is working out the problem of constructing what may be called the
foundation house. I 'm simply going to show that it may be practically
done, and will erect a house here, as I sav, within the next few months.
But, judging from the numerous queri~s, and the many per$ons who
have visited me to talk about the new idea, means will not be wanting
to make the plan a reality. Already I am able to convince the most
skeptical that I know what I am talking about."

.. The Wtzard" in the seclusion of his private laboratory

hli$on, coat less and hair tousled, at his laboratory in Llewellyn Park, N. J.
.. I 'm going to put her up in twdve hours, or try to do it-don't forget that!
The exp..nsive part of concret~ construction, to-day, is the erection of
wooden frames that can't be used again. With the aid of molds, it is
possible for any contractor to build a house of solid concrete, 25 feet
wide, 45 feet d~ep, 3 stories high, capabl~ of housing two families, for
$1,000, with plenty of room.
" The most important feature lies in the molds which are of iron,
Llr the concrete is anybody's. Wooden framed concrete structures are
huilt section upon section, after each section has been allowed time to
'olidify. This takes an annoying lot of time, varying, according to the
,·ize of the building. Concrete in the iron frame can be stripped in six
days, and the forms erected on another lot.
" By pouring in concrete, which is to b~ hoisted to the top of the
house and dumped in from there, until the mixture fills the mold, it will
he possible to complete the structure in twdve hours. Are you on?
.. The forms are of cast iron and for $ 1,000 t he entire house oan be
huilt. This includes heating pipes of concrete, staircases of concrete,
mantels of the same, roofs of concrete that won't leak, plumbing, wire
conduits, and even bath tubs of concrete," he said, speaking vigorously.
"Such a house will stand forever. The houses which withstood
t he San Francisco disaster were concrete. Fire insurance will be a thing
of the past with the new dwellings. Children may play with axes, but,
,hop as much as they like, they can't injure the structure. There will
he no need for repairs.
"But here I must show you the model-you have n't seen the
model," the inventor broke off suddenly.

The Inventor and the Model
Then he hurried out of the room, almost on a run. .. The Wizard"
is sixty-one years old, but you would n't think it, to see him ascending
the steep stairs to the floor above. The writer, a young man who thinks
he is light on his feet, took two steps at a time, but Mr. Edison kept his
lead, and had time to take a key from a secr d corner under the stairs,
and to unlock the door of the room where the guarded treasure is kept,
before the follower arrived.
Sure enough, there was the cottage, and a b~auty, too. It stood in
the middle of the room with a background of several crude wooden
phonograph horns, a grand piano, some batteri~s, a dust-covered automatic piano player, and stacks of phonograph record boxes.
Mr. Edison smiled, and said: "I s n't sh~ a dandv?"
"It surely is," was the answer-and my honest opinion.
.. I worked this out with the man in mind who gets a dollar and a

Mr. ~n's Versatility
It is a far cry from phonographs and storage batteries to cement
houses, but it shows the versatility of the inventor. Oddly enough the
cement house idea was worked out by Mr. Edison as a diversion, at least
he announced on his last birthday, several months ago, that he was going
to knock off work and have a little fun experimenting. This is the first
word heard from the playground, except that he has so far perfected his
storage battery that it will live long enough to stand charg~s to carry a
truck over fifty thousand miles. The perfected battery will pull twice the
load of the ordinary truck, will have douhle the speed, and only take up
half the space. It will modify, to an extent hardly appreciated. the
congestion of the down-town streets, for an electric truck equipped with
the batteries will be half as long as the present unwieldy wagons. Being
twice as fast, there will be only one eighth of the present congestion in
the $treets under the new system of speedy motor trucks.
But Mr. Edison is n't talking much about storage battl'ries these days.
In fact, although volumes are printed about him, he is always reticent.
Writers become so worked up when describing his plans as to displease
him with their enthusiasm. He says they seldom get things straight.
" I have been repeatedly misquoted. The editors never send technical
men to talk to me. No wonder articles get in upside down," he says.
" folks are too impatient. I predict a thing, and if it does n't happen
the next day the public is disappointed and thinks I don't know what
I 'm talking about."
Ten-Thousand-Dollar Men Needed
Thus it is becoming harder and harder to get an interview with
him, and woe be unto the cub reporter who approaches the inventor,
especially if he comes forward with paper and pencil in hand to take notes.
"Don't do it, don't do it!" the inventor cries, an expression of
agony crossing his face. "The man who takes so many notes is the one
who gets things balled up-and I notice little of his stuff sees davlight."
Mr. Edison, however, takes a deep intert'st in young men and offers
them much encouragement. .. To-day is youth's zenith in this great
country," is the way he cheers them on.
"The United States is starving for ten-thousand-dollar men. Corporations are actually clamoring for them: and the younger the better.
But the man to-day must be technicallv educated. Modern industrial,
financial, and commercial conditions aie more complicated than ever
before and it takes a trained mind and a level head to get to the front.
" In the technical world we could stand a dozen more institutions
like the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Great concerns such as
the United States Steel Corporation gobble up the graduates as fast as
they are turned out. I had my name on the college's waiting list for a
time, and so it goes.
.. The demand for educated men, chaps that have brains, exceeds
anything that I have ever known. They are doing the work, too; that's
why more are wanted. So now is the time for the man who is going to
make something of himself to get busy. If he is any good he won't be
out of a job long; not much. There is entirely too much work and too
few of the right kind of persons to do it.
"If you don't believe it. take a peep into the gigantic plant of a
concern like the Bethlehem ~teel Company. Yes, sir, we are starving
for brains-or ten-thousand-dollar men, if that way of putting it appeals
more stronglv to the young American insti~c"
And Thomas A. Edisonb~lt~()ugh he ays ~i - ,. _ ·;r'Tr.Would be a
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pretty good example for the young man to pattern after. It is doubtful
if many could stand his pace, even to-day, but the training would improve
their wind.
"The Wizard" is in his laboratory every working day in the week, and
is so deeply occupied, that oftentimes even his assistants hesitate about
disturbing him. There are no frills about the place and few persons get
even a peep at the mysterious interior. Allowing that they get into the
little guard-house sort of an office, at the entrance to the stockade, this
sign does not give them much encouragement:

Thomas A. Edison Laboratory
No permit, will he iuuu 10 ANYONE
under ANY circurmlancel to 10 through
Ihi, laboratory.

You can't even see the man who calls to you through a cubbyhole
asking your business: "Have you an appointment with Mr. Edison,
and if so when did you make it?"
Once you have satisfied that individual as to your identity, after
carefully trying the lock on the door between you and him, he disappears,
but is back in a minute.
If Mr. Edison is going to see you he does not keep you waitingand as he sees and cross-examines everyone personally that comes into
his sanctum he has a job that would keep some men busy.

HIS Long Look into the F Ulure
If you are to be received, you are ushered to the second floor of
what appears to be a good-sized factory building, and, in a large front
room, bending over a rough table, figuring with a lead pencil on scraps
of yellow paper, the greatest inventor of the hour is discovered. He
appears exactly as his pictures depict him, and this makes one feel
acquainted at once.
If you happen to be an interviewer you should be prepared to be interviewed, for he puts you through the pace and asks you to answer questions'
that make it necessary to unlimber the thinking gear in a hurry. His kindly
face is made more picturesque by the storm-tossed iron-gray hair. He
wears his glasses on the very end of his nose and looks over them when
talking. His eye is piercing and his gaze steady.
He has grown very deaf, but he makes a brave effort not to lose a
word and lets little get by him. His audiences are not always short but
they are distinctly to the point. He does most of the talking and indicates the finish by turning abruptly away. Here his wonderful power of
concentration is made apparent, for, the next instant, he is just as deeply
occupied with another person about a subject far removed from his late
line of thought.
He is not the dreamer he is often represented to be but a far seer.
At a recent convention of war-time telegraphers (for Thomas A. Edison
manned a key in those trying days), one of his bunkies told how far the
inventor used to look ahead.

Edison kept constantly at work making realities out of his theories
and devised the duplex system by which four men, two sending and two
receiving, may work over the same wire.
Then followed his quadruplex and sextuplex transmission instruments, the carbon telegraph transmitter, printing telegraph, the microtasimeter, for detecting small changes in the temperature, the megaphone,
to magnify sound, the phonograph, the aeroplane, the incandescent lamp
and light system, the kinetoscope, and scores of other marvels. Once he
sent 5,000 words a minute by telegraph between Nev.: York and PhilaT umed Theories into Realities
. delphia with the aid of one of his machines.
"Tom would lie awake nights thinking how he could make the bed
For a contrivance, devised early in his life, after sleeping in New York
fold up," said the man who told the story. "Then he complained of
parks for a week and living on a borrowed dollar, he received '40,000
the kerosene light. Finally the boss fired him for trying to send and
in cold cash. That's what happened to the poor telegraph operator
who lay awake nights exercising his brain. And when one thinks of
receive a message on one wire at the same time."
his wonderful concrete house, it appears that" The Wizard" is n't
losing ground.
Mr. Edison's simplicity is impressive. That is because he is
natural and sincere. He has a way of saying, .. don't" that is
the key to the determination that has marked his career. This
tireless worker accents the negative softly and with a firmness that
is n't mistakable.
He seems to be master of everything but that great, allenveloping mind of his. Notwithstanding the wonderful control
he exercises over his brain, it often breaks through the restraint.
Once fully under way it does not let his body stop for food or sleep.
Hours run into days, and days into weeks; thus it goes on until
the problem is solved.
Mr. Edison is in splendid health, judging by his appearance,
and by the eagerness with which he grasps things' that come to his
notice. Although he walks and moves rapidly, the inventor speaks
slowly, and seems to search for the word to express his meaning most
clearly. He stops quite frequently and asks the listener if he
understands.
Mr. Edison predicts marvelous progress for the wireless telegraph during the new year. He regards Marconi as the man equal
to the occasion. He does not think much of the possibilities of
the wireless telephone.
He is much interested in the recently announced invention
which makes possible signaling from ship to ship or from shore to
ship under the waves. He said that he had made experiments in
Pt'OfIt a .)·«>gropll~ C()})yril//Iud, 1!J<J7, by UYld~J"trof)(1 ~ Cmlet'u;OtP). X . .1".
the transmission of sound through water, and that the develMr. EdUon watchiDg his lteDOIJI'apher takiog a letter from his new phonograph, which had
Id occupy his
opment of the new idea of ater Ie a
beeo previously dictated
mind in the futurlQitized by
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o Kill the
By E. Spence De Pue

.. •What " it for?' asked Captain Morain"

AT

I'lVE o'clock the first puff of wind came
out of the east, whipped the water of San
Francisco Bay into little riffles, and shook at
the loose canvas of the vessels along the water
front; at six o'clock it had so grown in strength
and volume that it mocked at the strong inrunning tide, lashed it into fantastic white
shapes which it rudely dissipated into spray.
An hour later the storm had full sway.
A glorious, powerful. self-confident storm it
was! A fifty-mile wind with a stiff backbone;
and it dashed the water hither and yon, and
picked it up and laid it low, or whipped it dean
out of the bay and carried it tauntingly to the
land as a mist. And it howled, did this wind;
and it roared; and it drove small craft scampering to hide in cozy burrows; and it made good
ships tremble and tug at their anchor chain; and
it laughed and it roared and it mocked; and it
bent and wrenched at tall, proud timbers till
they shrieked aloud with pain; and in sheer
wanton cruelty it ground ships' aching sides
against the wharves.
The rattle of shrouds, the bang of spars, and
the scud of loose things was the sport of the
storm; and it watched the darkness fall on
water and land with an unholy glee, and it
gloated that it drove men before it-that is, all
but one man, a thick-set, bundled man. who
came side on down the wharf, and grumbled
back at the east, and shook his fist to the storm,
and scorned the lee of any protecting thing, and
wormed his way along the side of the wind.
The very weight of the man was an insult to
the storm, for he was built like a rock, and the
ponderosity of him held him down to the
planks; and, though the skirts of his long coat
streamed off to one side. his body leaned not
with the wind, but against it.

.. Bravo, storm!" he
cried. .. Who laugh-a the
element but me?"
He hugged himself in an
ecstasy of pride as he went.
on and on, till a light
caught his eye.
Straight to the door
of the cabin marched
the man, and raised
his fist and beat upon
the panel.
.. Well?" rumbled
a voice from within.
.. Open," bellowed
the man without, and
his voice put the storm
to shame, so heavy it
was. and so full.
The d a a r flew ope n ,
partly because of the pull from
within, but more from the push
of the wind without, and the two
men stood facing each other for
a moment before the stranger
set his foot within the door.
A well-matched pair they
were, this hardy foreigner
who scorned the storm, and
the sturdy, time-seasoned
waterman ~ho received him.
Only a bare moment the two
men stood taking each other's
measure, while the wind rushed in at
the open door and twitched the charts from
the wall and the rugs from the floor, and set
the lamp-globe swinging. Then the stranger
stepped into the warmth of the room and shut
the door behind him.
Now that the light shone on the man from
without it showed how well his face matched the
storm, for it was heavy, and stolid and square,
even to the black, bristly beard that was chopped off as if with a knife.
Captain Morain sank comfortably into his
chair before the stove, determined that it must
be some powerful inducement indeed to lead
him to risk the launch" Flyer" on a night like
this.
The stranger wasted no time in words, but.
reaching into his pocket he drew out a white
cylinder six inches in length, and broke it across
the edge of his hand, letting a flock of golden
double.eagles loose to soar over the table.
The old captain fixed his gaze on the gold
for a second, then let his eyes rove innocently
over the heavy face and thick-set form of the
visitor, who fixed him with a gaze much more
intent than his own.
.. Well?" the captain drawled, uninterestedly,
then turned his gray eyes to the fire.
The stranger, saying never a word, stacked
up the gold into its six-inch pile, produced
another roll, which he stripped of its paper; and
another and another, till there were four piles
of golden double-eagks, each pile six inches
high.
.. Look!" the stranger cr~d. .. Look, is it
not good?"
The captain turned his seamed and furrowed
face to the heap of gold, carefully estimating
how much lay before him, and resolutdy keeping out of his eyes any expression of the fierce
greed that ate its way into his fierce old heart.
.. The boat's worth more than that," he said
indifferently. .. And it's the loss of the craft
to take her out in a blow such as this; and it's

worth more than ml'fely her price to lay her
bones and mine on the beach. Hark at that!"
He raised his hand at the moan of a good
ship as she scraped off her skin on the wharf.
The stranger placed two more heaps hy the
side of the four.
"What's it for? asked Captain Morain.
" 'T is for lihertl·e. 'T is for the right to
think, to act, to fl'd, to do! For the right to
be free!" cried the man, uplifting his arm.
The waterman repeated the
.. Libertv."
word slowiy, as if it had an unfamiliar sound
to him .
.. For the down tear of law and the uprise of
peace. Libertee and the right to love without
law. You believe?"
The captain nodded. Why should n't he
believe in liberty and the downfall of law, he
who had ever laughed at such things? There
was only one objection, he told himself; if there
was no law there would be nothing to outwit
and circumvent, and the zest of life would be
gone; the game be played to its end. But
then. was n't it worth it, for a man growing to
the end of his days, to play the final trump and
laugh the law to scorn ?
.. Yes, ah, yes, you would be of the brotherhood? "
The captain mumbled an incoherent something, his eyes once more sweeping the gold.
.. Is it for the love of countree you live?"
asked the stranger, impressively. .. No? Is it
not much better then for the 'world to be our
countree, yours and mine? All to have all!"
He pointed his query with a deep-throated
laugh.
The waterman, catching -the other's point of
view, but still impatiently waiting for the divulgence of the mission in particular, nodded
violently.
.. Then there is no countree and no law, and
we are oppressed unjust. Viva Iibertee! Down
with all the flags of the world! Only the red
flag shall wave! "
.. Yes." The captain. nodded again. .. What
do you want me to do?"
The foreigner looked at him sharply a moment, and weighed him.
Captain Morain, leaning a little forward in his
chair, one half of his mind on the gold, the
other half on the probable adventure. was a
picture of quiet recklessness.
The stranger, having satisfied himself, lifted
his fist, doubled it so tightly that the knuckles
cracked, and brought it down on the table.
" 1t is the glorious work we have to do, to
make the rescue of a brother from the law," he
cried. .. We go into the storm and the black
of the night, to laugh at it and make it
ashamed."
A baleful light flashed from his eyes and his
voice lifted again in competition with the wind.
.. Yes."
.. Ah, you show the love of libertee! Make
close the attention. A brother, a leader. is
come to this countree. He is come on the one
great mission; come to strike a hlow for the
caus~ !"
The stranger paused, but as the waterman said nothing, he went on again:
"The law-dogs have imprison him on the
island called Angel."
"An<;d Island!" said Captain ,\torain. .. He
is in quarantine?"
.. Yes, yes, that is the word. He is sick near
to die. i1c can sec no friend or brother, and is
confine in that hell-place. and can make not the
chance of a messa 0
at 0
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.. Wait!" Captain Morain's eyes flashed with an eager light. A man
in quarantine, guarded and watched! The foolhardy daring of the
wild scheme appealed to him, somehow. Could he take this quarantined prisoner out of the hospital under the very eyes of the
attendants? He chuckled lowly. If he could do it, would he not
have the satisfaction of knowing that he had done that reckless
thing which no one else would have attempted.
.. I 'II do it," he said abruptly; .. I 'II do it." He chuckled
hoarsely again, as some whimsical s~de of the proposal
struck him. Then, without further ado, he swept the pile
of gold into a canvas sack, which he threw into a locker
on top of a lot of old rubbish. Then he put on his oilskins
over a thick pea-coat, chuckling over and over again,
til' the stranger bade him desist.
Like a flash, the smile was gone, and the old look
of cunning hardness came into his face once more.
"Come," he said abruptly, and threw open the door.
Coldly, fiercely, spitefully the wind struck at them, but
they bored their way into it with bent bodies and heads.
The plank creaked and screeched, and rose and fell
with the float as they went down it, and the water
dashed savagely against the piles, daring them to brave
it. The" Flyer," the only launch at the float, banged at
the bumpers along her side, and rose and fell with the
waves. And all this was only at the landing float,
where there was comparative calm.
The stranger clambered aboard and into the cabin;
if he knew fear, he did not show it.
The "Flyer's" searchlight flashed out and over
the water between the wharves, showing what a
filthy night it was. The wind wailed and moaned
in the caverns under the wharves, and the black
water snickered there, and the mud sobbed piteously.
Once in the open, however, and what had been left
behind was as nothing.
Now on the crest, where her propeller raced at the
air, hung the "Flyer," then plunged into the pit
where she wallowed. I t took brave hearts to venture into such a night, where wind and wave fought
at each other.
The stranger said nothing, but held firm to the
locker and studied the man at the wheel.
For an hour they ran on, battling for the lives of
themselves and their craft, the stranger with his face
pressed over against the glass, his eyes on the
searchlight's beam, that either pointed toward
the sky or toward the bottom of the bay.
Th~ wind still blew, of course, but it was
" Libertee !" he cried, at length, merely be- such a baby wind, so weak and shorn of its
cause he had kept silence so long.
strength, that the waterman opened a window
The captain answered noihing, only stood and let in the fresh air.
.. There is the island," he said; .. and the
with his feet well braced, and hand on the
wheel, giving now and then a dry crackle of lights of the quarantine station."
a laugh at the thought of the things yet to
They both looked to where the lights nestled
together in a nook of the land.
come.
tt was a fearsome trip, was that, with the
.. Now, if you know where he is."
silence between the two men within, and the
The stranger· laid a soiled yellow paper by
roar and shout of storm without. How many the binnacle light. On one side of the paper
times the small boat was within an inch of her were squares and oblongs, and on one of the
life; or how many times she shook off the sea squares was a cross.
that would crush her under, only God knows.
.. This big one is the barracks, where the susAny other boat than the .. Flyer" would have pects are detained; and this-he has some confoundered. But the hard old rogue at the tagious disease!" the captain exclaimed sharply.
wheel knew his craft too well to let her do that;
The man mumbled.
The captain studied the chart again. After
and the tons of water, having pressed and
pushed till they could do no more, went rolling a little he traced some lines on the paper with
off to the side again.
his finger nail.
.. Here's the shore," he said. .. And here's
So they struggled on in the open; staggered
on in the black; ate into the space of the night, the wharf. I don't know how many guards
where the storm raged fiercest and the tide ran there are, nor where they are placed. There
strongest. The speed may have been slow, but ought to be two at the shore end of the wharf.
it was sure. Then, all at once, in the wink of How sick is the man?"
an eye, there was no· wind, or hardly any, and
The stranger did not know.
the billows were angry no more, only rowdyish,
Captain Morain thrust the paper into his
and the searchlight shot forth a level beam over pocket.
.. We'll land," he said. .. I f a guard sees us,
the sea. The stranger demanded the cause of
he'll shoot. Don't talk, and try- to keep close
the startling change.
" I n the lee of the island," answered Captain to me."
He turned the "Flyer" toward the lights and
Morain, and shut off all light.

.• He gave him a mighty wrench ..

•
felt along for the end of the wharf. A little later
the boat bumped softly.
Captain Morain seized a pile with his hook;
then the two men stood listening, peering into
the darkness. No human form was to be seen
on the wharf, and no sound of a sentry's tramp
came to them. The only distinguishable noise
was the roar of the storm, as it swept by the
end of the island. They climbed cautiously
onto the wharf, the captain quiet and contained,
the stranger with an eagerness that matched
not his bulk.
Off beyond the end of the wharf the lights of
the cottages twinkled; now and then a shadow
passed before a light, showing where guards were
stationed. Captain Morain and the anarchist
crept cautiously to the end of the wharf, but found
no guards there. Almost in front of them, and
probably two hundred and fifty yards. away,
was the largest building. in which those immigrants were detained who had as yet developed no
disease. Off to the right and left stretched
smaller buildings, the size of which was roughly
determinable by the number of lighted windows.
It was toward the second from the end on the
extreme right that Captain Morain and his
companion directed their course. The ground
over which they traveled was absolutely unobstructed.
Soon they ha
proached
the ~uard,!J 't:h pac
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Editors' Note
WITH Ihis inslallment of Mr. Merwin'l article, we
prelenl five Iludiesof opium faces, draW1l from
life in Chinatown, New York City, hy Mr. Jay Ham.
bidge, aD .rti,t wbose accuracy in detailed racial
Itudlel preeminently fitl him for luch a task.
Theae typel distinctiy Ihow the manner in which the
character is depraved and the faces weakend hy the
contlnned use of the drug. Compare Mr. Hambidge's
Itudiel with tbat of the normal face of the Chlnne
gentleman on the next page. It il a photograph
of one or Ihe hillhelt type. and most learned represeDtatives of the race.
.
In the precedinll articles Mr. lIferwin has estab·
lished tbe fact that the opium curse was faltenell
on China by GreAt Britain, and that, a. a con Ie·
quence, the yellow face is withering under a bUlbI
which makes prolresa and enlightenment imponi..
ble. In the prestnt article, he be&iD' the ItOf)' of
the heroic and partially luccet.'u} warfare wbicb
the Chinese Government and people are wallinll
agaiDst their maller-vice, while the \Vestern World
looks on and cynically questions thf'ir U sincerity:'
Mr. ltlerwin will continue to aD!iWer the mOlt
algnificant of the questions put to him by hll cor·
relpondents. Next month he will take up In
detail the questioD, U Is Opium More Harmful
Than Alcohol!"

one of the most atrocious massac.es
in history, modern or ancient. During a few weeks, in the summer of 1900
one hundred and fifty-nine white foreigners, men, women, and children.
were killed within the province, fortysix of them in the city of rai Yuan-fu.
The massacre completely wiped out the
mission churches and schools and the
opium refuges, the only missionaries
who escaped being those who happened
to be away on leave at the time. The
attack was not directed at the missionaries as such, but at the foreigners
in general. It was widely believed
among the peasantry that the foreign
devils made a practice of cutting out
the eyes, tongues, and various other
organs of children and women and
shipping them, for some diabolical purpose, out of the country. The slaughter
was directed, from beginning to end,
by the rabid Manchu governor, Yii
Hsien, and some of the butchering was
done by soldiers under his personal
command. But the interesting fact is
that the docile, long-suffering people of
Shansi did some butchering on their
own account, as soon as the word was
passed around that no questions would
A aketA:b, JUde by Jay HambicJae, of the iDterior of a New York .. opium joiIIl"
be asked by the officials.
Apparently, the Shansi peasant
a
can be at one time simple. industrious, loyal, and at another time a slaying, ravishing maniac. The ChinaPart IV.-A Case of Sink or Swim
man himself is the greatest paradox of all. He is the product of a
civilization which sprang from a germ and. has developed in a soil and
CHINA is the land of paradox.
If it is an absolute, despotic monenvironment different from anything within our western range of expearchy. it is also a very democratic country, with its self-made men,
rience. Naturally he does not see human relations as we see them. His
its powerful public opinion, and a "states' rights" question of its own.
habits and customs are enough different from ours to appear bizarre to
It is one of the most corrupt of nations; on the other hand, the standus; but they are no more than surface evidences of the difference beard of personal and commercial honesty is probably higher in China
tween his mind and ours. Thanks to our strong racial instinct, we can
than in any other country in the world. Woman, in China, is made to
serve; her status is so low that it would be a discourtesy even to ask a
be fairly certain of what an AngloSaxon, or even a European will
man if he has a daughter: yet the ablest ruler China has had in many
(
centuries is a woman. It is a land. where the women wear socks ano
think in certain deeply human
trousers, and the men wear stockings and robes; where a man shakes
circumstance~inthe presence of
his own hand, not yours; where white, not black, is a sign of mourning;
death, for instance. We cannot
hope to understand the mental
where the compass points south, not north; where books are read backward, not forward; where names and titles are put in reverse order, as in
processes of a Chinaman. There
our directories-Theodore Roosevelt would be Roosevelt Theodore in
is too great a difference in the
China, Uncle Sam would be Sam Uncle; where fractions are written
shape of our heads, as there is in
upside down, as !, not ~.; where a bride wails bitterly as she is carried
the texture of our traditions.
But we can see quite clearly
to her wedding, and a man laughs when he tells you of his mother's
that the Imperial Government of
death.
China is, while it endures, a
Contradictions in the Chinese Character
strong and effective government.
It is significant that the Chinese
Chinese life, or the phases of it that you see along the highroads of
people rarely indulge in massathe northwest, would appear to be a very simple, honest life, industrious,
cres on their own account. Why
methodical, patient in poverty. The men, even of the lowest classes,
not? The hatred of foreigners
are courteous to a degree that would shame a Frenchman. I have seen
must be always there, under the
my two soldiers, who earned ten or twenty cents, Mexican, a day. greet
placid surface, for these people
my cook with such grace and charm of manner that I felt like a crude
rarely fail to turn into slaying
)
barbarian as I watched them. The simplicity and industry of t,his life,
demons once the officials let the
I
as it presented itself to me, seemed directly opposed to any violence or
outrage. Yet only seven years ago Shansi Province was the scene of
word be passed around. 6~~itize~'"
---~
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have been thirty-five serious
anti-foreign riots and massacres
in China within thirty-five years,
besides the Boxer uprising of
1900; and among these there
was probably not one which the
mandarins could not have suppressed had they wished. The
Boxer trouble was worked up
by Yii Hsien while he was governor of Shantung Province.
When the foreign powers protested he was transferred to
Shansi. which had scarcely heard of the Boxer Society,
and almost at once there was a .. Boxer" outbreak and
massacre in Shansi. The Peking Government meanwhile
carried on Yii Hsien's horrible work at Peking and
Tientsin. The siege of the legations at Peking was
conducted by imperial soldiers, not by mobs. During
all the trouble of that bloody summer. Yuan Shi K·ai.
who succeeded to the governorship in Shantung, seemed
to have no difficulty in keeping that province quiet. .
though it was the scene of the original trouble.

Chinese Honesty
Chang Chi Tung, .. the great viceroy." subdued the
Upper Yangtse provinces with a firm hand, though the
Boxer difficulty there was complicated by the everseething revolution. In a word. the officials in China
seem perfectly able to control their populace and protect
foreigners. As Dr. Ferguson. of Shanghai, put it to me. .. No other
government in the world can so effectively enforce a law as the Chinese
Government--wbm t~ey want to '"
You soon learn. in China. that you can trust a Chinaman to carry
through anything he agrees to do for you. When I reached T'ai
Yuan-fu I handed-my interpreter a Chinese draft for
(Mexican),
payable to bearer. and told him to go to the bank and bring back the
money. I had known john a little over a week; yet anyone who
knows China will understand that. I was running no appreciable risk.
'[he individual Chinaman is simply a part of a family. the family is part
of a neighborhood. the neighborhood is part of a village or district, and
so on. In all its relations with the central Government. the province is
responsible for the affairs of its larger districts, these for the smaller
districts, the smaller districts for the villages. the villages for the neighborhoods. ·the neighborhoods for the family. the family for the individual.
If john had disappeared with
my money after cashing the
draft, and had afterwards been
caught, punishment would
have been swift and severe.
Very likely he would have lost
his head. If the authorities
had been unable to find john.
they would have punished his
family.
Punishment would
surely have fallen on, somebody.
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Family Responsibility
The real effect of this system. continued as it has been
through unnumbered centuries, has naturally been to develop a clear, keen sense of
personal responsibility. For.
whatever may occur, somebody is responsible. The family. in order to protect itself.
trains its individuals to live
up to their promises, or else
not to make promises. The
neighborhood. well knowing
that it will be held accountable for its units. watches them
with a close eye. When a
new family comes into a neighborhood. the neighbors crowd
about and ask questions which
are not. in view of the facts,
so impertinent as they might
sound. Indeed, this sense of
family and neighborhood accountability is so deeply rooted that it is not uncommon, on the failure
of a merchant to meet his obligations, for his family and friends to step
forward and help him to settle his accounts. It is the only way in
which they can dear themselves.
All these evidences would seem to indicate that the Chinese people,
on the one hand, have an innate fear of and respect for their Govern-

-

ment and their law, such as
they are; an,d that the Govern.. ment, on the other hand, is,.1n~
the matter of enforcing the'.
traditional law. one of the'
most powerful governments on
earth. None but an exceedingly well organized government could deliberately incite,
its people to repeated riots'
and massacres without losing.
control of them. TheChinese:
Go"ernment has seemed to
have not the slightest difficulty in keeping the people,
quiet-when it wanted to.
The story of Shantung Provo,
ince makes this clear. Itwas .
driven into what appeared to:
be anarchy by. a rabid gov-.
ernor. But only a few months
later this governor's successqr;
had little difficulty in keeping,
the entire province in almost
perfect order while the adjoining province was actually at
war with the allied powers of·
the world and was . overrun,
with foreign troops. No; a'
government which has within:
it the power. on occasion. to carry through such an achievement as this,
can hardly be called weak.

The .Wheels· Within Wheels of Oriental Diplomacy
We .begin. then. by admitting that the Chinese Government has the
strength and the organization necessary to carry, out any ordinary reform-if it wants to. The putting down of the opium evil is. of course,
no ordinary reform. It is an undertaking so colossal and so desperate
that it staggers imagination. as I trust I have made plain in the preceding articles. But setting aside, for the moment, our doubts a~ tQ
whether or not the Chinese Government. or any other government on earth,.
could hope to check so insidious and pervading an evil. we have to ~n-,
sider other doubts which arise from even a slight acquaintance with that
puzzling organism. the Chinese official mind. If the Chinese busines~
man is. as many think. the most honest and straightforward busines~
man on earth. the Chinese official. or mandarin, is abo,ut
the most subtle and bewildering. His duplicity is simply
beyond our understanding. He has a bland and childis~
smile. but his ways are peculiar. Most of us know that
our own state depar~ment has a neat little cus.tom of:
issuing letters to travelers -ordering our diplomatic and
consular representatives abroad to extend special courtesies. and sending. at the same time. a notice to these
same representatives advising them to take no notice of
the letters. In Chinese diplomacy everything is done in
this way. but very much more so. Documents issued by
the Chinese Government usually bear about the same
relation to any existing facts or intentions as a Thanksgiving proclamation does. You must be very astute,
indeed. to perceive from the speech, manner. or writing
of a mandarin. what he is really getting at. Motive
underlies motive; self-interest I\es deeper still; and the
base of it all is an Oriental conception of life and affairs
which cannot be· so remodeled or reshaped as to fit into
our square-shaped western minds. No one else was so
eloquent on the horrors of opium as the great Li Hung
Chang. when talking with foreigners; yet Li Hung Chang
was one of the largest producers of opium in China.
When the Chinese Army, under imperial direction. was
fiercely bombarding the legations in Peking. the Imperial
Government was officially sending fruit and other delicacies. accompanied by courteous notes. asking if there
was not something they could do for the comfort of the
hard-pressed foreigners.
This indirection would seem to be the result
of a constant effort. on the part of everybody in
authority. to shirk the responsibility for difficult situations. Under a system which holds a man mercilessly accountable for carrying through any undertaking for which
he is known to be responsible, he naturally tries to avoid .assuming
any responsibility whatever. An official is punished for failure and rewarded for success in China, as in other countries. And the official on
whom is saddled the extremely difficult job of pleasing, at one time,
an empress who believes that a Boxer can render himself invisible to
foreign sharpshooters by a little mumbling and dancing, a set of courtiers
other with
and palace eunuchs who are constantly under ining one
the deepest Oriental guile. a ...P9p~lace wit litt
6
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and knowledge of the world than the children of Israel in the Sinai
Peninsula, and a hostile band of keen, modern diplomats with trade interests and" concessions" on their tongues and machine guns and magazine rifles at call in their legation compounds, is not in for an easy time.
. It hardly seems, then, as if we should blame the Chinese official too
harshly if his whole career appears to be made up of a series of "sidesteppings" and .. ducks "-of what the American boxer aptly calls
"foot work." On the other hand, it is not difficult to sympathize with
the foreign diplomat who has, year after year, to play this baffling game.
He is always making progress and never getting anywhere. He has his
choice of going mad or settling down into a confirmed and weary
cynicism. In most cases he chooses the latter, and ultimately drifts into
a frame of mind in which he doubts anything and everything. He takes
it for granted that the Chinese Government is always insincere. It is
incredible to him that a Chinese official could mean what he says. And
so, when the Chinese Government declared against the opium evil, the
cynical foreign diplomats and traders at once began looking between
and behind the lines in the effort to find out what the crafty yellow men
were really getting at. That they might mean what they said seemed
wholly out of the question. But what deep motive might underlie the
proposal was a puzzle. At first the gossips of Peking and the ports ran
to the effect that the real scheme was, to arouse the anti-opium public
opinion in England, and force the British Indian Government to give up
its opium business. Very good, so far. But why? In order that
China, by successfully shutting out the I ndian opium, might set up a government monopoly of its own, for revenue, of the home-grown drug?
This was the first notion at Peking and the ports. I heard it voiced
frequently everywhere. But it proved a hard theory to maintain.
In the first place, the Chinese Government could set up
a pretty effective government opium business, if it wanted to,
without bothering about the Indian-grown drug. Opium is
produced everywhere in China. The demand has grown to a
point where the Indian article alone could not begin to supply
it. But. on the other hand. the stopping of the importation is necessarily the first step in combatting the evil; for, if the Chinese should
begin by successfully decreasing their own production of opium, the importation would automatically increase, and consumption remain the same.
In the second place, if it
is wholly a "revenue" matter
to the Chinese Government,
why give up the large annual
revenue from customs duties
on the imported opium? In
asking the British to stop
their opium traffic the Chinese
are proposing deliberately to
sacrifice $5,000,000 annually
in customs and liking duties
on the imported drug, or between a fifth and a sixth of
the entire revenue of the imperial customs.
Proof of Sincerity
One very convincing indication of the sincerity of the
Chinese Government in this
matter, which I will take up
in detail a little later, is the
\.
way in which the opium prohibition is ,pcing enforced by
the Chinese authorities.. But before going into that, I should like to call
attention to two other evidences of Chinese sincerity in its war on opium.
The first is the patent fact that public opinion all over China, among rich
and poor, mandarins and peasants, has turned strongly against the use of
opium. I have had this information from too many sources to doubt it.
Travelers from the remotest provinces are reporting to this effect. The
anti-opium sentiment is found in the highest official circles, in the army,
in the navy. in the schools. Within the past year or so it has been
growing steadily stronger. Opium smoking used to be taken as a matter of course; now. where you find :1 man smoking too much, you, also
find a group of friends apologizing for him.. I have already explained
that opium smoking is not tolerated in the" new" army. There is now
a rapidly growing number of officials and merchants who refuse to employ
opium smokers in any capacity..
Now, why is the puhlic opinion of China setting so strongly against
opium? Even apart from moral· considerations, bringing the matter
down to a .. practical" basis, why is this so? I will venture to offer an
answer to the question. Said one Tientsin foreign merchant, an American who has had unusual opportunities to observe conditions in Northern
China: "If the Chinese do succeed in shutting down on opium, it may
mean the end of the foreigners in China. Opium is tbe one tbing tbat is
bolding tbe Cbinese back to-day."
Ten or twelve of the legations at Peking now have "legation
guards" of from one hundred to three hundred men each. In all there
are eighteen hundred foreign soldiers in Peking, "a force large enough,"
said one officer. "to be an insult to China. but not large enough to de-

fend us should they really resent the insult." Twelve hundred miles up
the Yangtse River, above the rapids, there is a fleet of tiny foreign gun'>oats, English and French, which were carried up in sections and put together "to stay." At every treaty port there are one or more foreign
settlements. maintained under foreign laws. The Imperial Maritime Customs Service of China is directed and administered throughout by foreigners; this, to insure the proper collection of the "indemnity"
money. Foreign" syndicates" have been gobbling up the wonderful
coal and iron deposits of China wherever they could find them. And so
on. I could give many more illustrations of the foreign grip on China.
but these will serve. And back of these facts looms the always impending
" partition of China." The Chinese are not fools. They have sat tight,
wearing that inscrutable smile, while the foreigners discussed the cutting
up of China as if it were a huge cake. They have seen the Japanese, a
race of little brown men. inhabiting a few little islands, face the dreaded
bear of Russia and drive it back into Siberia. Now, at last, these patient Chinamen are picking up some odds and ends of western science.
They are building railroads, and manufacturing the rails for them. They
are talking about saving China" for the Chinese." In 1906 they mobilized
an army of 30,000 "mod.rn" troops for maneuvres in Honan Province.
If they are to succeed with this notion, they must begin at the beginning. Opium is dragging them down hill. Opium will not build railroads. Opium will not win battles. Opium will not administer the
affairs of the hugest nation on earth. Therefore,
no matter what it costs in revenue, no matter
how staggering the necessary reform and reorganization, opium must go.

How China Suppresses Opium
China may be a puzzling land. The
Chinese officials may be capable of the
most baffling duplicity. But we are forced
to believe that they are" sincere" in puttingdown the opium traffic. It appears, for
China, to be a case of sink or swim.
The next question would seem to be, If
the Chinese are really trying to put down
the opium traffic, how are they succeeding?
We will pass over that part of the problem which relates to Great Britain and'
the Indian opium trade, with the idea of
taking it up in a later artic~e. Let us
consider· now what China, flabby, backward, long-suffering China, is actually doing in this tremendous effort to
cure her disorder in order that she may take a new place among the
nations.
The plan outlined in the edicts prohibiting opium is clear, direct.
forcible. It was evidently meant to be effective. It provides (first)
that t~ governors of the provinces shall ascertain, through the local
authorities, the exact number of acres under poppy cultivation. The
area of the land used for this purpose shall then be cut down by one
ninth part each year, "so that at the end of nine years there will be no
more land used for such purposes. and the land thus disused "-1 am
quoting here from the Chinaman who translated the Regulations for me
- " shall never be used for the said purposes again. Should the owners
01 sucb lands disobey the decree, their lands shall be confiscated, Local
officials who make special efforts and be able to stop the cultivation of
poppy before the said time, they shall be rewarded with promotions."

Government Regulation of Smoking
The plan provides (second) that" all smokers, irrespective of class
or sex, must go to the nearest authorities to get certificates, in which
they are to write their names. addresses, profession, ages, and the
amount of opium smoked each day." Latitude is allowed smokers over
sixty years of age, but those under sixty" must get cured before arriving at sixty years of age. Persons who smoke or buy opium without
certificates will be punished. No new smokers will be allowed from the
date of prohibition. The amount of opium supplied to each smoker
must decrease by one third each year. so that within a few years tbere
will be no opium smoked at all." Officials who overstep the law are to
be deprived of their rank. In the case of common people, .. their
names will be posted up thorough fares, & will be deprived of privileges
in all public gatherings."
Opium dens, as also all restaurants. hotels, and wine shops which provide couches and lamps for smokers were to be closed at once. If any regular'opium den were found open after the prohibition (May, 1907). the
property would be confiscated. No new stores for the sale of opium could
be opened. .. Good opium remedies must be prepared. Multiply the number of anti-opium clubs. If any citizen who can, through their efforts, get
many people cured, they will be rewarded. . . . All officials, and the officers
of the army and navy. and professors of schools, colleges, and universities,
must all get cured witbin six months." And further, it was decided to
.. open negotiations with Great Britain. arranging with that Power to
have less and less opium imported into China each year, till at the end
of nine years no opium will be imported at all." The Chinese, it is
evident, are not wanting in hopeful sentiment. Reading this, it is
[Continufd on pag(S~~6l-...
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e Brother
By Aldis Dunbar

doors better 'n in a factory, or
the look of listening
where the's streets every where."
suspense on the boy's face with
He glanced up appealingly.
one of impassiv~ blankness, the stolid
Paulin's thought seemed far away,
panels of the great weather-beaten
but the story was to be told, and
door stared (outward in the pale
Illustrated by LESLIE W. LEE
Egan struggled on with it-very
dawn light; but the clumsy brass
hopeless.
knob, that Martin Garrity had
" An' then, one day when I was down in the
allowed him to polish, mocked at him, giving so's I c'd ask you somethin'. aut the '-the'
him back as his own the image of a broadly ain't anythin' I would n't like to do, that you woods, yonder, I heard a noise like somethin'
wanted, if I c'd be let to stay on 'round here. ·slammin'. 'T was the door 0' the little shanty,
grinning distortion.
Incessant years, whose plodding feet wear I don't do no harm to the little cabin, Mr. bangin' itself to bits in the wind. An' I thought
I c'd stay there, 'thout bein' in anyone's way.
down old things beloved, may tread away tlte Paulin. Cap'n Garrity 'II tell you so."
" Ye-es ! " The word struck down between The' was only Cap'n Garrity at your house, an'
high box hedges, the green-wayed alleys of
Restover; but never, while its wide porch with- them like a sudden icy film in the early autumn lots 0' times he'd let me help him 'round the
stands them, can they take from Egan his utter air. "Then you are the young man to whom place, from when I was a little chap-splittin'
certainty of that spot on the upper step whither Garrity owes thanks for a good calling down! wood an' rakin' leaves, an' diggin'. So then
one time I told him, an' he thought p'raps you
he retreated in forlorn hesitation at sound of Your name?"
"Egan," returned the boy, trudging ahead would n't mind me stayin'. I'd kep' the cabin
nearing footsteps within, or the memory of the
instant when the heavy door swung open, and he, with eyes on the worn turf, his heart wavering good an' clean, an'-but'l c'n easy go, if you'd
a humble, unknown worshiper, met the steel- within him at Paulin's manner. "I-did n't rather 1-"
s 'pose anyone 'd mind me sleepin' there. 'T was
" How long have you been there?" interdlrk eyes of Nicholas Paulin.
He-Cap 'n rupted Paulin, without looking at the ragged,
" A morning caller?" The young man gravely so far from anyone's house.
set down a shabby valise and lifted his hat with Garrity-did n't ever guess where 't was I 'd sturdy little figure.
"I guess 't was just beginnin' to be spring
formality. " I 'm sorry that no one answered been Iivin', till in the summer. 'T was n't his
the bell. Perhaps the wire has given out, like fault I found the cabin. I'd been knockin' when I come," admitted Egan. They were
passing under the gate arch into a deserted
other things. Though we are short of retainers 'round, 'thout any place to go, for weeks."
" No one looks after you?"
country road, now, and he thrust aside from his
at Restover," he added, "and the second foat"Unh! "-unworded, primitive denial. "I- face, with a desperate fling of his free elbow, a
man may have missed your summons."
"I-I did n't ring!" stammered Egan, in I used to stay with McCarthy, 'at kep' the tangle of Virginia creeper that was trailing down
confusion, trying to cover one bare foot with its ferry runnin', but he had a chance to go out from the rusty ironwork. "The' was withered
West, an' could n't be bothered havin' me along. old vines grown up through the cracks 0' the
fellow.
boards, an' I pulled 'em out, an' mended the
"No? You were admiring the view? As a He said I was big enough to look out for myself.
fellow day-dreamer, you have my sympathy,- Last winter I was farm boy for a man down the door latch with a nail an' a bit 0' wire, so's it
'd stay fastened. An' I cleaned out the spring,
also much regret that I've no time to make your Inlet; but he was always kickin' the dogs an'
horses an'-an' me. So I come away, an'
'cross the hollow, an' cleared away the weeds
You'll
acquaintance.
slep' where I could. I c 'n mostly find work,
an' dirt an' dead branches from the path goin'
understand that with a
enough to keep me, an' I like chores out 0' down to it, an' put back the stones 'round it, all
mile to walk and a most
I c'd find. An' J 'd pretend things, after Cap'n
uncertain train to catch,
Garrity said how you an' your brother, when
1-" But his motion to
you was only as big as me, would- "
take up the bag was
"Don't go on!" A hand on Egan's
forestalled by Egan, who
shoulder gave emphasis to the deliberate
grasped it and courage
words. " But--if you were so anxious
togethe.
about my allowing you to stay-why
"P-please, Mr.
did n't you let me think that you were
Paulin, let me carry it for
waiting on the porch to
you?
I 'm good an'
carry my valise? I'd
strong, an' I c'n walk
have believed you."
fast. I c'd run with it,
The boy looked at
if you wanted."
him, only half under"On my word, I bestanding. "'T would n't
lieve you could!" exha' been so, 'cause I
ciaimed Paulin, with
was ·n't. But I wanted
surprised approval, as the
to, right off," he added
bov, at his nod of assent,
hastily.
swJung the solidly packed
"I see!" The keen
valise to his shoulder and
dark eyes grew boyish
marched down the steps,
and oddly kind. " You'll
holding himself erect in
not find life all roses,
spite of the hot emtaken from that standbarrassment with which
point: but it's the only
he felt those eyes markone from which any life
ing each play of muscle
is worth living. Never
beneath his tattered
forget that!
So you
blue-cotton shirt.
think I need another
"Do I infer-" went
r.:rainer? "
on the quiet, half amused
.. Does t hat mean
voice, as they kept pace
some one that wants to
down the dim, grasshelp Cap'n Garrity when
grown footpath under
he's got work to do
swaying boughs, "that
'round the p.lace, just
you called at Restover,
for bein' let to stay?"
this morning, merely to
asked the boy, eagerly.
carry my grip to the
Paulin's clear-cut face
station? "
flushed painfully. " I
Egan looked up with
fear it does, Egan, in the
quick, shy deprecation.
present state of my
.. I did n't know you'd
finances. But so soon
have one along. I was
as- W t's that comjust waitin' till you'd
... My compliments on your choice 01 • livery' ..
p'raps be comin' out,
COUNTERING
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From somewhere behind them, around the
bend of the road, sounded an appalling noise,
growing ever louder. Even as Egan halted,
clutching the valise in cold, breathless terror, a
thing wonderful, astounding, swooped by them
in a great cloud of steamy dust, with a flash of .
scarlet and dull silver, slowed beyond them,
seemed to rear, plunge, and swerve around, then,
with an eldritch hoot, came "chf! chf! "-ing
back, straight at them!
The boy sprang toward a rift in the hedge, to
dive into safety beyond !t, then, in the same
breath, checked himself, turned-and grew woefully red and abashed at the glint of amusement
in Paulin's face.
" Is--is n't it a dragon?" he gasped.
•
"Only a modern equivalent. It coughs, but
it· does n't bite," explained the young man,
gently. "A little kindness will do wonders in
taming it."
.
Through long summer days had Egan hearkened with untiring eagerness to the old Irish
boatman's loving tales of "Masther
Nick," until·the belief that no other
boy save, perchance,·that "little Masther Davy, as died," ever equaled this
hitherto unseen hero in light-hearted
daring,-that no man could compare
with him in resolute courage,-was in
the very fiber of the lad's heart.
"Masther Nick" could swim farther,
tight more valiantly, ride more fearlessly and win through vaster perils
than even those fairy prince-champions
of old Ireland, whose amazing adventures Garrity would sometimes re- .
count. Yet it took all Egan's faith in
Paulin's prowess to hold him there, as
" it" came throbbing heavily toward
them: His companion, whose brow
knit swiftly, gave an exclamation
under his breath.
"Cecil! "
Sudden light came to Egan. Through
settling dust he saw, not a ravening f
monster, but a haughtily beautiful,
bright-eyed p r inc e s s, wonderfully
wrapped in tawny silk,-whose magic
silver car must be alive, for it fumed
and protested under her controIling
hand. Such marvels had never before come rushing into the boy's ken.
He stood gazing as one entranced.
" It is you, Nick! But at what
unearthly hour? " came a clear greeting, as the princess held out a slender,
gloved hand. "Is this a land of
miracles?"
" Surely, for you ;tppear in it, Cis."
Paulin went to the side of the car.
"Pleasant morning for a spin, is n't
it ?"
Her laugh was like a cool, silver bell.
"How restful you are, Nick! No
one believes me when I assert that what withheld
me from breaking off with you was simply that
you were the one man I could trust never to be
sentimental, but it's quite true. You do credit
to my training."
Paulin stepped back with a slight shrug. The
boy could not see his face.
"From what cloud have you fallen?" he
asked.
"I thought you a thousand miles
awav."
"Overshooting the mark by nine hundred
and eighty!
For three days I've been at
Marathon Springs with Peggy Oswald and the
Farquhars. When the car came, yesterday, I
resolved on exploring the country alone, before
the sun was up, this morning."
"And you discovered-"
"A portent! I knew Restover to be in this
direction, but of all things I least expected to
come on you at daybreak, tramping the byroads with a- What is that, anyway, Nick?"
Hearing the petulant question, Egan had a
second impulse to seek the cover of the hedge,

for it was at him-barefoot, undeniably ragged
-that the fairy princess was looking with most
entire disdain.
"That?" carelessly. "My dear Cecil, to-day
I doubled my retinue. That is the other one."
" My compliments on your choice of a livery! "
"Appropriate, is n't it?"
She leaned back impatiently. " Nicholas
Paulin, do you really expect to convince me that
you are reduced to employing such a ragamuffin? Where's your queer old sailor? He
would n't disgrace you on the open road."
"Garrity has a very lame knee, and can only
hobble. I should have been my own porter, but
Egan, here, would not allow it. Excuse my
leaving you in haste. I 'm forgetting how late
it is."
"Where are you going? "
"To catch the early train. Bethune expects
me at eight. It's the day for my initial step
into business life."
.
" What? You'd actually have carried out

Eagan, suddenly disburdened and left alone
at the roadside, watched the flying cloud of dust
recede,-then turned and trotted doggedly away.
Any how, I went back to him 'fore I knew
't was n't a dragon!" he asserted aloud.
An'
if it had been one, why, I was goin' to fire that
heavy bag right in its teeth, good an' hard-an'
that would ha' stopped it, I guess. Leastways,
till he'd picked up somethin' to fight it with."
A little later he flung himself panting, face
dt)wnward, on the warm grass beside the log
where Martin Garrity, gaunt and stoop-shouldered, with white hair and kindly, deep-set eyes,
rested in the morning sunshine, whetting an old
scythe.
" 'T is runnin' ye 've been, lad," he commented,
taking the short black pipe from between his
teeth. "But ye 've come too late, if 't was
amy use yer spakin' to him, an' I doubt that
same. 'T was iIl-plazed Masther Nick was
that anny had been Iivin' in the little cabin
him an' Masther Davy built."
But he's-he's let me stay, Cap'n
Garrity!" averred the boy, excitedly.
The good word ye say! " straightening up where he sat. " Ye 've seen
him, then?"
"Seen him? " Egan looked up
swiftly, his sun-browned young face
and honest hazel eyes almost glorified
as he propped his chin on his hands
and broke into full recital of all
that had happened between early dawn
and the moment when the princess
had whirled Paulin away in her
"modern 'quivalent."
Garrity's shoulders worked with
silent laughter. "That for a way 0'
callin' it! Lad, have ye never before
seen anny 0' they autymobiles, as go
skitin' along with locymotives in their
insides? An' yer princess,-ay, that
must ha' been Miss Cecil Yorke herself, now. Had she great rolls 0'
light-colored hair, an' proud lookin'
eyes, a bit sharp?"
Egan nodded. "An' she did n't
like it that he was goin' to the city."
Not she! " Garrity puffed hard at
his pipe for a moment. "'T is-a grand
leddy she is, with money an' plenty of
her own; an' the day was nigh on set
betwixt her an' Masther Nick, when
that bank 0'. bad fortune failed, an'
divil a penny did it lave him, barrin'
Restover." Garrity paused to look
back exultantly at the old graystone
house among the trees.
Masther Nick 'd ha' given over
marryin' her, afther that," he went
on,-" him bein' poor an' her that
rich,-but she'd not hear 0' breakin' it
off. Ay, there's none keener nor that
leddy for rulin' others her own way.
So belike there'll be a weddin' some 0' these
days, an' then Masther Nick 'II have no mo~e
need 0' worritin' over earnin' his livin' by workin'
in them hot ould offices 0' Misther Bethune's,
down be the docks. An' 't is in yon big hotel
over at Mar'thon Springs she'll be stayin', ye
say?" rising and limping toward the house.
Then come, lad. Fetch rake an' broom in the
ould wheel-barry. 'T is ourselves 'd better be
reddin' up what we can, afore we're caught
unexpe.-:ted like."
It was with a novel sense of belonging" that
Egan at once threw himself, head, hands, and
feet, into Martin Garrity's plans for "reddin'
up" Restover.
Never Highland clansmen
labored more loyally to advance the honor of
their chieftain than did these two over the grassblurred edges and scanty gravel of what had
once been a stately, well-kept avenue.
At last Garrity stiffly rose from a circle of
withered weeds, uprooted where the driveway
curved sweeping under a primitive porte cocbere,
I<

I<

I<

I<

I<

I<

... You 'Ye bumed what he worked oyer'"

that absurd scheme, in spite of me, if I had n't
come in time to intercept you? Here!" with a
willful gesture of command. " Get in! Promise
me to say no more about the nonsense, and I 'II
try to forgive you for so nearly outwitting me.
Be sensible, Nick. It 's too banal!· Come! Let
the rag-bag take your valise back to Restover,
and we'll surprise Peggy at the breakfast table.
How she will stare! "
Paulin, raising his hat without a word, beckoned to the wondering boy and turned to go
on; but the princess laughed, and by some
sorcery set her red and silver chariot to moving
slowly around, with puffing snorts.
Conclusive and courteous, Nick," she remarked. "Very well. I give in-for the time
being. I 'm too hungry to argue. You'll be
sick. of Mr. Bethune's old office in twenty-four
hours. In with you, and I'll have you at the
station in a breath.
Is that your train
whistling? "
"Yes! No trick, Cis!" warningly.
Not this morning. I 'm on honor."
I<

I<

I<

I<
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The Romance of TammanY' Hall
B7 FREDERICK UPHAM ADAMS
EDITORS' NOTE. -This will be, per~pe, the WU1esl politic:al year in the biRo!)' of the American
natioa. The cycle hu rolled around when the American people mUlt epin elect a Praident. Durillll
tbe.e national elections we become better acqueinted and learn more about our government than at any other
time, Benj.min Harriaon ooce laid in SUCCESS MAGAZINE, that he COIIIidered a Praidential e1ectioll
the sreatesl of all public educ.tors. We have arranaed for a number of remarbb1e political articles for
this DeW year, and •
with this fir.. iDatallment of the Romance of Tammany Hal~ the mOlt powerful politi.
cal orpnization in the world, and, uide from the Rom.n Catholic Oaurch and the German Army, the moat
powerful institution in the whole world. Mr. Adam. hu lone pretty far back into history, but when
you read his fir.. iDatal1ment you
Cop!frlIl'A,·<1 by Roc"",,ootl, N. Y.
will find that thia hu been __

in order to build a c:omplete
Owillll to the terrific
preaaure on our apace, it will not be
poaible to pub1iah Mr. Adama'.
articles in aucceaaion, but they will
appear between this and election at
the moat reaular intenala ~le.
III)'

atructure.

RICHARD CROKER.

Iocr_

Tweed', doWllfall. aDd .....
_He ca.
T_ny',
_ ••
leader

the
most powerful political organization in the
world, was born on May 12,
JOHN F. CARROLL.
178c). just twelve days after
He _ ........d iD COIDIIl&Ild ill c.-',
George Washington was
clay. aDd tried -.,. bard to ....-I him
inaugurated President of
the United States. In
writing these articles it
will be necessary for me to depict the men of those days
in the light of their known records. and I shall throw on
the screen as truthful a picture of their surroundings as
is possible from the scanty details which have been
.
handed down to us.
No nation on earth knows as little of its real history
as does ours. With hardly an exception our
historians have acted, not as stern and unbiased
judges of events, but rather as partisan special
pleaders who have carried themselves off their feet
in the ardor of their championship of certain
ideas and their deification of certain heroes. As
we read and lay aside their books we close our
eyes and conjure up a race of brave, unselfish,
and patriotic colonists, who were led by inspired
generals and statesmen. We picture the new
republic as one composed of free and independent
voters, a nation impregnated with the spirit of
democracy, a race the first to cast off the chains
of royalty, and one looked up to and envied by
the lovers of liberty throughout the world.
Thus we have been taught in our popular
histories, our school text-books, in our classic orations, and in our songs. We teach it in our public
schools, we expound it from the pulpit, our historical novels depend upon it for their thrill, our
political orators never lack applause when they
sound the praises of the men who lived when the
republic was founded. and it has thus come to
pass that we look back at those days with reverence, and we mark them as an era in which general
patriotism reached its sublimest height, and we
sigh as we reflect that we live in a sordid age
which has fallen immeasurably below the standard
set by our ancestors.
r rAM MAN Y HAL L,

When Patriotism Was Wanting
All of which ·is moonshine. In order to comprehend the causes which. led to the founding
and the growth of Tammany, one must look through
the glamor which has been cast about that period
and fix his eyes on the cold facts. If he will
delve into the records he will learn that in 178c)
there was less love of country, more disloyalty,
more selfishness. less democracy, and a higher
percentage of despicable corruption and political
intrigue than there is to-day. This is doubtless
treason to the. pedagogue and his well-thumbed
school history. but I cannot see what is to be
gained by maintaining the stupid and false theory
that we are the degenerate children of an immaculate ancestry. If we are dishonest we came by it

.

CHARLES F. MURPHY,
The _tleideo. His cIifcnDceo with

Mayer McOeIIan haft ca. f.c:IionaJ

fitbIiq Which .1_..,Iit the ar...,izatiaa

WIWAM F. SHEEHAN.
Noted few hit flIliIe ..ort ia CQIIliziq the
e-ty Democncytol-'ut T.-..y

honestly, and calm study
will prove to us that most
of the politiCal and social
evils from which we suffer
nMOnIY D. SUWVAN,
can be traced back to those
rc-. .... BiI T...... OIl the lAw.
pioneers whom we have
East Side hit waod io the ardy law bowD
invested with halos.
It would be an idle
task to trace merely the
political history of The Tammany Society from the day
of its inception until the present time. This has been
done again and again, but I have had the privilege of
reading a record of its past and present which gives a
valid reason for the fact that it has endured and thrived
for more than a century despite crimes and,exposures
which failed to uproot it. It is useless to deny
that the political conditions in our towns and cities
are disgraceful. They shame us before the world.
Billions upon billions in money and in franchises
,have been stolen by politicians and their moneyed
allies. and only at brief intervals have the plundered grasped from thieving hands the reins of
power. Tammany's fame, or ill fame. rests on
the unquestioned fact that it is the pioneer, and
the most perfect political :machine ever devised
. for selfishly or corruptly controlling the offices and
patronage of a municipality.

An American Institution
The systematic plundering of a city by its
elected and appointed officials is peculiarly an
American institution. It may obtain in China or
in other Oriental monarchies, but it is unknown
in Great Britain or on the Continent, with the
exception of Russia, where the officials are appointed, not elected by those they rob. Now there
must be a reason for this curse which has been
ours in all the years since the nation was founded,
and I believe that a close scrutiny into thl: conditions which obtained when Tammany was founded
will reveal the secret and point the remedy.
When the men of Massachusetts defied the
British monarchy in 1776, the population of the
American colonies was fully 2, 500,000, and was probably nearer 3,000,000. According to all authorities there were fully half a million of American
men of fighting age. and most of them were
equipped with arms and knew how to use them.
The schoolboy gains from his studies that the
Battle of Concord was the signal for a revolt in
which the rugged colonists rose practically as
one man and placed themselves under the leadership of Washington and other generals. They
did nothing of the kind. 1 repeat, there were
fully 500,000 men of fighting age in ·the country.
Surely it was possible to mass half of this number
against the British. In a much later and in a
presumably less patriotic age the Boers hurled
more than 200,000 fighters· against the same foe,
and the Transvaal t· contained bout half the
oJ
776. Yet
popula.tion of e
eri
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we find that a British force which never numbered more than 50.000
soldiers, including Hessians. was able to hold the Revolution in check
for seven long years, and our histories tell us that the final triumph of
Washington was brought about by the aid of French troops, sailors and
officers.
After the Battle of Lc:.g Island. Washington retreated into New
Jersey with only six thousand men. He made the historic crossing of
the Delaware with about 3,000 men. We read the story of his campaigns
and never do we find him in command of 20.000 men. Where were the
remainder of the 500.000 patriotic Americans of fighting age? Why was
it possible for a handful of British to hold New York City during the
entire period of the war? How did it happen that a few regiments of
redcoats, operating three thousand miles from their base of supplies,
were able to defy the prowess of three millions of enraged and libertyinspired Americans? I ask these questions not for the purpose of
detracting in the least from the fame which is Washington's. or to
impugn the valor of the brave men who fought in his ranks, but because
we shall never be able to understand the story of that day or to profit
by it unless we dismiss from our minds the impressions conveyed by our
popular histories and our Revolutionary literature.
Had the American people responded as a whole with their arms and
their wealth against Great Britain the war
would have been ended in sixty days. The
foe would have been swept out of New York
with the same ease with which they were
overcome in New England. But they did
not thus respond. There was little of the
national spirit. Each colony cared less
about the fate of the others than it did
for itself. Unless directly menaced they
hesitated to furnish troops. and it is a matterof record that the Battle of Saratoga and
other successful engagements were fought
largely by farmers who took no interest in
the war until the British troops marched
over their fields. The men who fought in
the South under Morgan and Greene had no
more sympathy with the revolutionists of
New England than we have with one of
the warring factions of a Central American
republic. This is not to their discredit.
since there were a thousand reasons for this
lack of national spirit. and these reasons
need not be narrated here.

thwart American liberty. and when it was won despite them there was
consternation in the mansions of New York. With tears and forebodings they watched the evacuation of the city by the British; some of
them fled. but most of them remained. thanks to the espousal of their
cause by Alexander Hamilton, now the patron saint of their descendants
by birth and accumulation.
. Bear in mind. therefore, that the New York of J789 contained more
lovers of royal authority than any other place in the country. also that
very few of its inhabitants had fought for the independence which then
was theirs. Bear in mind that though the present Constitution had
been adopted. it did not guarantee the right of men to vote because they
were citizens of the new republic. In New York State, as well as in
most' other states, one could not cast a vote for Presidential electors,
congressmen. or other high officials unless he owned landed property of a
taxable value of '200. A large percentage of the soldiers, who had
risked their lives in the struggle for American freedom, were thus denied
ail participation in the affairs of government, and were permitted little
or no part in the administration of the country their bravery had
created. This fact is not found in the schoolbooks, and even more
dignified historians fail to comment on it. but it is a fact, and one which
throws a vivid light on the lack of real democracy in that period of our

Early Phases of .. uberty ..
This lack of homogeneity was not the
leading cause which delayed the coming of
American independence. The aristocracy of
the country, the great bulk of the wealth
of the country. the conservative class-in
other words. the Tories of America. were
loyal to the English crown. There were
exceptions--George Washington was one
and Robert Morris another-but the records
show that most of the merchants and importers, the leading bankers, brokers.~landed
proprietors. and a large percentage of the
great slave owners were openly or secretly
opposed to independence. Some of them
fought side by side with the British troops.
others hired substitutes, others sneered at
the" ragged mob" which was fighting for
libel ty. and yet others were delighted to
fawn on and entertain in New York City
the British officers who were directing the
slaughter of their countrymen. The cry of liberty was met with jeers.
New York was Tory to the core. Those who think it sordid and
commercial to-day should pore over the records of the actual history of
its men of affairs in the years when the" common p'eople" were fighting
battles for independence. No soldiers marched out from its streets to
join the ranks of the men under Washington. Its wealth paid no taxes
for the support of the Revolutionary cause. The future metropolis was
dominated by alleged Americans who believed that independence menaced
their vested interests. They were convinced that democracy threatened
their social prestige. they were instinctively fond of the gauds and trappings of royalty. they set money and position above country-they were
the laisse{ jaire of half a century later. and the smug prototypes of the
Bourbon reactionaries of to-day.
It was their influence which prolonged the war of independence.
They believed that only the power of royalty could keep the despised
mob under control. They had stubbornly and successfully resistea
every attempt of the masses to secure even a vestige of political right.
They dreaded lest a time should come when men with ballots in their
hands should attempt to confiscate their property. They had no more
patriotism than a modern corporation seeking to evade its taxes or to
steal a franchise. This numerous and powerful class did its best to

The first wigwam of Tammany Hall was the old building
known as .. Martling's," which stood on the corner of
N asaau and Spruce Streets. This was in 1198. It is the
building shown in the upper part of this picture. The
lower building was the wigwam from 1812 to 1861. It
stood on the site of the present New York "Sun"
building. on the comer of Frankfort and Nassau Streets

national existence.
The truth of
the matter is that
the spirit of democracyor republicanism had not yet
been aroused. The distrust and contempt of the' masses was by
no means confined to the royalists and Tories. If one thinks that
wealth is more revered and more powerful to-day than in tJie year
when George Washington took the oath as President, he is deluded
by historians who have seen fit to ignore or obscure the facts.
There was no discussion of the rights of men; all the problems which
engaged the framers of the Constitution pertained to the rights of property. Let those who think to challenge the accuracy of this statement
read the official and only record of that Constitutional Convention as it
has been handed down to us by James Madison. What will they find?
They will find that the representatives of the various states spent
months in an attempt to draft a document which should secure the
greatest possible advantage to their respective sections. There were
days and weary weeks spent in weighing the rights of fish, molasses,
~th
the people
tobacco. slaves, and various other form 0
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were seldom mentioned except in terms of contempt or consternation.
The Declaration of Independence, with its glowing and glittenng
generality to the effect that "all men are created equal," was not taken
seriously. It was difficult to accord it much reverence at a time when
the President and most of his cabinet owned slaves, and under a system
in which the man who owned only one hundred and seventy-five dollars'
worth of land was denied the vote which was the "unalienable right"
of his neighbor who happened to be twenty-five dollars richer. There
were few books, no libraries, no newspapers worthy of the name, the
masses of the people were densely ignorant, most of them did not even
aspire to political equality-the Spirit of Democracy had not yet been born.

placed its laurels on the shrines of many a character who had for these
unknown heroes nothing save contempt.
Tammany was founded by William Mooney, an Irishman by descent,
an American by birth, an upholsterer by trade, and an organizer, and
doubtless an agitator, by instinct. Had Mooney been born in our day
he probably would have belonged to more secret societies than there are
days in the week, and would have been active in all of them. No adequate pen portrait of the founder of Tammany has been handed down
to us, but we have a right to picture him as an energetic and talkative
citizen who was anxious and able to do things. His head was full of
plans, he possessed the gift of imagination, he was the sort of a man we
always find as chairman of important committees-in fact he would
have shone in any capacity from that of the head of a Sunday school to
the leadership of a great political organization.
William Mooney ,did not rise to the heights of greatness. His
mental capacity was not such as to force him far to the front. There
are a score of men now living who rule far greater societies than the
Tammany of Mooney's day, and it should not console them to 'reflect
that the average Tammany member never heard of William Mooney,
and that no bronze or marble perpetuates his likeness or his memory.
, Mooney and most of the men associated in the founding of Tammany
had"been members of the Sons of Liberty. With the close of the Revolution this society was disbanded, it being assumed that their work was
done. The suspicions of the proletariat were aroused when Alexander
Hamilton threw his powerful influence and protection over the hated
Tories. They found themselves powerless to prevent the election to
office of men known to have be~n royalists. They had no votes with
which to prevent this, and the proud patricians smiled scornfully as
they paused at the doors of coffee houses and taverns and listened to
the denunciations of these landless and therefore disfranchised patriots.
Almost to a man they opposed the ratification of the Constitution, and
it is an undisputed historical fact that this document would never have
been adopted in its present form had the mass of the people been
permitted to vote upon it. They held that it was deliberately designed
to throttle the majority and to give undue power to wealth, but whether
they were right or wrong is not a question td be discussed here.

The Birth of Tammany Hall
Between the upper and the common classes there was a gulf as
wide as that which now ~eparates the aristocracy of Great Britain from
the habitants of Whitechapel. The elevation of a small farmer, petty
tradesman, or laborer to any official position was not to be dreamed of.
Wealth ruled with the free consent of a poverty which pleaded only for
reasonably fair treatment.
I have dwelt on this phase of the conditions which then existed for
the purpose of giving the reader of this story of Tammany a decidedly
different view of the people of that day to that generally offered. It is
very necessary to the plan that I have outlined. Some will doubtless
resent this defacing of their historical idols, but they should find
recompense in the fact that we are political giants compared with the
ignored masses of 1789. Surely it is more flattering to believe that one
is advancing rather than receding. Wealth dominated in the early days
of the republic because it had no opposition. The masses had no
weapons with which to resist or regulate its aggressions. It certainly is
some progress to have secured a free ballot; perhaps in another hundred
years we shall have learned how to use it.
William Maclay and Robert Morris were the first senators from
Pennsylvania, and both attended the initial session of Congress in New
York City. Senator Maclay kept a journal of its proceedings, and his
comments and deductions are the delight of close students of history.
Under date of May 12, 1790, we find this entry:
"This day exhibited a grotesque scene in the streets of New York.
Propertied Classes in Control
Being the old First of May, the Sons of St. Tammany had a grand
Consider, therefore, that when Washington took the oath of office
parade through the town in Indian dress. I delivered a talk at one of
democracy was only a name in this country, and a much-despised ,name.
their meetinghouses and went away to dinner. There seems to be
Manhood suffrage was not seriously considered. Property cast the ballots,
some sort of a scheme laid of erecting some sort of order or society
held the offices, and only the more daring agitators protested against
under this denomination, but it does not 'seem well digested as yet. The
expense of the dresses must have been conits domination. The aristocratic wealth of
siderable, and the money laid out on clothing
the new nation openly favored a monarchy
might have dressed some of their ragged
with George Washington for king, and the
beggars. But the weather is now warm:'
masses were yet further affronted by the
organization of "The Society of Cincinnati,"
This rugged and fearless old hater of
royalty and aristocracy had participated in
a federation of the officers of the Revolutionary Army, in which it was provided that
the celebration of the first anniversary of
the founding of the Society of Tammany,
representation should descend through the
and we know little more to-day of that
eldest lineal male, thus preserving the hated
embryonic organization than he did then, but
rule of primogeniture. While the popular
q I Iller. fire, I'J llam the u»tlJ __•
q llIIe", UIlnJ, I'J tum tt/fI . . . . . . the-.
suspicion of The Cincinnati was unwarranted,
we need not seek far for the causes which
q I ....", ""'"" I'J _w It Jrown.-e-o .A.lJloUerI.
inspired its forming. Tammany was the
it still prevailed, and was one of the factors
which gave impetus to Tammany and to the
political successor of the" Sons of Liberty,"
F I were fire, I'd seek the frozen North
And warm it till it blossomed fairly forth,
whole democratic and anti-Federalist movecalled in some sections of the country "The
And in the sweetness of its smiling mien
Liberty Boys:'
ment.
Resemble some soft southern garden scene:
The tavern was the forum of popular
And when the winter came again I 'd seek
The Sons of Liberty
debate in those days, and if we were permitted
The chilling homes of lowly ones and meek,
to examine the original drafts of many fl\mous
Our historians give scant attention and
And do my small, but most efficient part
and
patriotic documents we would likely find
credit to this organization and its leaders. It
To bring the warmth of comfort to the heart.
was a secret federation of workmen, of small
them staine~ with ale and Jamaica rum. It
If I were wind, I 'd turn my breath upon
was a day when the preacher drank his toddy
farmers, and was called into existence with
The
calm-bound mariner until, anon,
the passage and attempted enforcement of the
in the pulpit, and in which neither temperThe eager craft on which he sailed should find
Stamp Act and other odious and coercive
ance nor abstinence was esteemed as a vi.rtue.
The harbor blest toward which it hath inclined;
Conspicuous among the resorts frequented
measures against the colonists. There is
And in the city streets, when summer's days
by our ancestral New York proletariat was
little to show that the merchants, importers,
Were withering the soul with scorching rays,
Barden's, or the City Tavern. This was
and the property class as a whole would have
I 'd seek the fevered brow and aching eyes
resisted Great Britain had not the common
located on Broadway, not far from Bowling
And bring to them a taste of paradise.
people thrown the tea overboard in Boston
Green, and within a stone's throw of the
If I were water, it would be my whim
present Standard Oil Building. Here it was
Harbor, and had not the landless and voteless
To seek out all earth's desert places grim,
element appealed to force in redress of their
that the founders of Tammany met at some
And turn each arid acre to a fair
round table, like their London contemporaries,
real or fancied wrongs. Affluent Toryism
Lush home of flowers and oasis rare.
Johnson, Boswell, Garrick, Goldsmith, and
frowned at these excesses, but its influence
Resolved in dew, I 'd nestle in the rose.
others who frequented the Cheshire Clieese
was not sufficient to prevent these, obscure
As summer rain I 'd ease the harvest woes,
And where a tear to pain would be relief
and founded the Literary Club to the clinking
and despised men from lighting the flames of
A tear I 'd be to kill the sting of grief.
of glasses and the munching of food.
revolt. They fell before the British guns at
Concord, they invested Bunker Hill with
If I were gold, I 'd seek the poor man's purse.
A Tavern Meeting
glory, it was from this class that Washington
I 'd try to win my way into the verse
Let
us
roll
back the scroll of the years
drew his troops, and they fought for seven
of some grand singer of man's brotherhood,
And prove myself so pure, so fraught with good,
and quietly enter Barden's on an evening
long years while the gentlemen of the country
That all the world would bless me for the cup
when its representative patrons are assembled.
idled under the protection of English cannon
of happiness I 'd brought for all to sup.
Within the radius of the heat of a huge log
in New York. They held few offices, civil or
And when at last my work ofjoy was b'er,
fire are seated such men as William Mooney.
military, they were not consulted in the draftI 'd be conftlnt to die and be no more.
who does much of the talking. The particiing of the Constitution of the new republic,
pants in the e te bear suc names as White,
most of them were denied the right to vote,
and it is the mockery of fate that Fame has
Digitized by Co -In
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The Fourth Installment of
Chapter X. The Finding
of a Man

w. c.

MORROW'S

Then came Hobart's
turn. I stood before
him. He knew what to
do without my order, and
president sa id
I was silent.
nothing, but gave a
signal to Christopher,
" H a v en' t we any.
friends among you peowho brought up a basket
pie?" he bellowed, stepcontaining rope-ends and
strips of cloth, of native
ping back and hardening
manufacture. I underevery muscle. "Are you
ILLUSTRATED BY CHARLES SARKA
all cowards, to let these
stood what I was next to
brutes ride roughshod
do, and under ordinarv
SYNOPSIS OF PRECF.D1NG CHAPTERS
over you?"
circumstances should
"Submit, Hob art,"
have thought of nothing
THY. bark" Hope," carrying a party of Americans who is the king's fan bearer, and her brother, Beelo.
cut Mr. Vancouver's
but the doing; but now
bound for tbe Philippines. where they intt'nded
Beelo instructs Tudor and his faithful Christopher
to start a colony, is wrecked on an unchartered
in the language and customs of the natives and
voice.
a coldness seized my
island in the South Seas. The savage inhabitants
teaches ·them to color tht'ir skin brown. MeanI turned upon him,
heart, for I thought of
offer the Americans welcome and hospitality. In
while there are internal troubles in the colony, Vanbut said nothing, and
Beclo, as a horrified
an intervit'w between Captain Mason and Joseph
couver planning to save himself by treachery to
his cadaverous face whitwitness.
Tudor, leaders of the refugees, and tbe king of the
ihe otht'rs, while Rawley threatens the harmony of
island, it is made plain tbat they are to be
th" camp by undermining the Captain's
ened still more under
There was a craning
prisoners in a
eauliful valley.
discipline. Beelo and Tudor make plans
my stare.
to see what the basket
Hope of release seems to
for the colony'S release. Vancouver is
"We need no assistheld, and then came a
lie with Lenlala., a beau\\'on over, and Captain Mason proance from you, sir, "Capquick drawing of the
tiful young woman
cepds against the other traitors.
tain Mason coldly said.
breath and afterwards a
hiss as the truth dawned on
He started; a momentary
flash enlivened his sunken
those of quick perception.
eyes.
Picking up a rope-end, I
" Step up here in line," I
stood facing the crowd in
silence until perfect stillness
said to Hobart.
had come. Then I went to
He wavered toward subLenardo, the first in line,
mission under Mr. Vancouand said to the guard:
•
ver's order, but my prompt
suppression of that inter" Are any of you experivention thrust upon him an
enced in tying a man's
hands? "
angry despair. " To-with you!" he shouted to
A head-shake was the
response of each.
me. "You bully! You cur!
"Then observe how this
Here, fellows," addressing
is done," I said. And to
his comrades in line, .. don't
Lenardo, "Turn your back
be whipped dogs! We are
and cross your wrists behind
free American citizens, we
you."
are! Break away!" He
All the blood fled his face.
stepped still farther back
and edged toward the table.
He glanced about with a
shamed, beseeching help"Stand by me! Be men!
We'll settle this thing!
lessness, his eyes wide with
Come on!"
horror and his look an appeal for protection from
The line swayed.
the outrage.
.. Guard, re-form the pris"Turn, and cross your
oners in line," I ordered.
wrists," came my command
They stepped forward.
.. Fight, boys! Arm youras evenly as before.
The prisoner obeyed, his
selves at the tables!" Hobart's fierce words thrilled
hands trembling.
"Cross your wrists." My
the camp.
tone was such as a farrier
" Lively the r e ! ..
might use to a horse he was
snapped to the guards.
.. Seize Hobart first."
shoeing. Lenardo crossed
them.
" The tables, boys! "
shouted Hobart... Romer,"
"Observe," I repeated to
the guards, as I quickly
he added, to a.husky young
man of the party, .. tackle
w 0 u n d the cord and
knotted it.
Captain Mason. I 'II attend
Hobart watched the proto Tudor!"
ceeding narrowly, his face
Hobart sprang at Romer,
growing more livid, his eyes
gave him a shake, and
shouted, .. Get to work!"
bulging farther, his breathing uneven. Once he sent
and then advanced to.. The IIWI threw up his handa in the surrender of tenor"
a flaming glance at Mr. Vanward me as Romer was
wuver, who winced under it, and sat with a
hardening for assault.
Hobart's turn came next. He was looking
sickly, shrunken look. I knew that the supreme
As Hobart had rudely calculated, the,moment
test of discipline lay ahead, and I was warming about as a trapped beast, and he swayed and was snatched by the other prisoners for a rush
to the situation.
muttered. It was clear that under the ap- on the guard and the tables, and they broke on
.. Tie the next one," I said to two of the proaching degradation he was letting his wits the bound as Hobart hurled himself upon me.
guards, handing them a strip. At the same time,
tangle,
But he was too precipitate, and lacked training.
no longer able to resist a glance at Beelo, I found
Some women, sickened by the scene, and
It is doubtful that any in the camp except
in his stricken face so strange a look that it fearing tragedy from Hobart, slipped away, a myself saw how the next thing happened.
disconcerted me for a moment. It looked to be few softly crying, others very white. They hid There was a muffled crack, and Hobart's feet
both horror and appeal. But my duty was plain. in a huddle behind the storehouse, the mothers cleared the ground, his limbs whipped the .air as
I stood by and observed the clumsy work of taking their children.
though he were drowning, and he sprawled on
the two guards in tying the second man, who,
.. One more turn. Tighter. Wor~ faster," I the earth in a disorganized, quivering heap. A
meeker than Lenardo-although both were ordered the guards tying the second man.
glance showed me th Romer hadteen stopped
"' manly fellows-submitted more promptly.
ook such
two x.ards from C, tail
They ob~ycd with nervous eagerness,
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as he had never encountered before, and he
stood staring like an imbecile.
A low cry broke from fifty feminine throats
when Hobart's body made its impact with the
ground. But the entire rush had been paralyzed;
it was clearly the impression that Hobart had
been killed, and all were staring from him to me.
The guard had responded; the prisoners were in
subjugation, some by a collar-grip of the guard,
others panting on the ground under urgent knees,
still others standing inert.
.. Hands off the prisoners. Re-form the line,"
I ordered.
When this had been done, the young men
sullen, sheepish, and silent, and viewing with awe
the still body of Hobart on the ground, I looked
round upon the circle till I found the man I
wanted. My glance had included Captain Mason
and found him stolid and motionless as he
observed my procedure.
.. Dr. Preston, come forward," I said.
He instantly responded.
.. Please examine Hobart's jaw and neck," I
directed. "One or the other may be broken."
As he was turning away to obey he discovered
a red trickle from my right hand.
.. Are you hurt?" he inquired.
"No."
He carefully examined the heap on the ground.
.. Only a contusion and a slight brain-concussion," he announced.
.. You two," I promptly said to two of the
guards, "buck and gag Hobart. Do you know
how?"
They shook their heads, but under my direction accomplished what appeared to be a disagreeable task. The process consisted in tying
Hobart's hands and feet, flexing his knees, slipping his arms over them, and thrusting a stick
under his knees and over his arms, thus reducing him to a helpless knot. Then they thrust a
towel between his teeth and tied it at the back
of his head.
.. Shall I do anything to revive him, sir?"
asked the doctor. It was interesting to hear
the" sir" slip from his tongue.
.
I looked to Captain Mason for directions, but
his face remained void.
.. No," I said. Then to two of the guards,
.. Take him to the shade over there, on the
ground," indicating a tree near by and in full
view of the camp.
Meanwhile, the tying of the other prisoners
had gone on rapidly and smoothly. When it
was finished, I ordered the men taken to the
shade and lined up behind Hobart, who lay on
his side, the guards standing by. The prisoners
were a very sober-looking crowd.
Then came a lull. I had regarded the subjugation of the men as merely the lighter preparatory work for some grave procedure which
Captain Mason would direct after that was
accomplished. At first I was doubtful of my
wisdom in withholding restorative measures
from Hobart, but I had done so hoping that it
would have the effect both of softening Captain
Mason and of impressing the other prisoners
and the camp at large. Now I had to face
unknown plans, but Captain Mason still remained
mute. It was evident that, since quiet had
come, it was from him rather than me that the
camp awaited the next move; it was his crushing mastery that all felt; it was his iron hand
that lay on every heart. He quietly seated
himself, and without a glance at me waited, his
face wearing the undisturbed calm that distinguished it always in dramatic situations.
The women in hiding peered out cautiously,
and then joined those on the scene. A slight
stir, accompanied with murmurs, rose in a spot
where the women stood thickest, and a shrill
voice came angrily.
.. Yes, I will! You can't stop me! I say
it's an outrage, and I 'm going to untie that
boy and take that strangling thing out of his
mouth." She was advancing, a middle-aged
woman, with a determined air, and she walked

straight toward Hobart, ignoring me as I stood
near him. .. I just want to say to you, Mr.
Tudor, that it was enough to knock the senses
out of him, and that it's inhuman and brutal to
keep him tied up like an animal. If the men in
this camp can be bullied and scared, I 'II let you
know that there's a woman who can't. I 'm
going to untie that lad, and-"
I had stepped forward and laid a kindly hand
on her arm as she spoke, but she threw it off.
" Let me alone!" she cried. "If you want
to strike a woman dead, you murdering bully,
do it ! I dare you! "
Nodding to two of the guards, I said: "Take
her to her hut, and keep her there. If she
makes the least noise, bind and gag her."
.. You brute! You coward!" she cried, making a dash forward.
The guards gingerly seized her, and she
talked and struggled wildly. But they dragged
her away, and no sound came from the hut.
Captain Mason gave not the slightest attention
to the incident, which greatly deepened the
depression on the camp.
Hobart's slow, heavy breathing became regular, then fluttered; his eyes opened, and rolled
unseeing. Intelligence began to dawn in his
face, and with it came an unconscious straining
at his bonds. That hastened his recovery. A
wild, clear look that roved a moment and settled
malignantly on me, showed that he had come to
himself. His astonished glance at his helpless
state preceded an effort for speech that his gag
turned to a growl, and he made a mighty tug
to snap the cords. That failing, he twisted his
head to see the line of prisoners standing
bound. Then his gaze found Captain
Mason, who was not observing him, and
he savagely growled and champed his gag.
I looked furtively round for Beelo, and
found 'him staring at me as at something
strange and monstrous. It was more
than I could bear, and on looking away I
discovered the gathering of
clouds, and then heard low
thunder in the distance.

Hobart's fury wore itself out. Humiliation
took its turn. Toward the end came a humbled
spirit and dumb pleading. A quickening ran
through. the crowd, and eager, appealing eyes
were upon me from every direction; but I
waited. From humility Hobart sank lower, for
the pain of his cramped muscles· grew worse and
worse, making him writhe and groan and strain.
Still the moment had not come. I knew that
many a life hung on the precision of my conduct,
and Captain Mason did not interfere to the
slightest extent. At last, when Hobart's dumb
pleading had settled on my face and did not
rove, I said to Dr. Preston;
"The gag-nothing else-may come away."
He removed it, and Hobart panted:
"Thank you, doctor. Take the others off,
please."
The physician looked at me, but I gave no
sign. That started a movement in the crowd,
and I had to quell that with a look.
.. Let him take 'em off, Mr. Tudor," the
prisoner begged.
I nodded, and he was free. He labored
weakly to a sitting posture, Dr. Preston assisting. His head rolled, but he breathed deeply,
and steadied himself. Dr. Preston felt his pulse.
" May he have water and a wet towel. sir?"
he asked me.

.. , Stand by m~! Be m~n!
We'll sellie this thing I
Come onl'"
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We have woven in the above heading some 01 the sayings that Thomas W. Lawson has used in his startling advertisements. They form a frame (or the photograph 01 Henry H. Rogers.
'Vice president 01 the Standard Oil Company, whom Lawson charged with being the prime leader o( the iniquitous s)'$tem 01 that company.

He is Lawson's "wont enemy:'

The Real Lawson
" My amsistmey consists in sticking to
my inconsistency."-THOMAS W.

LAWSON.

Frank Fayant

even if, to do so, it be necessary to call
upon all depositors to temporarily withdraw their savings from the banks and
trust companies. This crash has got to
come. It may be averted for a day' or
a week, as it has been during the past
month, but it is among the inevitables."
But no crash came. The bottom
price for Amalgamated was '7S. The
market recovered, and stocks went on
up again. It was not until'August that
Lawson again actively resumed his bear
campaign.

the half-year intervening beEDITORS' NOTE.-Mr, Fayant completes in this article his
tween the "Lawson panic" of
searching examination of Mr. Lawson's three-year record as a stockmarket propheL An amazing record it is I The veriest tyro could
December, '904, and the launching of
hardly make a worse series of guesses as to the course of prices in
his remarkable "Ten-Million-Dollar CopWall Street,-and Mr. Lawson is one ofthe most brilliant speculators
per Pool," Lawson took advantage of the
in the world. He seems to prove the truth of his own saying,
exposure of the life insurance companies to
.. Almost any good mathematical system can beat the ticker to a
standstill-before 10 and after 3-" Notwithstanding his spectacular
continue his violent advertising attack
failure as a Wall Street prophet, Mr. Lawson continues to find
on the stock market. At the opening of
consistency in his inconsistency. In justice to Mr. Lawson. it is to
the new year he addressed an advertisebe said that. in making this uncolored chronicle of his prophecies,
ment "To Wall Street and Its Frenzied
Mr. Fayant has had free access to Mr. Lawson's private archivesand Mr. Lawson's only comment on Mr. Fayant's promise to put
Financiers." .. When, I call upon the
the amazing record in black and white was, .. Go itl"
"Copper is lIOt sucb a difficult tbing
people to do things," he said, .. there
Ie uftderstand wben one bas spent a lile in
will be produced in the stock market a
it, as I bave."-THoMAS W. LAWSON.
terrible condition of affairs. I want to
" I do lIOt believe copper will sell lor less tban substantially filleen
impress in the most earnest and solemn manner possible upon the people
and one ball cents lor five years Irom April I, 190J.-T. W. L., Octothat they should be ready for startling events which will take place. One
stock alone, in which an enormous amount is invested, will, I believe,
ber, '902.
decline, between the closing of the Stock Exchange one day and its
What happened: From August, 190J, until Augusl, 1904, copper
opening the next day, more dollars per share than anyone stock has
sold between twelve and lourleen cents; and tbenever dropped before in a single day (barring Northern Pacific)-at least
"Copper will break suddenly Ie lowest price in recent ')'ears."-T. W.
'30 to 'so a share."
L., June, '90S, at the fifteen-cent level.
What happened: Copper rose steadily lor twenty-one months, to
The Panic That Failed to Come
twenty-five and one ball cents, the bigbest price since '7J; and tbenNot a ripple'disturbed the surface of the market. On January
"The bigb price 01 copper is a certainty."-T. W. L., December,
20th, when Amalgamated had recovered to '7.5, Lawson published a
'900,
at the twenty-three cent level.
half-page advertisement under the title, "The Magic Jimmy." "The
What happened: Copper lell precipitcusly in seven months to eleven
slaying time," he cried, "is almost here. It is the duty the people owe
and one balf cents.
themselves now to sell every share of stock." The market kept right
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
on advancing. On March 20th he addressed himself "To Bank Depositors and Investors." "Don't have stocks on hand at fraud-made
Lawson ought to know all about copper. Since he began studying
copper he has seen the output of American mines increase more than
prices after it is too late to sell them to the' System.' If you do,
thirtyfold. "I have spent all my life studying copper," says he, "and
don't say I caused the ruin, for you have now had since last December
copper is not such a difficult thing to understand when one has spent a
to exchange your punky stocks for real money." The market went
life in it, as I have." Lawson made his fortune out of copper. When
right on up. On April 11th, when Amalgamated had reached f86, lawson advertised, "Get Ready to Catch the Pieces," and, on the 20th,
the richest capitalists in the world went into copper mining to multiply
their fortunes, they sat at the feet of Lawson to learn the rudiments of
when Amalgamated had touched f90, its highest price in more than
three years, Lawson put out a big advertisement, .. Panic Coming," in
the industry. Lawson has t1aded in copper shares for thirty years; he
Europe and America. "Prices cannot remain where they are," he
has bought and sold more copper shares than any other man in the
world. He has bought and sold copper mines; he has investigated two
prophesied, "and the only direction they can take is downward."
He
timed this advertisement right, for there set in one of those normal
thousand copper mining propositions; he has sold many millions of dolreactions that occur periodically in all bull markets. He followed up his
lars of copper shares to the public; and he has put the bulk of his own
fortune into these shares. He is a recognized copper authority in Bosadvantage a few days later with this telegram to Stock Exchange houses:
"Wait until stocks break five points between quotations and one of
ton, the home of the copper industry. .. If there is one thing I know,"
says he, .. it is copper."
the great lights of Financialdom throws up his hands and his receiver
tries to untangle a few hundred millions of liabilities, with three great
Bad Guessing on Copper
railroad systems and a number of industrials involved." In the middle
of May he announced: "I am now organizing America to the end
Now, let us see what is Lawson's record in copper in the past
that, on a certain day when a call is made, the people will withdraw
three years. In June, t905, two years after he had predicted that the
metal would sell above fifteen cents a pound until t908, and at a time
their deposits, at which time I will be ready with my Remedy for this
great evil that has been enslaving our people." On May 22nd. when
when it was selling at fifteen cents, he predicted that the markl't
Amalgamated had declined to '75, he made this boast and prediction:
would go all to pieces. In August he sent this telegram over the (oppn
" I shall, if it is within my power, bring a crash in Wall Street that
world:
will shrink the present inflated price structure ten to fifteen billions,
.. Sixty days ago I Dwellt o!!J L!ec
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Don't Live I
ORI80ff

SWETT MARDEN

FEW

the present, and use it to the best possible advantage, who do not
people live to-day. Many Iive'in the past, regretting their misspend their time in regrets over their mistakes, or over what they failed to
takes, lamenting their lost opportunities, or they live in the future, in
do yesterday, nor waste their energies in dreaming about the possible toair castles, dwelling on the wonderful things they are going to do, the
morrow, are much more successful and get infinitely more out of life than
things they are going to enjoy. Thus they miss the splendid present, with
those whose gaze is always turned forward or backward.
its magnificent possibilities for growth, enjoyment, and achievement.
Many people find it almost impossible to concentrate their minds
Most of us look on to-day as a mere resting place, a stop-over point
with power on the present moment. They have dreamy natures, wanwhere we do not unpack our baggage but take out the few articles we
dering minds, and they have allowed too many
need for the night and leave everything ready for the journey of the morthings to fight against their focusing on the present;
row. It is rare to find a person who does not feel that he is still en route
To-day &tter Than there are so many confused images in their minds
to something beyond. The interest centers in something a little further
on, not here. •
A II the Yesterdays that to-day slips away from them before they
weave it solidly into their life-work, for they have only
There is 'always this" beyond." We are always getting ready for
and To-morrows
put a tithe of their energy and their efforts into it.
to-morrow, for the time when we are really goir.: to live, when everyIf they waste a large part of their precious
thing will be settled, and all wrongs righted, when we shall get out of
energy and time, living in the past, brooding over their mistakes, castidiscord into harmony. out of error into truth, when we shall get freegating themselves for not having done better, or if they anticipate the
dom from the things which annoy and shall be surrounded by our friends
future in dreaming, they have little left for the living, ever-present now.
in the midst of comforts and luxuries. All our faculties and energies
Could we let tbe yesterdays and tbe to-ffumows take care 01 tbemselves,
are focused on some distant picture; and when we
we could do sometbing wortb wbile.
arrive at the point where we thought attainments
Always Getting
dwelt we shall probably find that the rainbow has
Re4dy to Live
• I know a young lady who has a very pI.:asant though modest home
moved on and is as far in advance as before. So
and a comfortable income, but who never seems really to enjoy anything
multitudes of people impress us as always on the
she has. There is always an absent-minded, far-away look in her face.
hunt for the real object of their lives, and as not yet having found it.
She is always thinking of others who are better eff than she is, lamenting
No one can do his best work while he is trying to live in the past or
that she cannot afford this or that, always comparing herself with those
the future. He must focus his mind vigorously and persistently upon
who are richer. She does not take much interest in what she actually
the present. Habitual dreamers of the past or of the future usually get
has, but lives dreaming of better times, a better home, a larger income, and
a very small percentage of their ability into the practical in life.
more luxuries; dreaming of the time when she can travel and live in
That only becomes ours which we live, and, if we are habitually
living old days over again or living in anticipation, we get very little out
ease, freedom, elegance, and luxury.
It is a great art to learn to extract the most out of our own.
of the present.
Many people go through life dissatisfied and unhappy because they
One of the greatest delusions that ever crept into a mortal's brain,
do not have what their neighbors have. They allow themselves to be
is that which robs one of the blessings, joys, and comforts of to-day either
constantly nettled by comparing themselves with others better off.
by regrets for the past, or the expectation of something better to-morrow.
About as poor business as one can engage in is that of going
Our future is in our pr~sent.
through life with one's eyes so fixed upon what others have, that he
Looking for som~ far-df glory, some future joy. some unknown
happiness that may come, ~hall we 'Iose the present joy of home and
cannot enjoy or appreciate his own.
Everywhere we see prosperous people who' ~re making a great deal
friendships, and the daily cpportunities to do good and scatter flowers as we
of money, and yet they are dissatisfied, discontented, unhappy, restless.
go along?
They rove about from place to place, trying to find pleasure in this thing
When we struggle to get away from the disagreeable routine and
or that, but are always dis;lppointed. They think that, if they could only
drudgery of the present, in the hope that we shall find, in a mystical
get somewhere else than where they are, could only
future, freedom and happiness, we labor under a delusion similar to that
What Comtitutes
do something else than what they are d~ing, if
held by those who think that, if they could only get rid of the thorn which
they could only go abroad, travel over dIfferent
pricks at the moment, or of the gravel in the shoe, they would be happy.
Re41 Happiness
countries, in a touring car or in an automobile,
Yet how do we know that they who do not laugh to-day, will laugh
they would be happy. Their eyes are always focused
to-morrow? If the enjoying faculties are not used, will they not wither
upon something in dreamland instead of something in the land of reality.
and atrophy? If we do not cultivate a habit of enjoying as we go along.
They mistake the very nature of happiness. They put the emphasis
that portion of our brain-cells in which the faculty of enjoyment centers
on the wrong things.
will shrivel and decay, and we shall soon lose the power to enjoy, just as
Tbe secret 01 bappiness is not in your fortune, but in your bearl. It
Darwin lost his passion for music because he did not exercise it as he
does not consist in having but in being. It is a condition 01 mind.
went along. He thought he would take it up again when he had the
Real happiness is of such a nature as to satisfy us day by day as we
leisure; but, wben tbe leisure came, tbe power bad gone.
go along, now or never. Like the manna which the children of Israel
Everywhere we see men restless in their business, pacing their
tried to hoard, if we try to keep it for to-morrow it spoils. There are men
stores or offices,-like animals in their cages, which dream of liberty in the
everywhere who can see ease and usefulness to-morrow, not to-day. The
jungles or the forests,-rlreaming of the glorious future, the freedom and
opportunity for doing
the happiness which wealth will bring. In the meantime, they thrust
good they are too busy
from them and pass over, without appreciation, the little pleasures and
to attend to to-day.
enjoyments that are within their grasp each day as they go along.
They will neglect friendIf we could realize that only the present is real, that only the
ships to-day, social duties
present exists, or ever. can; that
to-day. They postpone
there is really no· yesterday or
all little charities, beto-morrow; that' we can never
cause they are going to
be certain of anything but the
make. some great donamoment we are living in; that we
tion when they get a
cannot project ourselves into the
little further on, and
future, nor can we step backhave a little more money.
wards; that there is only
What pitiable failone eternal Now - and
ures we see everywhere,
that the years, the
- unhappy men who
months, the days, the
have g a i ned wealth,
minutes are mere arbiwhich they tho ugh t
trary divisions of the
would be the solvent
eternal Now, - if we
of all their woes.
could only fully realize
Most men seem to
this, how it would multhink that when they
tiply our power and inonce get their fortune
crease our enjoyment
they can change their
and efficiency!
TakiDa AU His Old Frimda AIoIlll. with Him
People who li\'e in
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EDITORS' NOTE.-The counlly is rapidly recovering from its recent attack of .. nervous prosperity:' Many
remedies have been suggested. should a panic come again. We present herewith one of the most practical ideas that
has come to our attention. fully believing that it should be adopted by the United States Government.

FEW men agree as to the real basic cause of the recent money panic. In
fact, there were so many causes, everyone contributing. as it were,to
the general result, that it is indeed difficult to know the one that traveled
with most force. One gathered up the other, reinforced by this and that.
violation of good, sound, old business laws and principles, until with a
mighty force our financial system was struck by a combination that tore
it from its very foundation, and out of the wreck came the loud and most
earnest demand for honest financiering.
Mr. Plain Citizen was the first to hear the demand, and the sins of the
past became understandable to him. As a result, hl! simply locks up his
money, until the panic fear wears away and business and finance resume
their functions.
The honest banker who has not felt the thrills of manipulation, bad
loans, and speculation, and does not want to, takes the same course as
Mr. Plain Citizen. He forthwith draws on his correspondents and increases his reserve from 25 to 50 per cent. The result everybody knows
-a currency famine. Every man of influence, from the President down,
gives voice to one thought, one creed, and one cure, as if it were not obvious
to all thinking men that confidence would start the wheels of commerce
with a speed that our flourishing country demands.
You are everywhere advised to return your money to the channels
of trade. If you never before knew that dollars, real dollars, are
the blood corpuscles of trade. that it is the circulation of these corpuscles which makes trade possible, that any impairment of thois circulation affects everyone of us, I will venture to guess that you know
it to-day. Will you act on the advice given? Will this great obligation to your country pull you back to the bank with your money?
No; not until popular confidence is restored, because you are only human.
And, being human, won't you withdraw again at the first thought of distrust? Yes. So confidence must be permanently restored in order that
trade may have your money indefinitely. So long as you can convince
a man that his money is safe in the bank he will let it stay there.

Safety Dependent Upon One Man
We saw during those closing days of October the giant figure of one
man towering above the mad scramble in Wall Street, the figure of J.
Pierpont Morgan. At a time when bankers were paying out millions
upon millions of real dollars every day to the persistent line that passed
the windows of the paying tellers, when stocks were crashing on the
Exchange, when the money rate had bounded up to 100 per cent. and
cash was bought and sold at a 4 per cent. premium, Mr. Morgan took
the helm. He spent his days in directing the battle against fear, his
nights in counsel. Not only the bankers, but also the whole country
looked to Mr. Morgan for relief. His authority was that of a general
in command. The Secretary of the Treasury, himself a master mind. sat
at his desk in the United States Sub-Treasury, across the street from the
Morgan office, listened to the reports of the aides who passed back and
-'forth, and released the reserves at Mr. Morgan's call. It was a great
fight, ably conducted, well won. The bank runs were checked. The
falling stocks were steadied, money tumbled down from 100 per cent. to
10 per cent.
The nerve-racking situation was held in hand while
~,ooo,ooo in real gold was rushed across the Atlantic and poured into
the arteries of commerce.
But admitting the heroic quality in Mr. Morgan's work, is it not
extraordinary that this task of saving a nation from disaster should have
fallen to an individual and not to the government of state or nation?
I t was not the Comptrollel of the Currency but a committee of fellow
bankers that made the effort to straighten out the affairs of the doubted
banks and avert future trouble-an effort that failed. It was not the
State Superintendant of Banking but J, Pierpont Morgan who dictated
terms to the officials of the doubted trust companies. Suppose that
Mr. Morgan had been sick, or that he had chosen to cruise on his yacht,
was there another man in the financial world whom the public and the
papers would have trusted as they frusted Mr. Morgan? In the want of
a governmental banking control, which would make such disasters unlikely
by imposing and rigidly enforcing penalties for unsafe banking (which

means handling unsafely the money of Mr. Plain Citizen), are we to
trust to luck that a J. Pierpont Morgan will always turn up in time of
trouble? And at that, even Mr. Morgan,with all his army of financiers
and his cooperating government, was unable to go to the root of the
trouble. He was unable to restore popular confidence in the banks. He
has done nothing to make the next panic imposs~ble or unlikely.
It should be plain that real money, when it is in the safe deposit
vault, or in the stocking, or in the bank reserve, is not of the slightest
immediate use to anybody. And yet the vault, or the stocking, or the
bank reserve, is precisely where the bulk of the real money will always
go when the plain everyday citizen loses his confidence in banks. On
November 18, President Roosevelt and Secretary Cortelyou took an
extraordinary step in the hope of solving this extraordinary problem.
They announced the issue of $100,000,000 in 3 per cent. treasury
notes. Why did they take this step? Perhaps because Mr. Plain Citizen
has confidence in the Federal Government. He could only obtain
the treasury notes by exchanging some part of his real money for
them. As soon as real money begins to reappear from the vault and
the stocking, the banker loses his fear and begins to " loosen up" his
reserve hoardings. The real money flows back into the channels of trade,
the wheels of industry revolve again, the panic is over. But Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Cortelyou have done nothing to make tht next panic
impossible or unlikely.
Government Insurance of Deposits
Now there was tucked away, in the back pages of the December
issue of SUCCESS MAGAZINE, a brief communication from Mr. C. E.
Bickel, which contained what has impressed many thoughtful students
of the money problem as a specific cure for such an ailment of our
national circulation as this latest and most remarkable of our panics.
Most of us will find, if we will look
Briefly put, this is the plan.
into the back of our minds, where lies that jumble of vague notions
and impressions which govern many of our semi-conscious actions,
that we have always supposed that the Federal Government stands,
in some unexplained way, behind the national banks. But when, as
comes about now and then, a national bank gets into trouble, and we
look around behind it, the Government does not seem to be there. If
the bank's assets were sufficient, we get our deposits back in due course
of time; if the assets were not sufficient, we do not get our deposits
back; and that is all there is about it.
The new plan is that the Government should stand behind the
national banks and protect the depositors. Paternalistic? Wait a
bit! This is the only great civilized nation in the world in which the
Government does not, either by postal savings banks or by some other
governmental device, directly protect the savings of the people. It
would seem no more paternalistic to give an effective guarantee to
depositors in national banks than to give an ineffective guarantee, as
at present. Bring the banks into politics? Wait again! This is not
a plan to increase the power of the Government. You may call it
government insurance for depositors in national banks; or, if you prefer, you may call it the establishing oj a sajety jund to repay depositors
in insolvent national banks, and then you may say that such fund would
be entrusted to the national Treasury as custodian. That is the plan.
In getting at the question of raising such a fund, we are confronted with an array of statistics which it is hardly necessary to go
into here at length. Ten years ago, when this plan was struggling precariously along in the hands of a few far-seeing bankers in the Middle
West, an interesting estimate, based on the report of the Comptroller of
the Currency, was issued, in which appeared the following statement:
During the thirty-four years (186, to 1896> covered by the
comptroller's report, the annual average of deposits held
by all the national banks was. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,537,500,000
And if during those years a tax of one tenth of one per
cent. of the average deposits had been put into a safety
.
fund for depositors, the total fund would have been. • .
52,275,000
H,691, 128
Total loss to depositors deducted therefrom... . ... .... ..
Would give an accumulated surplus in the safety fund of,
$18,58,,872
[Concluded on p. ge ;,t~ooIe
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EDWIN ·MARKHAM'S EYRIE
EDITORS' N OTE.-This is Mr. Markham' s own personal department. The opinions
guarded policies of the magazine." We do not believe that any other magazine has
expressed in it are entirely his own. We have no voice in them. When
-~~--given a writer so free a rein. Mr. Markham is one of the most intelligent
we engaged Mr. Markham to do this work. we said to him, .. We want
thinkers and hrilliant conversationalists in the United States. Hundreds
you to write about whatever you please. We want your own
of people journey to his home to listen to his discussions on timely
personal views on anything that may come to your mind.
affairs. We are glad that our million and a half readers
even though they are at variance with the most closely
will have this opportunity for a "conversation" with him.

country. They look upon him as "a dangerous
CLIMB Up with me, friends and comrades, into
my eyrie among the tree-tops. Here is half
man." He is dangerous to them and their whispered treasons. So is the gardener" dangerous"
a year of happy trouble in the leafy nests, and
to the gophers gnawing the roots, and to the
half a year of naked boughs scribbled across
grasshoppers gobbling the leaves. The sure
the sky.
mark of an honest man is this: that he always
My eyrie home is firm on the high rock,
up where the breaking East shines in. I have
arrays against him the associated villainies, and
calls out the sneers and snarls of all those who
a window opening toward the sun: I have a
chimney, too, that smiles across my room when
are patriots for pay.
the long rainy evenin~s come down upon the
EDWIN MARKHAM.
Creaton V3. Corraller3
hills.
Author of .. The Man with the Hoe. and Other Poems ..
Come, friends, stand with me at my eastern
BUT my heroes are not always to my liking. I
window and listen to the voices of the morning;
am pained to find that President Roosevelt
shows signs that he is under the popular superand when the dark shuts out the world, we will sit
together at the chimney shrine, and warm our hands at the fire of courage.
stition that our real prosperity depends upon financiers and capitalists.
The New York" Sun," after foolishly charging our recent panic to the
I am an Optimi3t
President's bold denunciation of business buccaneering, goes on to point
out as a hopeful sign" the fact that our financiers and capitalists
COURAGE is one of the world's great words. It has molded the past
with its deed, and it carries the future in its dream. If you turn
are to be welcomed to the White House in the next few weeks, in order
to afford them the opportunity of making suggestions that may help the
your face from courage. if you stammer and falter before life, you will
find scant fellowship at my fire, for I am an optimist to the marrow of
President in drafting his annual message to Congress." This is the only
.. hopeful sign" mentioned. We are not told that the builders and
the bone, and am a willing conscript in the long battle. Even when
evil men sit in the seats of power, and when the fabric of society
farmers and millers and miners have been invited-the men most needtotters, I still have faith in the future; for I still have faith in the final
ing prosperity, and doing the most to furnish the materials for it.
These are the foundation men: why are they ignored-?
victory of man over the evil he has created. Once during the dark days
of the Civil War, Wendell Phillips was delivering a speech full of grim
In a just order of things. the producers of wtalth would be given
the first voice in. the national council. Assuredly those who create the
and hopeless omen. Suddenly Sojourner Truth, the eloquent negress,
dollars should have at least an equal voice with those who corral
rose slowly in the audience and cried out in protest, "Wendell, Wendell,
the dollars.
is God dead?"
I am with wise Sojourner in believing that God is very much alive.
Indeed, I believe that the long purpose of the Great Potter cannot in
Hail, Oklahoma I
the end be balked by these little potters that he has called out of
NEW ZEALAND is the world's best object lesson of the excellent results
nothingness.
of progressive politics. And now comes the new state Oklahoma, a
Yes, I am an optimist, but not a weak optimist who sees no failure
close second to New Zealand in her rejection of antiquated ideas in
in life, and therefore sees nothing to mend. I am of the sort who feel
government. New-born Oklahoma seems to have no more respect for
that thousands of things have gone wrong in- this big beautiful world;
obsolete statecraft in running present-day politics than for ancient stone
but who feel also thai there is no wrong that cannot be righted.
hatchets in chopping present-day wood-piles. Indeed, Oklahoma might
.. There is something wild in the world," says Professor William James.
be supposed to be of the order of those who" speak disrespectfully of
Yes, but man can tame it, as he has tamed the gray wolf and the wild
the equator"; for she implies that Jefferson and Hamilton did n't kno.w
apple. Not only do I believe that human ills are curable, but also that
all about the drafting of constitutions; and she flings off their outworn
they will be cured some day through the awakened will of man. Let liS
political precedents as she would their powdered perukes.
arouse that will; let us put into its clenched hand the sword of purpose.
Some of the provisions in her new and radical constitution have
much disturbed the comfortable moles of the political world.
She
" Whatever 13, 13 Right"
prohibits the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors except for
THUS sings copybook Pope. But this stave is only a half truth. Yet
medicinal purposes. Conniving physicians with the easy prescription ..
it is a half truth; for whatever exists, has come about as the result
for the" thirsty" patient will be fined and jailed.-The old common
of the Law that is at the bottom of all life. All is the result of law,
law rule was, The greater the truth the greater the libel"; but in
the result of iron consequence. Things are this way as the lawful outOklahoma that moss-hung maxim is now museumed for the eye of the
come of man's thinking and doing down the ages-as the inevitable
curio-hunter. For in the new state the truth of the matter alleged to
effect of iron causes. All social and personal evils have sprung from
be libelous may be presented to the jury, and the man charged with
law misused or unused. The law that blesses may also blast. The fire
libel may go free if the matter charged as libelous is true, and was
that warms may be a flame that burns; the engine that draws the
written or published with good motives and for justifiable ends.load may wreck the train. We are in the world of the Imperfect, a
This young state, alive to the fact that the gristle of to-day is the
world that it is our business to make perfect. So I would put a new
bone of to-morrow, has determined to save the children from the blight
edge on Pope's old saw and say:
of child-labor. So children under fifteen are prohibited from work in
.. Whatever is, is right" a,.d-wrong!
mills, mines, shops, and factories; and compulsory education is decreed
fnr all between the ages of eight and sixteen. And here I must lift my
Jrheodore R~ef)eh
hat and say, A woman led the deed!" For the right of the child in
I AM always scanning the political horizon for a glimpse of the men of Oklahoma
was secured to it chiefly through the sleepless devotion of
inflexible principle. I am rejoiced when I see figures of courageous
Miss Kate Barnard, now the Commissioner of Charities in that state.
honesty like Bryan, Folk, La Follette, Charles A. Towne, Brand WhitWhen Oklahoma came to the corporations, she touched them on a
lock. and Tom Johnson. Such leaders keep alive my faith in humanity
live rib. This is the spear she prods with:
and fortify my hope for the future.
The records, books, and files of all corporations shall be at all times liable and
As I look abroad, I see also the pictu.resque figure of Theodore
subject to the full visitorial and inquisitorial powers of the State, notwithstanding
Roosevelt, a leader whom I believe to be a man of fixed integrity. He
the immunities and privileges in this bill of rights.
may not always see the whole truth: he may not always do the wise
thing. Yet I feel certain that he is moved in his doings by a devotion
Here is a bright spear of publicity pushed into the locked
to the public welfare. His heart is with the people.
darkness where the criminal corporations plot their treason against the
I am supported in this opinion by the fact that he has incurred
People. Honest men of course have nothing to fear; but the crimithe hatred of all the commercial rogues and political tricksters in the . naJoids are howling.
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Perhaps, however, the most far-reaching thing
in the new constitution is this assertion of the
right of the state:
The right of the State to engage in any occupation
or business for pUblic purposes shall not be denied or
prohibited; except that the State shan not engage in
agriculture for any other than educational and scientific
purposes and for the support of its penal, charitable,
and educational institutions.

Here is a door open to endless possibilities in
the line of government ownership and direction.
If Oklahoma wishes, she may quell the oppression of a high-handed corporation by entering
into competition with that corporation. It is in
her power to laugh at Standard Oil and open
her own state refineries; to shrug shoulder at
coal barons and set to digging her own coal; to
whi~tle at theater combines and run her own
playhouses. This right of the state to mind
its own business is made doubly secure by the
adoption of what b known in progressive politics as the Initiative and the Referendum, the
two powers essential to a real government by
the people. In adopting these two safeguards,
the people have reserved to themselves the right
to propose laws and amendments to their constitution, and to approve or reject them, as well as
to approve or reject all acts of the legislature.
Here is progress; here is common sense springing up as a national surprise. Of course these
reasonable measures were fought to the deathhug by carpet-baggers, liquor-forces and shifty
corporations; but the radicals were victorious
three to one. So now for the fi.-st time in our
history, the people of a state have asserted their
right to fling a noose over the neck of the
treasonable law-maker. More than this, they
can examine the books of crooked corporations,
and can starve them out by state competition.
Indeed, it is likely that in Oklahoma the People
will be felt as they have not been felt since the
first clang of Independence Bell.
..
..
"Lei God Ari!e I u

THE

Ironsides of Cromwell went into battle
singing, "Let God Arise!" In some such
spirit did the New Covenanters of Oklahoma
gather at Guthrie late in 1906, for the intellcctual battle of their Constitutional Convention.
The hills and prairies billowed to the far
horizon with acres of corn and cotton land, and
with leagues of pasture alive with flocks. The
delegates gathered from the four quarters.
There were farmers horny-handed from the plow;
cattle-men dusty from the hoof-beaten ranges;
pioneers sunburnt from their ranches in the low
hills; men from offices and from schools-all
with a determined look upon their faces. They
came as men that carried memories of their
struggle with the grim powers of the wilderness,
and of their yet harder struggle with the more
merciless powers of greedy corporations. Hovering about this band of yeomanry was a horde
of shysters and lobbyists-the jackals and vultures of civilization. But there was everywhere in
the gathered host of patriots the fire of an aroused
moral passion. Even to' read of it stirs the soul.
The last days of the convention draw near.
Outside the great hall, the ground is green with
the first leaves of 1907. There is hope in the
world, and there is a hushed determination in
the honest hearts of the young commonwealth.
It is the day for the ballot on the Initiative and
the Referendum; and the air is full of whispers
that the "interests" have been bribing deleg ates. Dark looks are on the faces of the resolute farmers. They have fought boodle for
Years. Are they to lose their long battle on the
very edge of victory? The hour has come for
business. Hon." Bill" Murray, the chairman,
lithe and str~ight, thumps the table with his
gavel. "Let the convention come to order," he
cries. "Delegates, take seats: loafers and lobbyists, get out! We will begin by all singing
• Nearer, my God, to Thee.''' The delegates
rl'se', the walls resound with the music of the
old, triumphant hymn.

Such was the temper of the men who molded
the fate of Oklahoma. Would to heaven that
we had men of this fine temper to direct the fortunes of all the states!

.
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How Long Ou, Leg! Should Be

IN

the Oklahoma Convention. religion seems
for once to have got its feet down to the
earth. This reminds me of a forgotten story
of Lincoln. One day two artists in his presence were debating as to how long a man's legs
ought to be--how long in proportion to the rest
of the body. To resolve this doubt, they appealed to Lincoln, who answered sagely: "A
man's legs ought to be long enough to reach
to the ground!" This reply furnishes a good
test of a live religion-it milst have legs long
enough to reach to the ground-to reach down
into the every-day doings of man. The more a
tree goes up into the air the deeper the roots
should go down into the earth. .

.
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The A ir.Ship on the Horizon

M AN

is wonderfully and fearfully made; and
wondrous are the dreams that are rising
out of his mystic brain and taking form in our
thronging inventions. We stand on the brink
The air-shl'p seems
Of unknown mysteries.
almost ready to dip into the silver spaces of
our sky. Some day it will be here, and the
wagon and the car will be set away beside the
spinning wheel and the" prairie schooner." In
the coming time I fancy that air-ships will be
moored to our upper windows as gondolas are
moored below the doorways of Venice. They
will go darting to and fro over our heads like
crows over a cornfield.
..

Melba'! Voice Im"Tuoned

,.
will be the air-ship, but perhaps
no wonder of the future will ever surpass
what we already have-the gramophone or
talking machine. The music we hear on the
phonograph at the railway station sounds like
the wheeze of asthmatic cats. But the music
of the talking machine is almost as pure and clear
as the human voice itself. It has caught into a
kind of immortality the voices of many of the
great singers of our time. Only yesterday I
chanced to hear one of Madame Melba's songs
reproduced through this miracle of mechanism.
The machine, with its almost human genius, is
indeed" wonderful," as the great Melba herself
has said. This song that shook my heart was
Victor Hugo's, "If my Verses Had Wings."
The tones came fluting silverly, drenching the
spirit with a rich delight. Have you ever heard
this divine song as Melba sings it ? It seems to
be a voice out of another world-immortally
beautiful!
..
WONDERFUL

The Poet in Polilia

.

the horizon of events, I am happy
to behold the rising figure of Dr. Edward
Robeson Taylor, another honest man at the head
of affairs. He has just been elected mayor of
San Francisco, in spite of a confederacy of all
the grafters and grabbers. Dr. Taylor is a poet,
a scholar, and a man of strict honesty. I do
not need to name his party ties. We need only
to remember that all rogues are of one party,
the Plunderers; and that all ·honest men are of
the other party, the Patriots. When public
thieves are besieging San Francisco, Taylor will
stand like adamant. He will be worth more to
the city than twenty battle ships.
..
SWEEPING
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Companies.
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large and small investors.
These First Mortgage Gold Bonds are
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By

for trust funds, estates, endowments, or for
bank depositors, as the principal is absolutely safe, never fluctuates in value, and
earns 6% a year without the slightest
element of risk or speculation.
These bonds are exempt from taxation, are
negotiable and find a ready sale, should
necessity arise.
6% a year, with guaranteed protection of
principal, merits investigation.
Write for booklet. Copy mailed free.

HOWARD BRUBAKER

Our Rich Uncle
THI!

HUDSON P. ROSE COMPANY
82 West 45th St.. Suite 401, New York

We will teach you by mail the Real Estate,
General Brokerage, and Insurance Business,
and appoint you

President calls attention to the significant fact
that in 1&}3, when the panic began, we had but
. $161,000,000 in gold in the government treasury while
we now have $c}o4,OOO,OOO. Ten years ago the circulation per capita was $23.23, now it is $33.23. We
had hard times then because the country was poor;
now the country is rich. The United States' total stock of
.gold is about $1,600,000,000. There is no other government on earth that can approach this figure. Opulent
Germany and prosperous France fall far behind; England is poverty stricken by comparison; Austria-Hungary
has in her banks a beggarly $236,000,000.
Uncle Sam's business is thriving. Every Saturday
night he locks up a comfortable profit in the safe. The
money is getting to be a nuisance. If he wished, he
could payoff almost the whole interest-bearing debt
with yellow chunks.
We do not always get the best use of our prosperous
relative's money. Our currency system was made when
the wolf was howling about the front door and the old
man had nothing but car fare; it gets embarrassed at
the sight of real money. But the capitalists will have
to hoard very hard and the grafters will have to steal
industriously and the laborers must loaf a long time
before they can bring about a real panic in a country
which is so shamefully rich.
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The Hopeless ~
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the Czar of Russia convoked the third duma, he
made it plain just what kind of a duma he wanted.
Nobody who had any ideas of his own, who forgot the
name of the supreme boss, or who ever uttered the
word" liberty," even in his sleep, was allowed to apply
for a job in the new parliament. There was to be no
repetition of the outrageous conduct of the two previous
con$resses .which had presumed to expre~s opinions
about their own government.
When the third attempt at a representative assembly
met in St. Petersburg, the Czar told it how he loved It
and how he was sure it would keep quiet and make no
trouble. and that maybe it would last until spring.
From its reply this amazing duma, by a large vote,
struck out the word "o:utocrat" as incompatable with
the emperor's promises of October, 1905. The monarchists left the meeting as a mark of their contempt and
disgust.
It was a disheartening situation. Nicholas has been
devoting his entire reign to convincing his people that
he is an autocrat. By many touching little acts, such
as burning villages and executing people who think
aloud, he has endeavored to convince them that he is
their "little father." For his own friends 10 misunderstand is base ingratitude. A people so obtuse can
hardly be fit for representative government.
WHEN

•••••
A Sidetracked Revolution
who was so fortunate as to have a len-dollar
gold piece recently discovered that his 'country had
carelessly left off "In God We Trust," from the new
issue of that denomination. Thereupon an outraged
and righteously indignant people (whose name we have
forgotten) demanded to know the reason why the
nation had suddenly relapsed into heathendom. A
number of ministers of the Gospel neglected more useful
work to "resolve" about it. When the President
explained that he was tired of hearing comic weekly
jokes and music hall parodies and campaign jibes at the
expense of a noble sentiment, a lot of people despaired
about his immortal soul. Papers orgamzed symposiums
on the subject. It was made clear by the countrysavers that we would no longer collect the rent or pay
the gas bill in a reverent spirit if the motto were dropped.
Where formerly we had always trusted in a higher
power, in transactions of twenty-five cents and over,
unless we used paper money, now we were drifting
toward the shoals of disbelief. Outraged and Righteously Indignant People would rise in his might. The
administration was doomed.
But the revolutionists overlooked one important conSOMEBODY

BuooHe Megealn_" In _newerlng advertisement. they

.r.

protected

sideration. The average city dweller will fight if the
paying teller offers him /(old. There are smaller communities that have not fondled a ten-dollar gold piece
since the crime of '73. Nobody can get very much
excited about a mythical medium of exchange. Mr. O •
and R. I. P., himself, was so busy trying to wreck hi~
bank by drawing out money, with or without mottoes,
that he forgot to overthrow the government. Thus,
somehow, the crisis passed. Thus another anti-Roosevelt revolution went to join the great silent majority•

•••••

Mr. Bryan Is Willing

THII

announcement by William jennings Bryan that
he will listen to the voice of reason is apparently
tantamount to a nomination. The Democratic Party
will cejlainly ~ve him Ihe nomination for President.
If it does not, If in its despondency it swallows another
statesman of the judge Parker type, it will provide the·
most notable case of ingrowing assassination on record.
For, in spite of his two defeats, Mr. Bryan is still the
most popular man in his party. Wherever two or
three Democrats are gathered together in one county,
the praises of W. j. Bryan are sung. He has seen a
great light on the silver question; his soul is no longer
troubled by the fear of American imperialism.
Until the time is ripe, he is willing to keep the lid on
the government ownership of railways, clinging desperately to the weatherbeaten idea that the trusts can
be dissolved. Otherwise he is a person of progressive
tendencies. He is an honest man; he has broad democratic sympathies. If, by some sort of latter-day miracle,
he ever reaches the White House, the financial power~
that be will never get beyond the front gate.
What better can the party of jefferson and jackson
do for a living? Voting for a Southerner has never
proved a profitable occupation; Folk, of Missouri, is a
reformer, not a statesman. The party is not well
enough acquainted with johnson, of Minnesota, and i~
too well acquainted .with Hearst, of New York. It
must either choose Bryan and fight for it, or take William
Stuyvesant Chanler and be gathered to its illustriou~
fathers.

•••••
A New Role for Kipling

announcements from Stockholm proclaim
Rudyard Kipling winner of the $40,000 Nobel
Prize for literature. This honor is designed for the
writer who has "provided the most excellent work of
an idealistic character" during the period. The fund
was established in 1901, and this is the first time it has
gone to an English writer, the previous recipients of the
award being Sully-Prudhomme, Mommsen, Bjornson,
Mistral, Echegary, Sienkiewiecz, and Carducci. In the
opinion of the judges, Mr. Kipling must be the foremost
writer of English to-day.
This is a judgment that will find hearty support in
America, where we weep over Gunga Din and howl
with MUlvaney. It is a current belief over here that
Mr. Kipling is the author of the finest· imaginative and
descriptive/rose that has graced our language in a generation, an that he is the real poet laureate of England.
Weare glad to have anybody give him a medal.
In the matter of idealism Rudyard Kipling's case is
not so clear. There are people who might find it hard
to reconcile idealism as conceived br. the giver of the
Nobel Peace Prize and Mr. Kipling s ~lorification of
war and imperial conquest. To Kiphng, however,
glorification of directed labor and the spirit of service
in the common interest as represented in the British
army is the truest idealism. For the contrary-minded
L'Envoi and the White Man's Burden are types of another kind of idealism. And nobody can deny Mr.
Kipling's ability to work miracles with the English
language.
UNOFFICIAL
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Old Age Aboli!hed
A

HOMILY on right living is the life of Edward Payson
Weston, the veteran pedestrian. The whole country knows how, at the age of sixty-nine, he walked
from Portland, Maine, to Chicago, 12811 miles, in t .....enty-
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six days. We read with wonder that he lowered his
own record of forty years ago by twenty-nine hours.
Almost incredible was the report that he swung into
Chicago after a day's stroll of ninety-six miles!
What a triumphal march this youthful old man had;
how the cities cheered him and the villages grasped his
hand! With what pride each police force and fire
department escorted him upon a little of his hilarious
way across one third of the continent!
There is a lesson for everybody in the achievement
of this plucky pedestrian who refuses to grow old.
Abstinence and fresh air are his creed; exercise his cure
for "II bodily ills; sunshine his greatest care destroyer.
The young man of to-day with his nervous life and his
hard hours and his neglect of the physical might learn
a lot from Mr. Weston. The man or woman preparing
mournful countenances for the descent of the western
slope can cheer up again. Weston's philosophy makes
fifty the beginning of a long and useful life. In the
light of his good-natured smile, Dr. Osler's theory fades
away. Somewhere in Weston's three-score years of
walking he must have come upon the fountain of perpetual youth.

••

* * *

Football and Brains
tender-hearted Public Opinion laid a restraining
hand upon American football in the interest of
safety, lovers of the game wasted a lot of good tears.
Last year's radical change of rules has brought a lessening of danger, but it has produced also what only the
wise old gridiron veterans foresaw, a revolution in the
game itself. From a narrow, restrained battle of beef
and brawn the great American college sport has become
a free, open contest in which strength, skill, and ingenuity are blended. The bull has been invested with the
cunning of the fox.
This revolution was not immediate, and it is not yet
complete. In 1906. the forward pass, the onside kick,
and all the moves permitted by the new rules were
tried gingerly and with grave shaking of head guards.
This year more of the teams adopted the new plays and
used them successfully. There is still much to be desired, but no one who watched the tactful, ingenious,
varied Flay of Yale, Princeton, or the Carlisle Indians
last fal can doubt that the old game of football has
sustained concussion of the brain, a wrenched kneecap,
and a broken collarbone.
WHEN

In the Scottish Highlands
.. A friend and I were cycling through Scotland last Summer.
We wheeled from
Glasgow to the village of Luss, on Loch Lomond. It was raining copiously.
"Up a mountain road against the driving storm we pushed our wheels.
Arrived
at Stronachlachar we found the steamer we intended to take across Loch Katrine--was gone!
"We were compelled to go back "overland" on our wheels, and on the road became
hungry as bears. No shelter was near.

•••••

A Progressive Message
message to the Sixtieth Congress is the best refutation of the charge that he is
making an attack on business. This document is coostructive rather than destructive in its recommendations;
the; measures suggested are the most progressive ones
which are immediately possible in this country.
The President reiterates his previous statements as
to the necessity of ~overnment regulation of large COfporations. Centrahzation in business, he points out,
requires exercise of control through the authority already
centralized in the national government by the Constitution. The anti-trust law should be so amended as to
forbid only harmful combinations of capital. He shows
that the control of railways would be to their own
benefit just as the pure-food and meat-inspection laws
have benefited those industries.
Among the President's more important recommendations are: emergency currency for the sake of elasticity;
tariff changes along business lines next year j income
and inheritance taxes; federal inspection of railway
equipment j extension of employers' liability for accidents and of the eight-hour day in government work;
compulsory investigation of industrial disputes j a COI11prehensive plan for inland waterways; the reclamation
of swamp and arid land and the preservation of forests;
government retention of coal, oil, and gas fiel'ds and
leasing to working companies.

.. Down we sat on a streaming rock and ate Grape-Nuts. Fortunately I had bought
a package at Glasgow "against a rainy day"-and here it was! We ate two-thirds of
it and in the strength of that meal, pushed our wheels over the humpty-bumpty road in
the rain 17 miles to Aberfoyle, and at the end felt no sense of .. goneness" but were fresh
as larks. I cannot imagine how we could have endured the journey without

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S

Grape~Nuts
"There's a Reason."
Postum Cereal Co., Limited, Battle Creek, Mich.
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They're Going Back

IT

estimated that about 70,000 emigrants left America for Europe in the last week in November. Every
east-bound vessel was loaded with apprehensive working men just as every west-bound vessel was seeking
to allay apprehension by bringing in yellow gold.
Alarmists who were not quite exhausted from their noble
work of destroying confidence, found a new way to
produce sleepless nights. In our balmiest July weeks,
they told us. we never welcomed so many Europeans:
ten years of this thrivinll' export business would reduce
the population of the United States one third. Something must he done quickly to prevent our busy country from becoming a howling wilderness.
What the pessimists saw and failed to understand
was an interesting example of the mobility of labor that
comes with cheap transportation. When there was a
letting down in IIldustry, the husky Italians left us;
as soon as we need them again they will break all the
Ellis Island furniture in their rush to get back. Sentiment and the love of home or of freedom play little
part in the economic struggle.
The situation is to be welcomed, not deplored. It
presages the time when labor and gold and the world's
goods shall flow freely and swiftly across national
boundaries and over seas until they find needs to supply.
IS
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BOOK OF INSPIRATION."

success by others is the best tonic for
the ambitious. Who has not received inspiration
from Lincoln the rail-splitter, Webster the saw-mill boy,
Grant the tanner, and the scores of others who, with
the mere instruments that God gave them, and which
everyone possesses, have overcome apparently unconquerable obstacles, and have found an honored place
in our history? Those of steadfast purpose-which is a
mere synonym for industry-who have made intelligent
endeavor, have tasted of success limited only by their
zeal and ambition.
And while success of others is an invigorator, a
knowledge of the means adopted by those who have
risen above the ordinary is of practical good, for it points out the
path which others may follow in
order to succeed. For this reason,
"A Book of Inspiration," just from
the press, made up of contributions
from men and women who have
won success through a knowledge
of shorthand, cannot fail to create a
thrill of inspiration in each reader,
and, knowing, that by pursuing the
same course as those who give so
freely from their experience, success
must result, it will act as an incentive to laudable endeavor.
Never before has there been gath.
LEELABAW,
ered in a single volume so exhausPrmle
Secretary ID Raiboad
tive a work showing the possibilities
0ffic:iaI
in any profession, and to those
young men and women who have
not looked into the great opportunities afforded, it will
be something of a revelation. The convincing evidence
contained in this book, given by those who have succeeded, demonstrates that as a profession, one can choose .
none better than shorthand, if that subject is studied in
a manner calculated to yield the best returns. Hundreds
of commercial stenographers tell how ability was secured
which gave them an opportunity to enter the business
world.
Private secretaries to Congressmen, United
States Senators, Governors, railway officials, bankers,
millionaires and captains of industry, tell how they succeeded, and give sound advice to those who would follow
in their footsteps. Court reporters-those men and women
who earn salaries of from $3.000 to $5,000 a year, and
even more, tell of their work and the methods adopted
by them in order that those not informed of the possibilities in this line mav secure information which will lead to their
The Commercial
advancement.
The opportunities in the busiSteTlographe;s
ness world afforded competent stenOpportunities
ographers are fully set forth by those
who have found shorthand the best
stepping stone to executive positions in business houses.
It has been shown that no other medium offers one such
excellent means to study a business as does stenography,
CONSPICUOUS

Aooiolaol Secretary to

AM here for two reasons, one a personal one and
the other a professional one. First, I am here
because ~Ir. Rose is interested in this school. He
has been with me in two campaigns, and I have
found him the most efficient stenographer that I ever
came in contact with in my political career; and he
has not only been very efficient, but he has been very
faithful. and because he combines the element of
skill in his profession and friendship as well, I am
interested in anythinlt that concerns him.
My second reason for being here is professional.
I am interested in the profession for which you are
preparing yourselves. I have had much to do with
stenographers in the last ten or fifteen years and I
have come to rely very la1ely upon the stenographer
and typewriter. * * *
conrratulate you doubly
on being in a school where stands, as one of its
heads, one in whom I have so much confidence.
and second. on being in a school which is qualifying
you for such large and such important servlce.-Extract from address of Hon. W. J. Bryan to pupils of
Success Shorthand School. Full address given in

uA
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Hon. W.]. Bryan 10 Stenographers

Successful M4
Private Secretaries to U. S. Senators, Congress"
and Court Reporters Earning from $3,000 t.,

and the evidence of those who have found this to be true is
given in such manner in this book as to bring the facts home to
those who would succeed in the business world. Such notable
successes are quoted as Hon. George Bruce Cortelyou, William
Loeb, Jr., Edward D. Easton, president of the Columbia Phonograph Company; Benjamin Rosenthal, the great Chicago
merchant, who attributes his success .. to my knowledge of
shorthand at the beginning of my career "; former Senator
William E. Mason, Passenger Traffic Manager Charles S. Fee,
of the Southern Pacific Company; Special Agent Frank E.
Nevins, of the rural free delivery at Washington; Theodore F. Shuey, the head of the official reporters of the
United States Senate; Edward V. Murphy, James W.
Murphy, and Charles Riordan, other official reporters in
Congress, while more than one hundred contributions
from others who have found a knowledge of shorthand
of the greatest benefit, detail the methods whereby they
secured the ability so necessary in order to attract the
attention of those high in the business world.
Private secretaries to men prominent in the political and busim:ss world are men and women who, because of their ability as shorthand writers, are able to
fill these responsible and remunerative positions. The
work of George P. Mundy, the private secretary to
Governor Claude A. Swanson, of Virginia, as set forth
in .. A Book of Inspiration," should give an impetus to
each young man who would succeed, whether he knows CARRIE A. HYDE.
shorthand or desires to begin the study to qualify for Ollicial Court Repcrter.
T crre HaUIe, loci.
such a position. Then. too, the experience of Ray Nyemaster. of Atalissa, la., who, after devoting his spare
moments for seven months to the study of shorthand, received the appointment of private: secretary to Congressman Dawson, of
Private Secrelaries that state, is given in detail. No less inspiring are the
contributions from W. R. Ersfeld and L. C. Drapeau,
who tell how they secured the ability to hold their posiTell of
tions as assistant secretaries to U. S. Senator Hopkins
Their Succus
of Illinois, and U. S. Senator Perkins of California, respectively. In the railroad world, the private secretary
of to-day is the executive officer to-morrow. Roy Bolton, the nineteen-year-old private secretary to J. M.
Dickinson. the general attorney of the Illinois Central
Railroad, president of the American Bar Association,
and counsel for the United States before the Alaskan
Boundary Commission during the arbitration proceedings before that body,m~kes an interesting presentment
of his experience; while Lee LaBaw, the young private
secretary to the general freight agent of the same
road, also gives the means which enabled him to suc·
ceed in this work. H. M. Mills, now the private secretary to the p~esident of the Columbus, Memphis &
Pensacola Railroad, was in Mexico when he studied
shorthand, and' his experience should serve as another
inspiration to those who seek success. Then there are
recitals by other private secretaries, among them being
MARY E. BLACK,
F. D. Kellogg, private secretary to John R. Walsh, the
Shortbaocl Reporter.
Chicago millionaire; Paul Cooke, private secretary to
AohIand Block. ChicalfO
the business manager of the Chicago Examiner, and
many others.
The work of the court reporters and the emoluments earned by these
experts, as detailed in this book, will be astounding to those who have not
investigated the subject. It is told by people who are in a position to
know what they are talking about, and the prominence of the persons who
write concerning this field of endeavor, precludes any doubt of the truth of
the statements made. An article written by William E. Curtis, and first
printed in the Chicago Record Htrald, is reproduced, and shows the amazing
sums made by the expert shorthand writers in the Windy City each year,
one firm-that of Walton, James & Ford-doing a business of more than
$100,000 annually, while every competent man or woman counts his or her
earnings by the thousands.
An articl
ken from
e New York Sun,
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en, Governors, Bankers, and Railroad Officials,

$6,000 a Year, Tell How They Succeeded

William E. CurHs on Expert Shorthand
It is estimated by those most competent to express
an opinion that the court reporters of Chicago divide
in fees about '1,000,000 a year. One-half of this is
paid them for regular reports of law suits; the other
half for taking the proceedings of political meetings,
lectures, conventions <1f all kinds and various outside
work. 'l1tis estimate does not include the earnings
of the thousands of office stenographr.rs.
IP"I,,,,,, J"M" ~ F"rd is '''~ larK'" slt"r,It"trdfirm

ill Cltk"Ko, anti do~,f 1Itor~ 611S;'1I11 ;ro/JalJly Ilta. a"y
otlllr g"ura/ ,"orllttu,ajirlu i" th, Tuor/d. 1'/uy OCClIPY
a IlIit, of/Durt"" rIlOIllS. 4dV' six tell/ku,us, t1l1f/11l as
t,le/itO'" eo"""tioll.r wit" all till court room' ill til,
COII"/ Mil"', all" "H;lo)' tllirt)' III'" anti wom,,,. Tit,)'
do a 6,ui",ss w4icll a,,!roxiJuatl' $100,000 a"""all)'.

describing in detail the work of reporting the proceedings of
A large share of the reportinK in courts is done by
the great Anthracite Coal strike commission by Messrs. Hanna
women, who are quite as reliable as men: It was a
& Budlong, of Washington. lasting but three months. ancl-which
woman (Mrs. R. Howard Kelly) who was first appointed an official reporter in the Circuit Court of
paid the shorthand writers '50.000. is also given. A page from
Cook County by JUdge Murray F. Tuley, and he,
the day book of James A. Lord. the official court reporter at
without question. exercised his keenest judgment in
Waco, Tex.• is reproduced. showing that his earnings in a single
selecting her from among the mostcompetent.-ExWIWAM E. CURTIS,
tract from article by William E. Curtis, in Chicago
month amounted to ' •• 282, while Dudley M. Kent. of the little
Record-Herald. Full article printed in .. A ROOK
Wbooe article
the eanaiD.... apert ....D_phon io COD.
city of Colorado. Tex.• made f650.25 in one month. Then
O/' INSPIRATION."
laiDod ia ., A BoaIt .. IDOPitatioD ..
there are narrations of the methods employed. in order to become expert, by William F. Cooper. official reporter at Tucson.
~I
Miss Carrie A. Hyde, of Terre Haute. Ind.• and many
Ari.; George F. laBree. shorthand reporter. Chicago. III.; Arthur J. Harvey.
other women court reporters. will give encouragement to
official court reporter, San Juan. Porto Rico; W. A. Evers. official court
I
I
reporter. LaCrosse. Wis.; W. A. Murfey. shorthand rethe many ambitious young women
who have heretofore regarded the
porter. Ashland Block. Chicago; john R. Slenker. official
The Wor~
court reporter. Peoria. III.; Lane D. Webber, official
court reporting field as one exclucourt reporter. Aurora, Ind.; G. H. Harden. official court
sively for men. Other contributions
of the
.
from successful women in the various
reporter. Hattiesburg. Miss.; J. M. McLaughlin. official
Court Reporter
branches of the shorthand business
court reporter, Wapello. la.; C. W. Pitts. official court
".
will tend to inspire the young women
reporter. Alton. la.; G. L. Elliott. official court reporter.
to take up this study. at which so
Mason City, la.; S. S. Wright. official court reporter, Corydon. la.; George L.
I
many have succeeded.
Miller. official court reporter. Ottumwa. Ia.; Joseph M. Carney. shorthand
Not the least interesting part
reporter. 624 Wells Building. Milwaukee. Wis.; E. S. Park. official court reI
of this book is the .. History of a
porter. Portage. Wis.; D. P. Higgins, shorthand reporter. Milwaukee. Wis.;
Successful School," which shows the
J. A. Lord. official court reporter. Waco. Tex.; D. M.
1
_
Kent. official court reporter. Colorado. Tex.; Charles E.
wonderful work of the Success
Shorthand School of Chicago and LOUIS C. DRAPEAU,
Pickle. official court reporter. Austin, Tex.; Oscar A.
Swearingen. official court reporter. Lockhart. Tex.;
New York.
Four years ago last A.iotaDI Secreta.,. to U. S.
SeDator Perk;'"
September. the great court reporting
Louis J. Crollard. shorthand reporter, Wenatchee.
HELEN
V.
Snl.ES,
firm of Walton. james & Ford-the
Wash.; N. C. Garbutt. court reporter. Fort Collins.
0l6cial e.-t Repcnr,
film which William E. Curtis gives
Colo.; Charles E. Sackett. court reporter. Butte,Mont.;
Peru. I.....
the credit of performing the largest
F. C. Eastman. official court reporter. Warsaw. N. Y.;
amount of shorthand work each year
E. C. Winger, official court reporter. Point Pleasant, W.
Va.; J. H. Homer. official court reporter. Provo. Utah;
in the world. established this school for the teaching of
R. L. Sanner. official court reporter. Decatur. 11I.; W. j.
expert shorthand to beginners and to stenographers who
desired to become expert. Later,
Fulton. official court reporter. Sycamore. III.; George
other expert reporters of national
Ball. court reporter. Grand Opera House Building. Chireputation became associated with
cago; W. C. Lindsay. shorthand reporter. Tacoma Buildthem. among them
ing, Chicago; Paul Jaqua. official court reporter. PortHistory of
land. Ind.; George L. Gray. court reporter. Louisville.
being Mr. Frank R.
A. J. HARVEY,
Ky.; Clyde H. Marshall, court reporter, 60 Wall Street,
a Sut:a3Sful Hanna. formerly of
06ciaI e.-t Repocw.
the firm of Hanna &
New York; Walter S. Taylor. official court reporter.
School
SaD J..... Peno Rico
l'
.~
Budlong, referred to
Duluth. Minn.; F. N. Steele, court reporter. Seattle.
Wash.; Elmer G. Powers. shorthand reporter. Beaver,
by the New York Sun as the firm
la.; F. E. Quigley. assistant official court reporter. Ypsilanti, Mich.; W. R. Hill.
which made '5°,000 in three months
reporting the Anthracite Coal Strike
court reporter. Chicago; Oscar E. Swan. court reporter. Muskogee. Okla.; C. R.
Linn. court reporter, Chicago; Earl Pendell. court reporter. Fort Smith. Ark.;
investigation. Another expert with
W. F. COOPER.
I
the school is Robert F. Rose, the Ollicial e.-t ~ ,
H. R. Howse. court reporter. Chicago; J. B. Knoblock. court reporter. Chicago;
\
j~
official reporter of the Democratic
all these. and many others, tell how they became expert in shorthand. and
T UCIOll. Ariz.
\
give advice to those who wish to prepare themselves for the best paid
National Convention in 11)00, and the
reporter traveling with and reporting
shorthand work.
EVA C. ERB,
The women who desire to enter the field 0 f stenography. or who are
the speeches of Hon. William J. Bryan.
Ollicial Court Reporter.
during his two great campaigns.
now stenographers and desire to perfect themselves for (he highest class of
oPa, Utah
No matter where you are I~
work. will find much of interest in the contributions from other women who
cated, you should send for this book.
are now expert court reporters. and who tell how they acquired the high
degree of skill necessary to perform the most exacting work. and to receive
which will be sent free to those who apply for it. Either
use the coupon printed below, or write a letter to the
, the great emoluments earned by these experts. Of particular interest to
school nearer you, stating you
women stenographers holding mediocre positions will
wish this book. If vou now write
be the contribution of Helen V. Stiles. who. one year
SUCCItSS SUOKTHAND Sl:J1C10L.
31-8.
ago, was a commercial stenographer. working for a
shorthand. state the system and
Gentlemen: Please nnd. without expense to me. A
small salary. and who is now
your experience. If east of PittsBook of Inapiration'" mentioned in the January St-CCESS.
the official reporter at Peru.
burg, address" The Success Short1411I "O'lU a stn,ograplllr alft! us~ t"e ••••..••........
AJoice from
Ind.,-a position paying in the
hand School, Suite 3, 1416 Broad.................. sys'n""J slt_tltatrd.
way, N. Y. City," and Mr. Hanna,
neighborhood of '3,000 a year.
EJ.flert Women
Saine ...................•..••.•••••.••••••••••........
Similar to her experience was
who is in charge of that school, will
Address
.
Coo" &porteT3
that of Miss Vivian Flexner.
send the book at once. If west of
Cit)' and State
.
(If not a 5lcnographcr. strike out the words in halks.)
Pittsburg, address" The Success
who perfected herself from a
-------Shorthand School. Suite 31, 79
EARL PENDELL,
commercial stenographer to a court reporter in PortSuTE; llJ't'r1 .horth.'ld _rh..nMtIt lUll! plIl.luh Till:
Kln:K.
,b.. mM' Itourn,t"l: .n.1 huuutth. dllol'll.... d macuill.. l"rk. 1:1 a ' .....
Clark St.. Chicago, 111.... and the
SbcnhaDcI Rc_.
land, Ore.; while the advancement of Miss Eva C.
ts<rDti 2" ..... t.
.",.thl
llutMrlrtloa.
FertSmith. Ark.
Erb, of Ogden. Utah, Miss Mary E. Black. of Chicago.
book will be sent yo
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One million people
through t~e great introductory offer learned to know

Mrs. Curtis's Corner
An Intimate Talk with Young Women on Some Matters Not
Connected with the Routine of the Household
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know that each product does
directly and perfectly all that'
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were. 0 r better still
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Learn
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facing a New Year. Stop
and think what that means!
New 'Year's Day stands for something a little different from any other
first day of any other month in the
year. It is more than turning over a new leaf, it is
the opening of a new book, the first entry in a fresh
ledger. It means stronger determination, new ambitions, higher hopes. When the year is growing old,
one may look back sadly on ambitions unrealized or
work undone, yet if life could be analyzed and measured
up you would find the beginning with the New Year
meant a great deal in help. in comfort,even in inspiration.
I remember once in childhood going to sleep one
New Year's Eve in a quiet old country village where I
was a stranger. The ringing of church bells awoke me.
They were not pealing a call to church. They rang
slowly and solemnly for a half hour; it was the waning
of the year's last hour. Then the old sexton began to
pull with all his strength. It struck twelve. The New
Year was b~ing .ushered in. It was a merry, impetuous,
heart-cheering jangle such as the solemn old bell indulged in once a year. Somehow that message of the
bells reached to the innermost heart of a child. I lay
in the dark thinking of how life might be made happier
for other people. of how lessons might be more perfectly
learned. of dull schoolmates who needed friendship and
help, of a hundred things a child could do, in her own
small sphere, to make herself and others happier and
life more hopeful. That message of the bells was not
qui~kly forg?Uen. Its echo kept sounding long after
amId the gnnd of school work, the heedless happiness
of play, and in the round of home duties. Sometimes
the memory was a whip lash, sometimes it brought
happiness for tasks well done and days made brighter
by genuine effort.
WE ARE
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New Year's Day I found a business woman tossing aside old calendars and old wall texts-you
know the things I mean, the up-to-date bits of strellUous advice which have replaced the faded ., God Bless
Our Home" mottoes. They run from such wise
caution as "Don't Hurry; Don't Worry," to the silliest
stuff imaginable. This woman covers the wall about
her desk with such a medley of inspiration that my mind
seems to get into a snare of perplexity, when I try to
get something out of it. Still she assured me they
help her infinitely. "I could not get through the day
. without them," she said.

*

*

*

it is because we editorial people want everything boiled down that my " inspiration" goes into
one frame. It is contained in four lines but I have
never found anything better, it satisfies and it does not
get tossed aside with the calendar each year. I know
it by heart, still every time I raise my eyes to it, I find
something new. something hopeful, something which
gives fresh courage. Here it is. You may find in it
what I do:
PERHAPS
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.. Honest endeavor is ne' er thrown away.
God gathers our failures day by day.
And weaves them into his perfect plan
In a way that is not for us to scan."
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want to know who wrote it? It is culled
from no great poem, it came straight from the heart
of a gentle, beautiful woman, who might have been a
poet or a famous musician if she had chosen to [nake
everything of her talents. She did not, however, she
gave all her life, all her energies and heart to makirtg
the happiest spot on earth of a simple home. She
worked harder than many of us do. She reared a large
familv, made a small income stretch to its utmost limit
and -left inspiration and love wherever she wenl.
To-day her memory lives only in the heart of those
who knew and loved her, but it seems to me I would
rather go, leaving to the world this short uplifting
quatrain than the most wonderful and inscrutahle of
Browning's poems. It is like" Home Sweet Horne,"
millions have sung that song, loved it. wept over it,
been cheered and comforted and helped hy it, who
never heard of Beethoven, Schubert, or Mendelssohn.
YOU

Pin Money Papers recently
came this item. "I wish to
pass along an idea by which we
made quite a nice little sum at our
church Easter sale. Each woman
picked out a large department store in one of ~he
great cities and sent for samples of fine novelty nbbons, silks. velvet, and laces. Every store sent us
generous samples and we had a great collection of stuff.
Our clever girls made the prettiest stocks and coll~rs
imaginable from medallions and bits of laces, while
from silk and velvet the elder women turned out lovely
pin cushions, hat-pin holders, sachet-bags, even sofa
pillows. The beauty of it was we had perfectly fresh
goods to work with, the latest novelties, and tbty dId
tlOt cost us a ant."
Somehow, when I thought of that group of church
women calmly sitting down to write for a lot of .sampies, without the slightest idea of using them JI1 an
honest way, it struck me as deliberate stealing. I don't
believe one of them would rob her neighbor's clothesline overnight, still I would rather not live in their
vicinity. It was simply one of the unaccountably
unmoral things women often do. I wonder if there was
not a conscience in the crowd. Our great dry goods
houses acknowledge they spend thousands of dollars a
year on sample cutting, still it is a custom they cannot
drop because the mail order business is growing bigger
all the time. The merchant is wholly at the mercy of
his customers, an envelope of samples may result III a
hundred dollar order, or It may mean nothing but (he
gratification of a woman's whim for patchwork, and in
the latter case it seems to me very like out and out dishonesty. But to tum such stealings into a church
treasury!
WITH
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of ideas which come into my department
have to do with what women call "novelties,"
things made from stuff that would otherwise go into
the junk barrel.· They describe hassocks evolved from
tomato cans, candy boxes turned into whisk-broom
holders, empty spools gilded and be-ribboned to masquerade as table legs, bookcase spindles, key racks, tie
holders, and goodness knows what. I wonder how
many of our readers will uphold me for not using these
ideas? My reason for it is, that such things are generally so ugly, so inartistic, so useless, that there is no
excuse for their being. I have been in hundreds of
homes that were completely disfigured by such stuff,
either the" novelties" were faded and dusty or, if they
were clean, it meant keeping one overworked housewife just a tritle busier. I should have liked to have
packed them all out of sight and shown what a sweet,
homelike, comfortable place the farmhouse living room
was without them. Such gimcracks were not in keeping with homely rag carpets, cretonne cushioned rockers, the treasured old pictures on the wall, and beautifully braided ru~s. Men have such a downright hatred
for useless rubbish of this sort that I often wonder why
women will persist in cluttering up a home with it.
e

*

*

talk of us as the most wasteful nation on
earth. We are, in some ways; but it is not waste to
throwaway such things as empty spools and tomato
cans. Indeed, I never heard of but one really sensible
use for old cans, that is in Alaska where the poor halffrozen natives beat them into shingles to protect their
wind-swept dwellings. But talking of false economy,
a woman asked me the other day about some way to
preserve fruit so it would keep in cracked glass jars. I
suppose she could convert all her fruit into jam, by the
usc of about three times as much sugar as canning
demands. Only, the price 01 the extra sugar required
would have bought new jars and one tires of a whole
winter of jam! Cracked glass jars are good enough
for dry groceries, this is one more case of where
economy is waste.
FOREIGNERS
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the most intimate letters which come to me
arc those from women telling the same pitiful story
of husbands who are kind enough, indulgent enough
in all but one thing: they dole out money so penuriously that life is almost intolerable.

If subscribers (of record) menllon .. ouccess Macazlne .. In answering adverllsemenh. they are protected by our guarante
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"I don't care," writes one woman, "if you print
what I say. I believe if my husband read it he might
see my situation in a new light. I can run bills at three
or four stores, so he can't understand when the children
and I are well fed, well clothed, and well shod, why I
should want money for anything more. He even keeps
me liberally supplied with street-car tickets, but for
weeks at a time I have not a single co:n in my purse.
He pays the hired girl S4.oo a week every Saturday
night. Oh! if he could only understand how poor I
feel when I find the bills she lays carelessly-anywhere.
Occasionally, as in every household, there are weeks
between ,the going and the coming of a servant. Then I
do all the work, hut do you suppose I ever received four
dollars on Saturday night? Never. I don't know what
I should do with such wealth. I do not debate the subject with my husband. I used to, but it meant so much
unhappiness and misunderstanding that I keep silent
now. The misery of it is, my case is not a lonely one.
There are thousands, tens of thousands of women,
joined for life to husbands who are neither cruel nor
really stingy, but who cannot comprehend why a
woman feels like the meanest thing in creation when
she is utterly penniless."

*
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a minister gets together an audience of
"men only" and preaches to them on salvation,
honesty, morality, all the old subjects which have been
threshed and rethreshed since the time of the prophets,
I should like the chance of a talk to "men only," to
the sort of men who pay all their employees except
the faithful, loyal, hard-working wife. She gives a
lifetime to bearing and rearing children, to making
home the blessedest spot in the world, and she does it
for love, not for money. Where could these men find
any other human being willing to work for such wages?
Money in itself means little to the woman who wrote
the letter I quoted. Doubtless she would use it wisely
and carefully; it is not wanted for the Ilratification of
selfish whims. Coin of the realm would stand to her
for the token of a husband's trust in her wise stewardship, for the tangible share of a life partnership. It
would mean the self respect no human being can possess
who walks the world with empty pockets.

THRBe
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waiting once in a city prison to see the police
matron. She passed through the room leadmg a
woman whose .face was full of shame and misery. I
asked the matron about her, for the prisoner was not of
the everyday breed of "jail birds."
"Her story is as sad as any I ever heard," said the
matron, gravely, "though every day of my life is spent
in listening to tales of misery and sin. I knew that
woman in her girlhood. I used to watch her trip past
to school, the gayest of a group of happy children.
Her home was a simple one but full of love and happiness. When she was seventeen she went to work in
an office. She was so bright and efficient that at
twe!lty she was earning a larger salary than most girls
of her age. A few years later she married and people
said she had made a good match. She had a fine home
on the outskirts of the city. Yesterday she was brought
into court charged with stealing money and jewelry from
a room at the Hotel Royale, and I was shocked enough
when I recognized her. I sat up till midnight trying to
quiet her, for she was half insane with horror and
misery. She told me her story. The man she married
was kind enough and gave her all she needed as well as
a good home, but he did not understand how a woman
wants to be treated. He never gave her money. In
girlhood she had always had her own earnings and
spent them as she pleased. She could not bring herself
to ask her husband for money. She grew bitter and
unhappy and reckless. She began to pick her husband's
pockets at night when he was asleep. He did not miss
small coins, so she grew bold enough to take bills.
When he discovered a loss he never suspected her.
Her pilfering see:ned to grow into a habit, a passion.
Her husband grew too careful to carry much money
about with him, so she stole from other people, from
friends who never dreamed of her being a thief. At last
came discovery, punishment, retribution. You saw me
yesterday leadmg heraway to serve a two years' sentence.
Her husband came. She would not see him. She sent
me to tell him her story. I shall never forget the horror
that seemed suddenly to age his face. •God!' he whispered. 'She never told me. If I had only understood!
It's too late now.' There's many a woman like her,"
said the matron, "and many a man like him."
WAS

I

OTHING can equal the satisfaction of offering your guests
delightful entertainment that takes care of itself, which does
not interfere with other forms of amusement, but rather helps
them. Such an entertainer is

N

The Edison Phonograph
I t can amuse the guests by rendering music, popular or classic, or aid
them with dance music, marches and other things played by the best
orchestras and brass bands. It costs less than the hiring of even a small
orchestra for a single evening's entertainment.
Hear the new model with the big hom at the ne8le8t Edison
store, or write for a booklet describing it. At the same time

Hear the January Records
(out December 24th)-hear the song hits that everybody is talking
about- hear the best orchestral and band music splendidly performed
-hear the fine instrumental solos by well-known virtuosos-hear the
talking records of really funny comedians-and then
buy generously of the January records, for in no other
way can you obtain for so little money so much delightful
entertainment for your family and friends.
Ask your dealer or write us for these three books: THE PHONOGRAM,' describing
each Record In detail; the SllPPLEMENTAL CATALOGUE, listing the new January
Records and theColllPLETECATAl.oGUE,listlng all Edison Records now in existence '"',.,.._ ..

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY,

• • •

W HEN a girl gives up her chances of wage earning and

goes to make a home for a man, if she is n't worth
a servant's wages, she is n't worth marrying. There
are thousands of women just as proud as this one who
went down hill, too froud to ask her husband for a
dime: . After a term 0 facing the world in a penniless
condition a woman loses her self respect, then, with
self respect gone, who can foretell her future?

" "

A Rejection Slip
said th~ shive.ring beggar, stoppinf the prosper-'
ous mafazme edItor on the street," have a long,
sad story-J
"Sorry," briskly replied the magazine editor, passing
on, "but we are only open for short, funny stones just
now. Full of the other kind."

"SIP,"
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Triumphant American Optimism

Jet Black, Wa ..m,
Soft,

Ollfallle. II<IlNIiome

If you are interested in having Hides or
Skins Tanned for coats, robes, rugs, gloves
or neck wear, soft, light, odorless, mothproof; or work requiring the taxidermist's
skill; or if you want to buy an elegant
Fur Lined Coat, or a Natural Black Galloway, Black or Brown Frisian, or Black
Dog Skin Coat, fur outside; or Fur Robes,
Gloves or Mittens, you should have our
illustrated catalog.
We are the largest custom fur tanners
in the United States-more than that, we
are the largest Custom Fur Tanners of
large wild and domestic animal skins in
the world.

TUI: CROSBY fRISIAN fUR COMPANY,
314 Mill Street, Rocbester, N. Y.

Eleven Years Old
and. as 'from the beginning

The Authority
on House Planning. Interior Decoration and Gardening. The question" How can I do the best with
what I have?" is answered by those who have made
the Home in its various phases a life study.

A Hundred Dollars
worth of information in each number! The department of "Questions and Answers" alone is easily
worth the price of an entire year's subscription.

Avoid Substitutes.
T1Ie House Beautiful was the first magazine to

devote itself exclusively to the House and its appointments. The rest followed and naturally are
not "just as good."

Sample Copy Free
WRITE TO-DAY for a copy of the magazine that
never disappoints. that in an easy-to-read style tells
you what you ought to know about building your
house-decorating it. renovating it. furnishing it.
Its teachings have saved costly furnishings from being vulgar; and on the other hand thousands of
inexpensive houses are exquisite examples of superb
taste from its advice. It gl\'es information regarding
the whole house from cellar to garret. Everything
illustrated.
When you write for a sample copy. ask for our

philosophy is the dominant note in American life. It permeates all classes. The grumbler,
the calamity howler, the predictor of evil, the man who
thinks that the country is going to the dogs, and that
American institutions are deteriorating is the exception,
not the rule.
Who can ever estimate what we owe to that splendid wave of optimism which has swept over this country since the panic.
Everywhere we hear strong business men talking
optimism, trying to reassure the people, cautioning them
against the fatality of spreading thelessimistic note.
The optimism of the press has ha a wonderful effect
on the masses, especially the ignorant and the timid. In
Chicago, especially many of the business and social organizations have done a splendid work in allaying the
fears of the people.
If the recent panic had occurred twenty-five years
ago, it would have been ver), much more serious.
People were much more pessimistic then than they are
to-day. The leaven of optimism is working a marvelous change in our people. We are more hopeful, more
confident.
There are not so many people to-day as there were
formerly, who believe that things are going to the dogs.
We have more faith in ourselves, more faith in our
country, more faith in that great creative principle
which finally rights all wrongs, and which, in spite of
all disaster and seeming wrong, finally brings harmony
out of discord.
Our people have unbounded confidence in America's
future, and this vigorous American optimism will ultimately make any very extended financial panic impossible. Our resources are too vast, our people too gritty,
too resourceful, too inventive, too determined, too
hopeful, to long be materially affected by any financial
disturbance.
Nowhere in the world is there crowded together
such untold resources, such vast unexplored wealth, as in
this country; and nowhere else have the inventive,
resourceful faculties of man been developed to such an
extent as here in America. And better than all this, is
the fact that the hopefulness of the individual matches
our national optimism, for here no youth is hampered
or manacled in his race for success. His only limits are
in himself.
We have as yet scarcely scratched the surface of
our vast resources. Even dUring the recent panic
we knew that the confidence of our people as to our
future greatness and grandness was not shaken in the
least. Everyone knew that it was only a temporary
storm; that behind it the sun of American progress and
enterprise was shining and would soon dissipate all the
clouds.
Running all through the American people, is a great
underlying philosophy of optimism. Hope, not despair,
carries the American banner.
OPTIMISTIC

.....

.'Iuialoffus to House Beautiful su6sui6ur.

IIIMO'NEYIII
for

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
REPRESENTATIVES
Thirty-Eight Agents Averaged
One hundred and fifty dollars per month in the last
three months. We offer no pri.u but pay.maximum
commission for one or a thousand orders. We want'
agents-meg and women-in F.V&Jl.Y CO~IMUNITY.
WRITE TO-DAY for our special offers. Others
are making Bir-money why not you?
'

CIRCULATION OlPARTMlNT, nOUSl BUUTlrul,
REPUBLIC BLOO., CHICAGO.

P ATENTS
a."

8g~~~~D
RETURNED

Send sketch for free report as to patentability.

'N"."

GlllI.1C HonK
WBAT TO
With . .Ioable Lal of Innntlo,," Wanted lent free. O:llB 111....
'.ION 001.....\88 olfered lor 0"" 'nnnUon: •••• 000 for
~:::.e f~:.:~nLl oecured bT UI ""... r&IMd free'ln World'i Progr... :

EVAN:;, WILKENS 4: CO., Washington, D. c.

$50
Y,.'' ,,,. Bonds"GIHE".....
7',4': wltlt .hol. . . .,.,,.,.

w. ex.cute onlerl lor llTOCKl'l lilted on the NEW YORK
RTOCK F.XCHANllt;: al>o fo, IInlllted _"rIU... W.Ill......
mneh attention to the eXfl('ution of an orlier for one .hare of
~~~~:..~~~t~~.tl:ndm1 "harl'l. Have 10lges&lonlln dea1rable
Writ, to-do" olld

0'" f.".

"TilE FACTS."

fULLfR , COMPANY. 40 Wal'-St., New York City
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Business Panics Make Merchants

I

traveled through a Western town the day after
a tornado. Only' a very few giant trees and a few of
the staunchest bUildings on solidest foundations remained standing. Only the strongest things had been
spared. AII of the saplings and trees weakened by age
and .rotten hearts,' all of the weak, flimsy, temporary
buildings had been swept away by the tornado's terrific
force.
It was a splendid ilIustration of the effect on men
of a great .financial panic, in which only the fittest survive., TQe weak, and superficial merchants, those
With little capital, and without great mental resources
and character reserve, those who had not fought
their way up from the bottom, but were boosted into
their positions by influence or wealthy fathers go down.
Only the giants and the stalwarts, the men with stamina and grit, ultimately survive.
In good times, when everybody is making money,
men of ordinary ability can do business; but only the
giants survive hard times and great business panics.
The tornado panic which has just passed over this
country, has swept away some of the weak men, those
who were not well-grounded and rooted in business
principles and integrity. Many mushroom merchants
and other poor business men have gone to the wall,
but the wise man will benefit from the lesson of this panic.
HAVE

.....

.....

Look Forward

Do NOT tell your troubles this year, because the fewer

people who know of the things that have handicapped you the better it is for you. You will then be
spared the influence of the unfortunate suggestions
which your hard luck stories make upon other people's
minds.

Then, again, every time you repeat the story of your
misfortunes, your troubles, your tnals, your failures, you
etch the dark picture a little deeper in your own mind;
make a little more real to you what you ought to erase
forever. What cannot he cured should be erased
forever. What cannot help us, what can only hinder,
should be forgotten, discarded once for all.
Many people hang on to their old troubles; they
cling to their old sorrows and misfortunes, and their
failures, their past sufferings, until they bec()mea terrible
drag, a clog, a fearful handicap to their progress.
The only thing to do with a badliece of work, with
an unfortunate mistake, with a sa experience is to let
it go, wipe it out, get rid of it fOl'ever. Never allow
the hideous image to come into your presence again to
mar your happiness or sap your strength.
It is a good time to resolve that whatever has happened to you in the past, which has caused you unhappiness, which has disgraced you, which has made you think
less of yourself, and made others think less of you, you
will drop it, you will not drag it through the door of the
new year,that you will lock it out with the old year; that
you will clean house, that you will only take with you
the things which can brighten, cheer, and help you.
Whatever else you resolve to do, determine that nothing shall enter the door of the new year which cannot
in some way help you add to your happiness, your
efficiency. Resolve that you will leave all of the old
enemies of your success and comfort and happiness
behind.
Why will people insist upon clinging to the disagreeable, the unfortunate; upon dragging along with them
such loads of fear, of worry, of anxiety; such loads of
mistakes and blunders and failures and misfortunes r
Why do they insist upon keeping the things alive which
should be dead, buried, and forgotten?
No matter what slips you have made, no matter if
you have made a fool of yourself this last year, forget
it, blot it all out of your mind. Remember that every
time you rehearse these unfortunate experiences you
only revive the sad memories, ana make them so much
more real to you and so much harder to get rid of and
to forget.
It is wonderful what a strange fascination one's mistakes, failures, and unfortunate experiences have for
most people. I know people who seem to take a morbid delight in sitting for hours and thinking over the
terrible things that have happened to them; rehearsing
their old troubles, their mIsfortunes, their mistakes.
A wound which is constantly probed never heals.

.....

.....

Do Not Decide Important Q!estions
~en ~scouraged

I

often heard people in mature life say, "If I
had only kept on as I had begun, if I had only persisted in carrying out my ambition, I might have
amounted to something and been infinitely happier."
Mullitudes of people have led miserable lives of
regret, with thwarted ambitions constantly torturing
them, simply hecause, in a moment of weakness and
discouragement, they turned back.
I know a number of talented young men and young
women who went abroad to study music or art, and
who returned home when they were discouraged and
homesick, only to regret it ever since.
I have seen medical students with great enthusiasm,
'who became so disheartened by the drudgery in anatomy
and chemistry and the revolting sights in the dissecting
room, that they left college with disgust and went
home, only to despise themselves ever after for not
having the pluck to go far enough to know whether
they were really fitted for a physician's career or not.
Young men often go to law school with the idea of
becoming great lawyers, but, in trying to wade through
Blackstone and Kent, they get completely discouraged
and drop their studies, feeling that they are not cut
out for lawyers.
Boys who have never been away from home before
sometimes go to college and deCide, during a fit of
acute homesickness, to throw up the whole thing and
return home. They usually feel humiliated ever after
for their cowardice and weakness.
How many boys have gone back to their country
homes from the city because of homesickness or discouragement, when, if they had held out a littlc longer
till things brightened up, their whole careers would
have been changed!
How many young writers and artists, and young people, learning trades, have given up in a moment of discouragement and gone into vo,ations against which their
whole natures rebelled, and did not change later because
they were afraid of being laughed at, or were not sure
enough of themselves, or did not have sufficient confidence that they could hold out and would not give up
again!
If there is any time a perspn needs nerve, grit, alild
HAVE
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stamina, it is when tempted to tum back, when the
coward voice within says, .. Don't you see how foolish
it is for you to try to do this thing? You have not the
means nor the strength. How foolish to sacrifice years
of comfort and pleasure at home among the people who
love you for the sake of doing what you have undertaken! It is better to turn back and acknowledge
your mistake than to go on and sacrifice so much."
Whatever you do, or how heavy the burden, do not
lay it down at such a time. No matter how dark the
way, or how heavy the heart, wait until the" blue"
depression or the discouragement has passed before
taking any decided step.
An important decision requires your best judgment,
your soundest, dearest vision, your best sense. You
cannot afford to make a turning point in your life when
the world looks dark and everything looks distorted to
you. The turning point in your career, the great decision should be made when you are at the top of your
physical and mental condition.
Never take any important step in life, or make a
serious decision, when you are ' blue," or depressed,
because your mood will warp your judgment.
When one is suffering with great mental depression
or discouragement he is likely to take almost any step
which will afford temporary relief, regardless of the
greater ultimate good. Girls have decided to marry men,
whom they did not really love, when they were suffering from some bitter disappointment, or from discouragement which made them doubt their ability to make
. a living for themselves.
Men are sometimes tempted into bankruptcy while
suffering under some great temporary discouragement,
when they might have pulled through and succeeded if
they had only held on.
People sometimes commit suicide under acute suffering, even when they know that their trouble is only
temporary and that they are sure to get relief. It IS
impossible, while suffering, to get the right perspective,
to see things in their right relations. We cannot use
our good sense, our better judgment, or a fine discrimination, when tortured on the rack of physical or mental
pain.
It is a very difficult thing to be an optimist and to
use good judgment in our decisions when hope is shut
out of our vision, when everything looks dark and discouraging. But it is under such circumstances that we
show the stuff we are made of.
The real test of a man's ability is shown in his power
to stick to his task when everything goes wrong, and
when his friends are trying to persuade him to give up,
and telling him what a fool he is to try to go on when
.. fate is against him."
Inventors, discoverers, and most men who have
accomplished great things in other fields, owe \heir
success to the fact that they persisted when others gave
up, kept going when others turned back, kept struggling
on when there was no light or hope ahead.

.....

Ever Feel "Panicky?"
"BI ue.?"
Pessimistic?
In Despair?

Buy the Marden Books!
Harry L. Tyler says: u Mtn art only au/of1la/ic f1I%rs
Jrtfltn Dy Jlm/igh/• .11/ nightfall, Off darR dayJ, f1Im run 011
JtortJ up powtr, reJfrfle energy. All f1Ien /md /0 rU1l
Jown! " tj The writings of Orison Swett Marden, Edi/or
and FounJer of SUCCESS MAGAZINE, are great
storage batteries of electric energy, reservoirs of sunshine,
enormously potential to recharge the flagging wills of
men. tj 'They are Jurp/us power fir sale! tj Men read
them and rise, Phcenix-like, under their impulsion, from
the ashes of dead hopes to greater and higher things•
tj Their RuorJ is Marfle/ouJ! tj Schoolaand colleges.
enterprises of charity and of business, spring up as if
by magic in their train. • Their fiery Ii//n art a /onil !

• Pusbinf to the Front and Tbe Yoanf Man Enterin,
Basinesl; (Limp morocco, divinity circuit, $1. 50 each.
Cloth, plain, $1.25 each). Every Maa a King; or, Mighl
in Mind Masury; (Cloth, $1.10 net). The Optimistic:
Life; or, In The Churing Up Businm; Just Out.
(Cloth, $1.40 net). RisiDg iD tbe Worid; (Cloth,
'1.25). Secret of AChievement; (Cloth, $1.25).
Sac:c:ess Nurrets; (Leather, '1. 30 net. Cloth, 80
cents net). All Postpaid. • Buy them! Try them!
Return them, if you like (in good order) and get your
money back! Nobody ever sent back a Marden Book
yet! tj Circulars of o/her DooRS Sfnt on ref/ues/. • THE
SUCCESS COMPANY, Book Dept., University
Building, Washington Square, New York.

Buy the Marden Books!
They'll make you
Cheerful I
Optimistic I
Triumphant I
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Anticipating Work

W HEN Beecher was asked how he managed to accom-

plish so much with so little friction, he replied,
By never doing my work twice." Many people do
their tasks a dozen times over in anticipation. They
waste as much energy in thinking about their work in
advance, in dreading it, in wondering how it will turn
out, as in actually doing it.
For most of us, the actual day's work would not be
so hard if we came to it fresh in mind and body, instead
of weary and discouraged from dreading it, worrying
about it, and anticipating the troubles which we are
likely to meet in its accomplishment.
Anticipating our work, doing it over and over mentally beforehand, is fatal to the greatest efficiency. It
cuts off a large percentage of our rower.
Many business men, instead 0 relaxing completely
when they retire at night, begin to plan and perform
their next day's work mentally, anticipating in connection with it, all sorts of difficulties and troubles which
never come. They go to sleep with a troubled, anxious
mind, and wearing, grinding, exhausting mental processes go on during sleep. The result is that instead of
feeling refreshed and vigorous in the morning, they
wake up tired and exhausted.
These men ruin their minds for real creative work,
and destroy their ability to grasp opportunities and
seize situations efficiently. By constantly anticipating
their business, thinking about it out of business hours,
they lose that mental freshness and buoyancy of mind
which make a man resourceful, inventive, and original.
Many peo{lle when they retire not only pass in review
even the mmutest detail of the work of the next day,
but also go through the experiences of the past day in
retrospect.
Doing work over and over before one really comes to
it, has a very disastrous effect upon the disposition. It
makes a man fractious, irritable, touchy. His nerves
become unstrung; his mind loses its elasticity, its freshness and buoyancy. The constant strain upon his brain
wears him out, and, before middle life he is an old man.
The man who locks his business in his office at night,
who fositively refuses to talk business or think business
out 0 business hours, accomplishes very much more in
a year than the man who is always doing his work over
and over again mentally.
II
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:
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There's lots of news that you don't find in the newspaper.
Lots of interesting facts about which every one would like to know, that would nenr
be brought to your attention through ordinary news channels.
Lots of valuable opinions on vital questions-financial, economical, political-that
you could never obtain except through the medium of the Van Norden Magazine.
Right now there is a special correspondent in South America collecting data and
taking photographs for a series of III illustrated articles descriptive of the public
A :
works, city governments, business and political life of the Southern Republics.
.lpeclalJii!
Fifty pages of the Van Norden Magazine are devoted to such articles-extrial sub. a
clusive-full of life and interest. You will also find in each number:Icrl pI i on §;I

of 3 mon th. §'t
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price-making the cost for
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THB BOOK YOU '\V ANT
SometIJln6 Unique!

Sometbln6 New!

Earnmg Money at Home

A

Bob Taylor
Book
Containing the masterpieces of the WRITINGS, ORATIONS, ADDRESSES, ESSAYS, EDITORIALS and LECTURES of
this wizard word-painter and most famous
platform entertainer and raconteur.

Ready November Twentieth
For years there haa been a demand for the
collected productions of co Bob Taylor, of
Tennessee and the Universe. I I In response
to this demand the TAYLOR-TROTWOOD MAGAZINE has compiled these productions on a

frown o{/aflo flo/11mi', appropriat/y il/llstrated
with nllmt'roUJ hatf- tont' mgraflings from
original drawings and handsomely and durably
bound in cloth.
This is a dis/ill{/ addition to tht' /ittratllri' of
ollr (ollntry; for there is no one else who has
the unique personality of Bob Taylor.
His
genial humor, his love for humanity, his wit,
wisdom, pathos, and his peculiarities of utterance and remarkable collocation of words are
all his own and stamp him a recognized genius.
Besides his famous addresses delivered at the
Tennessee Centennial which were commented
on as among the best examples of modern
oratory, the book will contain his other remarkable addresses and orations, his

"Sentiment and Story"
and the following leetu res:
"The Fiddle and the Bow,"
" Castles in the Air," "The
Old Plantation," "Visions
and Dreams," "Love,
Laugh ter and Song,"
"Paradise of Fools."
Everyone who has heard Bob Taylor lecture
\Vhen vou read it, vou
hear the accents of the w~II-loved spe~ker
and you experience the charm of this matchless
•• provoker of laughter, and of tears. ,. I f you
haven't heard Bob Taylor you will find him
at his best in this book and we guarantee you
the happiest experience of your life in making
his acquaintance.

will want this book.
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CAKE MAKING

KNOW a woman who bought
sides there is nothing I can
a home, educated her chilmake as well as cake." That
• dren and has to-day a comforis the secret of her success.
table bank balance, earned enHer story is simply an incenBy ISABEL GORDON CURTIS
tirely by cake making, She
tive for other women thrown
lives in a city of 75,000 inhabupon their own resources It
itants, and I feel perfectly safe in saying that more than ·may be some time before they can achieve the con1,000 of these people eat her cake every day. She beveniences with which she has surrounded herself, only
gan in a small way, being compelled, as so many
no one could begin work on a more economical, or humwomen are, to care for a fatherless family. Her friends
ble scale than she did.
advised her to teach music, for she was a fine pianist,
Still, to each cake
,-,
but she wisely realized that the city already had more
maker can come equal
than a sufficiency of music teachers. .. No," she said,
success if she will carry
\
out the same rules this
" my chance lies in the work I can do belt. Music is a
1
luxury; everybody wants cake."
woman makes imperaShe began by filling orders from friends who knew
tive.
how fine her cakes were. It did not take long for her
Here are some of
,~~
fame to spread, and in less than a year from the time
them: use nothing but
the best of materials;
she began work she had put a competent girl in charge
Fruit cake
of her housework. She added a kitchen to her house
have a scale of exceland engaged a man with a wagon to deliver her orders
lence, and never drop
about town.
below it; fill every order, no matter how" finicky," exactly as it is given;
I will give you an idea of how her work is done,
The kitchen, in which nothing is done except cake
send out goods neatly and securely boxed, and, above
making, is small and exquisitely clean. At one end is
all, work upon a strictly cash basis.
Now, for the knowledge of cake making, which is
built a long zinc-covered working table; behind it and
below are cupboards which
essential for everyone who would suchold every ingredient and
ceed in this line of work.
When it comes to learning how to
utensil required for cake.
make Cake. if one has mastered the art
Everything is so convenof measuring, mixing, and baking there
iently arranged that no useless steps are necessary, and
are only three cakesJou have to know
every labor-saving device is
-sponge, butter, an fruit cake.
on hand. The finest of
The Formulas
e~gs and butter are used, as
Every other cake among a hundred
well as the best grade of
recipes belongs to one of these classes,
everything else, and the
Wedding cake
great range with its capaand there is only a sli~ht variation in
cious oven is the most satisits being richer or plamer, differently
flavored, or-differentlv named. When
factory baker in the market.
children are taught cake making in cooking school,
Orders are taken every day for the next day's baking.
the teacher tabulates for them on a blackboard quanThey include every sort of cake, from delicious gingertities and directions, something after the fashion illusbread to expensive pound cake. The cake maker does
trated at the bottom of this page.
every bit of the work herself, from measuring to bakIt seemed to me such an excellent method, that I
ing. She trusts nothing to a helper except dish washing
printed in black ink,
and tidying, Her success is chiefly due to the fact that
she does the work herself, and it is well done. Her for my own kitchen, a
daughter relieves her of bookkeeping and marketing
large card, holding recares, and all her energies are devoted to turning out
cipes of all the cakes
the finest cake possible.
that are favorites in
After a cake is made, coated, and frosted, it is daintily
our household. It
hangs over the baking
wrapped in paraffine paper and neatly packed in boxes
-round, square, or oval, according to its shape. On
table, and it has saved
Loaf cake
each box is printed the address of the cake maker, also
maids, as well as mya list of her output and prices. These prices are not
self, much time in looking up recipes. I left some space at the bottom, and,
cheap-they could not be cheap with the materials
occasionally, to it are added new and good recipes.
used. It is not the people who care for cheap cake that
buy it; still she makes an excellent profit on her work,
One of the most important things to learn about cake
because she is a skilled buyer. She purchases sugar by
making is to begin b)' having all the utensils and inthe barrel, flavorings, fruit, and extracts at wholesale
gredients on hand. The cake process will not wait,
prices, and firkins of butter from a
if you have to search for things. A halfcreamery, while she takes the enbeaten batter will fall flat before you are
tire product of one hennery. She
ready to attend to it again. Make up the
fire, so the oven will carry you through the
is constantly addin~ to her" cake
rfpertoire" new damties. She fills
baking process for at least an hour. Have
orders for the most artistic of
the flour sifted, pans greased and floured,
the eggs separated, and everything ready
wedding, birthday, and Christmas
to work with. Let us think of the utensils,
cakes. She puts up boxes of goodwhich to-day an up-to-date cooking school
ies for boarding-school treats, has
demands for cake making. There is a
a large trade in church-social cakes.
Faocycaku
bowl for beating the batter. I prefer the
and is steadily, finding that her
white enamel bowl to one made of yellow
popularity is increasing.
earthenware, partly because it is light enough to hanPeople have urged her to add pie, bread, and doughdle easily, then it is unbreakable, and it can be kept
nuts to her bakery list. "I can't do it," she says; "my
beautifully clean. This bowl must be deep and narrow
cake customers now take all my time and energy, be-

. ·lo~:·~1ci;'"f .
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to allow the spoon to tum over
do its work thoroughly. The
:deal cake mixing spoon is a wooden one, with a
slitted bowl, just long enough for the top of the handle
10 reach your elbow. The old-fashioned spoon collects
butter and sugar in a lump, while a slitted spoon is constantly driving the creamed mass through it, and that, of
course, makes it Iifthter. Theslitted spoon beats without any noise, and It leaves no black marks on the bowl.
Then, for the other utenssil, you will need a good flour
lifter, cake pans which have been used long enough to become rather black-for new tin will never make a good
crust-two glass measuring cups, a bowl, a Dover egg
Jeater with which to beat the yolks of eggs, a large
:>Iiable Teller knife, a flat, wire egg whipper, which is
called the Daisy beater, and a wire cake cooler, with
:eet which raise it high enough for the air to circulate
.u'ound the cake and carry off the steam.
The only way always to have good cake is to stick to
:evel mea.urements, as is taught tD-day in all the leading cooking school;. The flour, sugar, butter, indeed,
every in~redient, is leveled off perfectly flat with the
Teller knife. Grease your cake tin with lard, or olive
oil, using a butter brush (butter is not satisfactory for
this, as it blackens the crust); then sprinkle flour inside
the tin. Jar the pan lightly on the table, tipping it
around so the flour will adhere to the greased surface.
This gives a perfectly even surface to the bottom of the
cake. If you wish to line the tin with paper, use parchment paper, which comes by the roll. Lay the tin upon
it, top down, mark around with a pencil, then cut it an
inch or two larger. Fringe the paper with a scissors
down to the pencil line, and slip into a greased pan.
Paper is frequently used with a fruit cake, because
that cake burns more readily than any other. Still,
by using it for other cakes, you can get a nice, smooth
surface for icing.

"The KodakBabyBook"
A helpful little booklet telling how to
successfully keep a photographic record
of the baby-how to make the pictures,
how to arrange them. Illustrated with
a dozen home pictures of the author's
own baby.
Fru at aNy Kodall Dealers or by mail.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Roche ter. . Y., The Kodak Citll.
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eBtIme.~n it tar OXCeJII lIither Gaa or Electrloity with any burner made. Everyone remaru
about it. Mylamp ta burnedn.lmoeteverynJ,ghtf_om2to6 houraand le lll1ed but once a week.Could you say ofyour light that "it i. the bCllt light I ever tried-excels gaaorell!Ctrlc-

itywitb anyhumermade"? Frankly, could you.oay that? Then here is a fact for you to
consider: Mr. Winters. who can. has. does. sa)' these things of his Angle Lamp, is paying
~ to ~ kSI fora light that" everyone remark. about" than you pay for one nobody notices
and tli.~t doesn't auit you I Wouldn't you like to know a little more about such a light?
isnomereimprovementonthe
old ~ty Ie, 1tis,! new method
of hghung which althoua-h
using common kerosene as fue I employs a very different principle of buming that oU
with still more different results. It eliminates all amoke, odor and tronble; it gives
you a surprisingly brill~nt.. entirely sbadowless light of exceptionally soft, atlTactive
quality; and-at the me tlme itals.. savely.... mOJ>t')'.
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IDII'edients that Make a Cake Lighter
Before we begin the process of cake mixing, let us see
what makes a cake light. Compared with the making
of bread, cake raising is a very swift process. It is
brousht about partly by blending an acid with an
alkah. Air bubbles are created that make the mixture
frothy before it is poured into the pans; heat begins to
npand the bubbles and later to set them. Eggs
thoroughly well beaten add further to the lightness of
cake. for air is entangled liberally when the albumen is
. whipped.
According to what other ingredients are used in a
cake,~we add baking poWder, soda,and cream of tartar,
or soda alone for the raising power. Baking powder is
simply a scientific mixture of cream of tartar and soda
with the addition of a little flour to preserve it from
gttting lumpy. It must ahDays be used with sweet milk.
The same combination, of course, is made with cream
of tartar and soda. the formula generally given in older
cookbooks. Soda alone is used when there is some
powerful acid in the liquid, such as sour milk or
molasses. If one has nothing but sweet milk on hand
and no cream of tartar, the soda will do its work almost
as well by adding a small quantity of vinegar or lemon
juice.
It is never economy to use poor ingredients in cake.
Strong butter, and eggs that are not absolutely fresh
cann t have their flavor concealed by the most liberal
additi n of vanilla. Also, when you possibly can, use
pastry flour. You can easily te,ll the difference between it and the flour from which we make bread, by
gathering up a handful. It will stick together in a
lump within your hand, while bread flour falls apart.
Bread flour may be used in a contingency, but, after
measuring it, take out two level tablespoonfuls from
each cup, as your batter is liable to be too thick and the
cake may crack as soon as it begins to crust.

The First Process in Baking
w for the simplest form of cake-a good sponge
cake.
parate the eggs, drop the yolks into a mixing
bowl, and the whites upon a large platter. If the eggs
have been kept in a refrigerator or cold pantry, they
will froth much more quickly. With the wooden spoon,
beat the yolks steadily till they begin to grow thick and
lemon-colored, adding gradually one cupful of sugar.
Put in one tablespoonful of lemon juice and the grated
rind of half a lemon, then one cupful of sifted flour with
a quarter of teaspoonful of salt in it. This amount of
salt ought to be added to every cake. It overcomes the
flat ta; te which it would otherwise have. Beat the
batter thoroughly, till it is bubbly and well mixed. If
an
i tant, meantime, has been Whipping the whites
of the eggs for you, so much the better. A Dover egg
beater doe not begin to achie\e the amount of frothy
white you can get by whipping them with a Dai yegg
beater. Tip the platter slightly do" nwards as thev
begin to froth. Swing the arm upward :lnd downward;
tum over the mass of froth, which will grow larger e\ery
second.
hen the platter is fairlv heaped and everv
foam speck has a dry appearance. It is ready to add to
the batter. Scrape it in with a Teller knife. and with
this useful utensil, cut the froth in, acro~s this way and
that. lifting it lightly, until it is thoroughlv blended and
looks like delicate foam. If it hould be healen at this
point, you will simply destroy all the bubhle of albumen you achieved by the whipping proces:;. Scrape
every particle of cake batter with the knife cleanly from
the bowl into a cake pan, preferably a deep, n:lrrow one.
[Ct1/U/uded
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Success readers are offered an exceptional ,opportunity
To place in their homes the world famed publication
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Royal Octavo Volumes. 4.000 double-column pages. ~.OOO superb illustrations.
beautifully bound in half morocco. We are elllng the remaining sets

Brand new, down to date,

At ~ than even Damaged Sets were ever sold
Wc will name our price only in direct letters to those sending us the Coupon below.
Tear off the Coupon, write Dame and address plainly, and mall to us now before
you forget It. Dr. Ridpath's family derive an income from his history. and to print
our prlee broadea 1, for the sake of more quicklv selling these few sets. would
cause great injury to future sales.
.

THE REASON

for Dr. Kidpath's enviable position as an historian is his

Why You Ought to

Buy

wOflderiully beautiful style, a style no other historiao
in ao)' generation has ever equalled. He reUs tbe world's history as none orher could
ever tell it, he makes the heroes of history real, living men and women, and about
them he weaves the rise and fall of empires in such a fAscinating style tbat history
becomes a. ab'\orbingly interesting 85 the greatest of novel5 but Dr. Ridpath
never wavers for ODe moment from the exact fact of hi tory, i n t\lleoty yean
his Histor)' of the \\' orld has never been found wanting, no error has ever
been proven againM him. Hundreds who read this have decided to buy
nidpath some day; now is the lime. No need for UI to tell you about
Ridpath. The Eoglisb·speaking world has pronounced this tbe ooly
history of the world worth having, 1t is to-dny in 200,000 American
homes and is endorsed by Public }'fen-Educators-Business
Men-The Clergy and e"erybody who knows bistory.

Ridpath
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BeCRU&
it will altrac, your children. It la so
beautifully written thnt they will learn to love his·
tory reading instend of the doubtful sort or booles
that youn~ people are so apt to waste time over,
BOCRU e e\-ery American should know the history
of our OWII l.ountry as well as all other natiou~. Rid..
p;tth cover_ every nation. every time and every race.
Bec.u e Ridpath' histoq' is absolutely accu·
rate and thoroughly reliable, Dr. Ridpath spent tbe
span of nn ordinary lifetime in writing it, and exer·
ciscd the utmo~t pnins in "erifying ev~ry doubtful
question by reference to nil existing authorities.
Bec U86 the new ninth volume tells the ~tory of
rel.eDt, we mi~ht almost say. current events. It gives
the ..:omplelc hlstof')' of the lioer War, the SpaoiJib.
Amcrknn \\"or. and the }{11c;c;ia.Japan \\'ar. and brings
the hi'\tory of c\cry nation right down to date.
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An extract from one of the most
humorous and realistic stories of boy
life that has been brought out in recent years. We have published a
limited edition of this charming story.
for free distribution. Every boy and
every parent of a boy should send
for a copy. Incidentally the

book

Little Hints From Our Readers That Will Lighten
the Burdens of Everyday Life
THE LID OF A JAR that cannot be loosened, will easily
tum after a few brisk rubs with the hand around
the lid. By this motion you expand the Iid.MRS. J. H. WHALES.
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PUT TARlIlSHED SILVERWARE in sour buttermilk, then
wash in hot water, and it will be beautifully polished.
-A.W.B.

*

*

•

*

*

*

LEATHER FURlIlTURE CAli BE 8RIGHTElIED by being
rubbed with a cloth which has been dipped in the
white of an egg.--G.
A LUMP OF ORRIS ROOT, dropped into the boiler on
wash day, leaves a pleasant fragrance with the clothes
even after they have been ironed.-E M.

*
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To KEEP BUTTOllS FROM PULLING OFF and tearing little
holes in the back of thin lingerie waists, sew the buttons on throul{h the hem and a narrow piece of tape
or baby ribbon placed on the under side of the hem.M.E.W.
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Yellow. Bloom in 90 days
from seed, large, double, fragrant and fine colors. All 5
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SO THAT IT MAY BE LENGTHENED easily I allow for a
tuck when making a dress, and instead of running it
above the hem I put it in the hem, but on the under
side, using a strong thread which can be easily pulled
out leaving no holes to show.-L. FERREE.

,Iym-'-".

•

*

To REMOVE A SPLINTER, fill a wide-mouthed bottle
two-thirds full of hot water; place the injured part over
the mouth of the bottle and press slightly. The
suction thus produced will extract the splinter and
remove the inflammation at the same time.-MRs. R. C.
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IF YOU WISH TO PREVElIT citron, raisins, or currants from
sinking to the bottom of your cake, have them well
warmed in the oven before adding them to the batter.
-L. H.

at U Cer1l. .4t8t.••••1....

*

•

A GOOD DRESSING FOR SHOE SOLES may be made by
dissolving rosin in aloohol until you have a saturated
solution. Apply to the shoe soles and allow to dry
before wearing. It makes the soles waterproof, and
also makes them wear longer.-A. M. V.

*

*

*

AFTER WASHING THE HAIR, in order to have a pretty,
soft pompadour, divide the hair across from ear to ear.
Then comb the front back over a roll of newspapers
about three inches in diameter, fastening securely with
qairpins. Do this when the hair is still half wet, and
when dry it will "pomp" nicely.-E. V.

*

*

*

A CONVENIENT METHOD of removing the close-fitting
cover from a new can of baking powder, shoe polish, etc.,
is to place the can on its side on the floor with a piece
of paper under it and stepping on the cover roll it back
and fourth under the foot. This will cause the tightest
cover to drop off with very little trouble.-A. M. H.

*

*

WHElI SPllIACH AIID DAlIDELIOll are expensive, try cooking celery leaves exactly as you would other greens, boning them in salted water, then chopping slightly and
seasoning with butter, pt'pper, and salt. By saving the
leaves from three or four bunches and keeping them
bouquet-fashion, with their stalks in water, you may
soon accumulate enough leaves for a small, savory
dish of celery greens.-EsTBER GOODWIN.

•

•

*

EVERYOllE-MAlI, WOMAII OR CHILO- who wears what
is called " hose supporters," knows just how exasperating it is to have the tops of socks or stockings torn
into holes and the stitches run down into the leg-for
no hook has yet been invented that will not, sooner or
later, cause this damage-long before the toes and
heels are worn out. To avoid all this, turn the top of
the stocking under about an inch, then clasp the hook
and see how much more secure and comfortable it
feels and how much longer the stocking will last.-

C.C.

J.
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BELTS AND NECKWEAR are such expensive items that
my plan may be of value to other business girls.
When I have a new shirt-waist made I have a stock
collar and belt made of the same material. It should be
a straight-piece belt, and attached to an attractive buckle;
it looks far better than the ten-cent duck belts that
some girls consider so economical notwithstanding the
buckle's rapid rusting. With such a "set," one is also
spared the vexation of having a clean office shirt-waist
and nothing to wear with it but lingerie neckwear and
ribbon belts.-MARIE PHELAN.
To CATCH LARGE FISH, get a large, clear glass bottle, such
as chemists use, diameter about ten inches. Put from
15 to 30 live minnows in it with water; fasten the top
with wire neUing. Before lowering into the stream
attach a chip to it by a long cord which will reach to
the surface. Lower the bottle in a likely spot and put
your bait near, being guided by the chip. The water
circulates in the bottle and the minnows swim around,
attracting the attention of larger fish. Not being able
to get the minnows and bumping into the glass and
each other, they become confused and grab at almost
anything, including the bate.-TIGE.
HATS PACKED IN THE HAT BOX of a'trunk often reach
their journey's end in a crushed, dilapidated condition
simply because it is difficult to pack them so they will
hold a firm, even position throughout the journey
without packing them so closely with paper or other
light matter that they become crushed. This difficulty
is avoided by nailing the hats to the walls of the box
with small tacks. Places may always be found in the
hat where a mark left by a tack will not show, but if
the hat is nailed firmly and evenly it will ride steadily
and no mark be left. If carefully adjusted the vacant
spaces around need not neccss;uily be filled.- MRS. W.
W. HALL.
A MUSTARD PLASTER mixed cntirely with the while of
an egg ~ilI not scar or hlister.-L. H.

*

THE PRACTICE SOME TYPEWRITERS HAVE of using a
HEKE ARE SOME U~ES WK SALT.-To beal eggs quickly
pin to dig out the ink which dries in the type and makes
add a pinch of salt. This also applies when whipping
the letters blur is ultimately destructive to the edges of
cream. Place salt in the oven under the baking tins,
the letters, besides being
in order to prevent the
tedious. Instead, try a
scorchinl{ of their conbit of cloth saturated
tents. Put salt in the
in gasoline. The cleanswater when you wish
TO
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ing effect is magical.
to cool a dish quickly.
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Use salt to remove ink
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HOW I MADE GOOD
Stories of Young Women
Who, by Their Own Efforts,
Rose From Sordid Environments to Important Positions

A Road to Journalism
B:ll G.

s.~.

I

WAS employed on a country weekly and had considerable time which I was anxious to devote to
increasing my salary. I wrote to several leading dailies,
applying for an appointment as local correspondent,
but they all replied that the Associated Press covered
everythmg.
Finallv, a noted United States official, a resident of
my town, was the victim of a horrible accident and
was taken to a local hospital in a mangled and dying
condition. The accident occurred in the early evening.
One of the big morning papers to which I had written
wired me to cover the accident, and, if death occurred
before three a. m., to send details. A friendly nurse,
at the hospital where the dying man was, agreed to
keep me informed during the night of his condition.
I prepared my story and when at 2 :;0 o'clock a telephone message told me of his death, the accident and
obituary were ready for the telegraph operator.
Day was breaking when I returned from the tele~raph office. I was weary with my first all-night's work,
but I felt repaid, when the morning papers came, to
lind that the one I represented, had the exclusive news
of the death of one of New England's foremost men,
and the details concerning it.
Now I do regular work for several dailies, special
work for a Sunday paper, and some magazine work,
and my salary has been more than tripled.

• • •

Gained Recognition as a Substitute
ByE. L. S.

I

WAS a struggling musical student in a small city full
of keen competitors. My parents had worked hard
to educate me under fine teachers, and I had toiled
unceasingly to master the art. I was capable of doing
good work, but had no means of displaymg my talents,
and was just on the verge of discouragement, as I could
see no way of helping myself, when one day, through
the illness of a prominent soloist, I was called upon to
supply her place.
It was a large concert and many prominent critics
were fresent. I realized my opportunity and" made
f:ood.' It proved to be a turning-point, for since then
I have had 110 trouble in getting solo work and a large
and growing class of pupils. In summer, as I am a
violinist, I play at summer resorts and am able not only
to earn a good vacation but also to lay by a snug sum
for future study.

I exerted every effort to do good work, to be punctual, and to please in all respects. In addition to the
regular correspondence, in two weeks, during spare
moments, I addressed twenty-six hundred envelopes for
circulars.
My employer was so well pleased with the results that
he recommended my services to one of his friends-a
gentleman at the head of a large corporation. On
accepting this place, by means of careful, painstaking
work, my success was such that in less than three
months, I was offered twenty-five dollars a week to go
with the office force, on removal of the headquarters to
an Eastern city. This bit of good fortune dated from my
dissatisfaction with the poor appearance of work accomplished with a cheap, poor quality of typewriter ribbon.
Nothing is too insignificant to be disregarded in the
business world.

•

• •

A Difficult Lesson Learned
ByC.

E.~.

A

FRIEND of mine,'a music teacher, told me of a peculiar hardship that befell her while in training for
work.
Her teacher gave her as a lesson a very difficult and
unattractive accompaniment. She implored to be
excused, saying that she could never possibly have use
for it after all her work, but the teacher remained firm
and the task was mastered.
" Years after," she said, "I was in a strange city
making my dibut as an instructor. One night, while in
attendance upon a chissical concert, in an emergency I
was unceremoniously summoned from my seat as auditor to playa violin accompaniment. With trepidation
I opened the music, to recognize with joy my despised
lesson of long ago. How glad I was to be able to
acquit myself with credit, when it might have been
humiliation if I had forsaken a disagreeable duty. This
taught me, that the common, everyday duties are but
opportunities in disguise.

*

*

*

Willing to Worit Overtime
ByA.

~.

WE WERE all clicking away at our typewriters, when
our employer appeared before us, his thumbs
thrust into the armholes of his vest, and, smiling apologetically, asked: "Will one of you ladies oblilCe
me by staying awhile this eveni,,~ ~" He turned to
Her Supenority (the head stenographer), who met his
apologetic smile with one of her own, and lamely
explained that it was impossible for her to stay that
How Rewar'd Came to One Stenographer
evening. Having met with a different excuse from each
of the others, he turned to me as a last refuge. I was
B:v~.~. C.
onlr, awaiting. my chance and gave a decisive "Yes,
DETERMINING to seck a better situation than the one I sir,' which disclosed my eagerness even though I
held in my home town, I located in a large city of desired to conceal it. "Thank you:" he replied indifthe Middle West. Going immediately to one of the ferently, well aware of my incompetency to transcribe
typewriter agencies, I filled out an application blank in
as difficult a letter as he was about to dictate.
the employment department, and in a day or two
I must admit that my heart jumped into my mouth
called on a firm advertising for a stenographer and more than once at the " jaw breakers" he used; but I
accepted the place at a salary of eight dollars a week
was determined to accomplish that task if I never did
rather than remain unemployed, and with the under:
anything else the rest of my life. On leaving his pristanding that I should give up the position if anything vate office, he gave me a scrutinizing glance from under
better presented itself.
his bushy eyebrows, with the encouraging remark,
Findmg that the ribbon on the machine I operated was
"Do the best you can, we'll try to get it through
of the poorest quality and that it did not show up'my work
somehow." This only strengthened my determination,
to the best advantage, ~ithout mentioning the fact to my and great was his surprise and pleasure when he scanned
employer, I went, dunng lunch hour, to the typewriter that letter, neatly and perfectly written. Had he
office for a new ribbon of a good quality. The em- known that the words" Do or Die" were ever floating
ployment manager, seeing me, asked me to go immedibefore me while writing the letter, he probably would
ately to the office of a certain important manufacturing not have been quite so surpriscd.
company, where a comNot lon~ afterwards
petent stenographer was
I found mvself in a scat
desired. By. taking only
previously' occupied by
a few moments for lunch
our head stcnographer
EDITOR'S NOTE
and hurrying consideraand, when I looked u~ at
hly, I found the time
W.:
are looking for storil" for this department.
to call, and, although
Th.·y must be true. tlwy must be brid, and
the place was only a
they mnst he told as simply as possible. AlI
tcmporary one. I dewith a smil..:: "Pati..:nt
accepted and printed will be p:'Iid for.
.
Ih
cided to accept it, at
:111(I pcr'lst.~nt a or has
fifteen dollars a week.
Its reward.

Made of layer upon layer of downy Oster.
moor sheets, pure, antiseptically clean and
vermin· proof. No decaying animal hair. No
lumps. No remaking.

Write for Our Free Book, "Tlle Test of Time"
~~a':"b:t~~l'f ~rr~~e~:
MATTRESSES COST
It will be well worth JOur while.

(xprll. Prepaid
4 ft, 8 In.. 45 lb. S15.00
4 ft.
40 lbs. 13.35
3 ft. SIa,. 35 lb•• 11.70
3 ft,
30 lb.. 10.00
2 fl. 8 In" 25 Ibl. 8.35
All 8 ft. 3Ia.lon.
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Music

Lessons Free
IN YOUR OWN HOME.
A wonderful offer to every lover of music whether a
beginner or an advanced player.
Ninetv-six lessons (or a less number if you desire) for
either Piano. Organ. Violin, Guitar, Banjo, Comet, Sight
Singing, or Mandolin will be given free to make our home
study coursps for these instruments known in your locality. You will get one lesson weekly. and your only
expense during the time you take the lessons will be the
cost of postage and the music you use. which is small.
Write at once. It will mean much to you to get our free
booklet. It will place you under no obligation whatever
to us if you never write again. You and your friends
should know of this work. Hundreds of our pupils write:
.. Wish I had known of your school before:' " Have
leaJ;Ded more in one term In my home with your weekly
lessons than In three terms with private teachers. and at a
great deal less expense:' "Everything is so thorough
and complete:' "The lessons are marvels of simplicity,
and my I I year old boy has not had the least trouble to
learn." One minister writes: "As each succeeding lesson
comes I am more and more fully persuaded I made no
mistake In becoming your pupiL"
We have been established nine yelU'5-have thousands
of pupils from eight years of age to seventy.
Don't say you cannot learn music till you send for our
free booklet and tuition offer. It will be sent by return
mail free. Address U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 4:z:zs Fifth Ave., New York City.

• • •
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Railroad work offers exceptionalopportunities to strong, ambitious young men.
'Krper'enco unnece 1I0r)'.

FIREMENenra
and BRAKE EN
....om
$70 TO $130 A MONTH

We prepare you by mail for either po.
silion In from 4 to 6 weeks and assist you
to get on wherever you are. Association ts
under direction of Railroad officials. A undreds
of positions open. We are not able to supply the demand.
Cut out this ad and send at once for parheulars. Address
Train Dept. «

NATIONAL RAILWAY TRAINING ASS'N.
OM4UA. !WEB.

KA!W8i\" CITY. MO.

Government Positions

, 41,877 Appointmenta =n~ ~~j,~~~~~

OPDOrtuuitles for young people. &t:h ye.u we 1JUtr'U(\. by mall thQUAndsof
l>erSOD.l ""ho pass thete enmlnation! and a la.rve .hATe ofthe.rn r:ecri'f'e .ppolnt.
ments to life pos.ldon. at S3'O to SI2:00 a )'U,l". If you d~lre a position of
this kind wrltc for our CI\"l1 St'rvlce Announcemt>nt. c.oDt3lnll)~ ruu Inform.·
tion I\bo~t 311 IfOH!'.tnmen\ enmlnatJoni and questions ra:eatly URd by the
Ci'fll 5ervice Commrs,Jon.
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COlUIIIAl CORRESPOIOEllCE COlLE8E, WASHIIGTOII, O. Co
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Blgh Grade
RaIlroad Bonds
Deere.sed Cost
lDereased Values

Hints to Investors

A remarkable chaqe baa taken
place in the market price of underlying Booda of tnmk line Iyltems.

~

Prices are aImoat .. low .. when
iIauecI. but the value of these bonda,
critically determined. is much (Vealei'.
To demOllllrate this fact. we have
prepared for complimentary cliatributioD to inveatora. a pamphlet - i1lustrated with tables and diasramaahowiq thf (Vowth in property values
and earning power during the put
ten yean of leD important railroads.
Addrus nearut offW for

complimentary copy (G.10).

BANKERS
PHILADELPHIA
1429 CheatDut Street

CHI C AGO

SAN FRANCISCO

152 MOIII'oo Street

424 C.lifoni. Stue\

Bond Bargains

Lilted Stoclu
There is a world-wide interest in stocks listed upon
the New York Stock Exchange. The par value of
the shares is '100 each. Th_ recognized as investment i.ues are held by people everywhere. They are
now selling at prices far below intrinuc values. Write
for our Circular No. 76 delCribing some of the belt
stock investments now upon the market.

Ell:perieace aDd Ort.nizatfOD
Rued upon many yean' experience, we have constructed an organization designed to aid the individual
investor in selecting investment securities that will not
only protect hit principal, but will also yield him a
liberal rate of income. An organization of this kind
is moot ~nrial to the individual investor, who rarely
has at hIS command all of rhe facts upon which to
base his judgment of an investment.

•

•

• •

• •

MaD.temeat of Properties

e are identified ~th the management and superVllion of many propemes, the securities of which comp"- sound and conservative investments suitable for the
moot discriminating buyen. We are also memben of
the New York Stock Exchange and can execute orden
for all listed securities.

Write for Bond Circular No. 74.

«

of affairs for which the hoarder himself is partly to
blame.

point that the real outbreak occurs, and it
is due hugely to the circulation of false or greatly
exaggerated rumors. The timid man becomes frightened, and no matter if his bank is in a perfectly sound
and healthy condition, as is true of practically all of the
banks in this country-he determines to withdraw "is
deposit. This leads to similar action on the part of
other men of his kind, and is responsible for the hoardmg of large sums of money.
During these periods of reaction, level-headed people,
in a position to take advantage of the situation, are
afforded the oppertunities of a lifetime. Persons with
money are placed in a most advantageous position, in that
they can employ their funds in the purchase of investmentsat prices having no relation to intrinsic values. And
yet, unfortunately for themselves, many people fail to
grasp these opportunities. Their scope of vision is narrow;
they cannot look beyond the day in which they live.
If they could, they would understand that the extent
of any business reaction in this country is only properly
to be measured by the time it takes us to get back to
the first principle of sound business, which is, a universal and proper regard for the laws of credit.

It it only on the rarest occuions that penons with
surplus money are offered the investment opportunities
now existing. ThiJ applies more] particularly to sound
bonds than any other form of investment, becaUie there
are no better investments in this "(orld than good bonds
of well-known railroads and corporations.

Spencer Trask

THE natural resources of this country are greater than
those of any other nation in the world. In minerals,
in lumber, in agriculture, and, in fact, in practically all
things taken from above and beneath the earth's surface,
we are rich beyond compare. In addition to our own vast
needs, we find the great countries of Europe dependent
upon us for many of the necessities of life, and the
energies we display in supplying these demands have
gained for us the reputation of being the most hustling
people in the world. The development of our natural
resources is only in its infancy; and yet we have been
forced to work overtime in taking from the mines, the
forests, the hills, and the valleys, the riches bestowed on
us by Nature, converting them into things useful for
man, and transporting them to all points the world over.

I T IS at this

Y". .I~ about 5 to 7 per c:eIIt.

.':N

pone, until our February issue, the publication of
Mr. Scovil's article upon the management hf
properties and the relation of the income yield to
the intrinsic value of investments.

accomplishment of these great tasks, it is not
unnatural if, at times, we arrive at points where we
find that we have over-reached ourselves. It is not
altogether undesirable that we should be compelled to
have our quiet hour of meditation, so to speak. It gives
us time to discover whether or not carelessness or
arrogance has fastened its hold upon us in the conduct
of our business.
While these periods of reaction are due to natural
causes, they are aggravated by the element in our midst
that is lacking in conservatism and reckless in its
ventures. For instance, when our banks are requested
to extend lines of credit of from fifty to one-hundred
per cent. in excess of the amount warranted, the credit
IS refused, no matter how serious may be the effect
upon those seeking it. Credit of this nature should
always be refused. It may be extended, and sometimes
is, by institutions that are not wisely managed, or that
are faithless to the interests of depositors; but these
same institutions ultimately find themselves compelled
to seek aid from those conducted by wise and conservative men. If this assistance is not forthcoming, the
result is suspension or failure.

N. W. HAlSEY &: CO.
NEW YORK

Editon' Note.-In view of existing conditions,
we have concluded that the interest of our readers
wiD be beat served by an article on the general
aituaIion. Therdore. we have decided to poat-

III THE

Government, Municipal, Railroad and Public Utility Bonds,
bought, sold and appraised.

49 W.II Street

CHARLES LEE SCOVIL

Co.

William and Pine Su., New York.

I

WHY is it thoJt during these periods of r(oJclion. mm
will hoard their money l If they are so timid that
they lack confidence in all railroads and corporations, is
there any good reason why they should fail to, at least,
buy the bonds of the United States Government?
Surely, they cannot question the ability of the Government to pay its debts! While the purchase of Uncle
Sam's bonds may not mean much in the way of income
return, they yield something, which hoarded monev
dOl'S not. Hoarding tends to clog further the wheels
of industry, prevents the movement of crops, and throws
out of employment thousands of men. Moreover, the
hO;lrder runs the risk of losing his own position, through
the inability of his employer to ohtain cash; a condition

• •

WHEN money is scarce it is the time of all times th3t it
should not be hoarded. While it is perfectll'
proper to become economical, all surplus money shoul~1
be deposited in good banks or invested in sound securities. The importance of this action was touched upon
by the writer in his first article in SUCCESS MAGAZINE in
which he said:
'
II People
should know what sound investments
represe~t, ~heir aflili~tions with progress and prosperity,
and their direct beanng upon the comfort and independence of wage earners. Our railroads, public utility and
industrial corporations-in fact, the bone and sinew of
every industry are dependcnt upon sound investments.
Municipalities .and the Government itself rest upon this
solid foundation. It takes money, the money of individuals collectively, to finance and maintain all of these
interests"
These words are now repeated hecause they seem 10
adapt themselves to the present situation; not that
people must buy securities in order to ease their consciences. On the contrary, to crush out the earning power
of dollars by withdrawing them from banks, or by failing to employ them through the purchase of legitimate
investments, especially when money is so sorely needed,
reflects other than a desire to contribute to the restoration of normal business conditions.

• •

UNFORTUNATELY, the hoarding of money is not confined
to individuals, but is practiced by many of the
institution~ throughout the country.
They thus increase their cash reserves to an unnecessary extent,
adding to the acuteness of the existing need for CUTrency, and hampering the relief measures of the Government and the large banks.
That the corner has been turned is indicated by the
fact that we have now reached a point where the
demand for money is for legitimate purposes only, and
where the efforts of the Government and the banks to
render financial aid to the commercial world will accomplish the greatest good. Speculation is being discouraged on every hand, and margin accounts temporarily refused by the conservative memhers of the
New York Stock Exchange. Moreover, payments of
premiums for currency have brought forth many millions
of dollars, a large portion of which was doubtless
hoarded money. When currency can be sold at a
profit, the samc as any other commodity, people are
tempted to part with it, for the reason that hoarded
money earns no interest, and is a source of uneasiness
and worry to those possessing it. The story is told of
one man who took out $40,000 in cash from his tin box
in a safe deposit vault i another, of a woman who was
found to have $70,000 in crisp bills; and, still another,
of a man who drew a considerable sum of money from
his bank, tucking it away in the inside pocket of an old
coat in his closet at home. His judgment in selectinl(
such a secure place for its safe-keeping might have heen
prudent, if he had not overlooked taking his wife into his
confidence. As it was, the good woman innocentll'
sold the garment, money and all, to a dealer in secondhand clothes for the munificent sum of fifty cents!

• •

THE premiums paid for currency have ranged from
about one and one half to four and three quarters
per cent. or at the rate of from $1, to $47.,0 for each
$1,000. Round amounts, ranging from $,0,000 to
$2'0,000 have heen purchased by New York institutions for the account of their out-of-town correspondents; the money beinl( raised, chiefly, against the importations of gold. Smaller amounts. ranging between
ahout $1,000 and $2,,000, have heen purchased by
husiness men to provide cash for pav rolls. Many of
the large railroads and corporations hal'c b~en paying
emplovees bv chee
hus avoidin the' payment of
premiums for eurr IKY.
1··
'~d(lne ;1150 hy
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The fame Of

Tom LJohnson
President of this Bank, as a
worker for the interests of the
people is world-wide. Few men
are better known and none are
more appreciated. In organizing this bank we enlisted his
financial co-operation upon the
understanding that it should
be a bank for" tbe people" and
not for the benefit ofcapit2lists.
It is gratifying that we can present our

BANK MONEY ORDER PLAN
the most pirfeel ever devised for handling accounts
from depositors any,vbere. When you send money to
us for deposit, we issue, instead of the old, clumsy
" pass-book," with its dangeroua features, our Ran k
Money Orders. They show, on their face, the amount
of principal and interest-you know what it is at a
glance, without figuring.
They are Certified Cltteks
on this Bank, the saftst form of commercial paper,
and when you need money,

You Can Have These Bank Money Orden
Cashed Instantly-Anywhere
with interest at 4 per cent. The plan is ideal-your
money is always on deposit, yet you have it constatltly
in hand rehdy for instant use in time of need.
Deposits accepted for any sum from $1.00 up, and
from the moment your money reaches us it draws

.. PER CENT. INTEREST.
If you have deposits anywhere, or if you contemplate
opening a savings account, you owe it to yourselj and
those dependent upon you to investigate this remarkably
convenient and safe method.
W rite for Booklet " H" today, or send us your deposit and we will mail you BANK MONEY ORDERS
for the full amount. The booklet is free-write for it now.

TOE DEPOSITORS SUIN6S & TRUST CO.

TOM L JOHNSON, Presldelt,

CUVELAND, 0"10

to $~,ooo, and of stocks from about five to fifty shares.
Business of this character has been heavier than at any
time in the history of the New York Stock Exchange.
The volume of the ,purchases has resulted in delays in
making deliveries, and the clerks of brokerage and
investment firms have been forced to work many extra
hours. In some cases, brokers have refused to be held
responsible for any failure to promptly execute orders
for odd-lots of securities, accepting them only at the
owner's risk.

Preventing" the "Next Panic
[Cmdud,d {rom par' 27]

New
York.
Central
Realty
Bonds
An Investment for Your Savings
Our til' GOLD BON OS are secured by' F"st
Mortgages on NEW VORK REAL ESl'ATE,
deposited with the WINDSOR TRUST COM·
PANY TRUSTEE; 10105.000 of First Mortgages

Six years later the Comptroller C?f the Currency, Mr. Ridgely. incorporated in his annual
being d'eposlted for every $100.000 of bonds issued.
report to Congress an estimate of the average
These Bondli provide all Inve-sunent which pays
annual rate per cent. of loss to creditors of insol~ and, after the first year, .I)ff~rs the sanu prl1lIleKe Df wit/"drawal (u n Sa'llfl1g.r Bank.
vent national banks, based on the average deposits
For sums smaller than $100 we issue instalment
certificates, to apply on our full paid Bonds, in
in active national banking associations. which
amounts of
was shown to be eighty-three one thousandths
FIVE DOLLARS AND UP
each in~ta'ment bearing interest from the date of
of one per cent. (.083). In other words. a tax at
its payment and 5ubject to withdrawal at any time.
thai rate (eighty-three ants per $1.000.00) on the
For the large or small invel'otor our ~ FIRST
MORTGAGE BONDS combine the three •••entials
average deposits in active national banking associaof the perfect investment; Ab~c,lutt= Securitytions would have been sufficient to provide in lull
HiRh Earning Power-CQl\h Avuilability.
Write for booklet. It explain .. how you can stop
lor the losses sustained by depositors in national banks.
tbat 1055 bf onl-/'o".,.tjl to /'ll/o-Illirtl in interest
earnings.
In this estimate no allowance is made for
NEW YORK CENT~AL ~EAL TV COMPANY
the accumulation of interest. which would proSuite 1737. 1133 Bro.d..... y. New York
bably make it practicable to put the tax on
deposits as low as fifty cents per
or onetwentieth of one per cent. There would seem
to be little doubt that this method of insuring
pERHAPS" PER CENT. it paid on your laVdeposits would be a good thing for the deposiings, reckoned to and from dates arbitrarily fixed.
tors. How about the banks themselves? They
would have to bear the tax. in addition to the
state, county. and municipal taxes which they
it paid in dividends to our patrons, reckoning from day of
bear at present. Would it be to their interest
receipt to day of withdrawal.
to do this?
Experience, large capital reIOurces, a lpecially favorable
field of operatio~ and alwayl enhandnr; security,
When they were last called upon for a stateare lOme of the adv.ntages that
ments of views. out of 3.500 odd banks to which
enable u. to pay 5% and grow in
circulars were sent, 352 responded. Of these.
Itrength.
256 were in favor of pressing some such plan
U ndor New York BaDking Departmenr Supervision and reguon Congress, and 96 were opposed. It is fair
larly examined by same.
to add that among those opposed were some
ASHt. $1,750,000
of the large city banks. always the most conWrite for detailed ;lff_atiMI
servative" and most fearful of any change whatladu.trial Savlng.aad Loaa Co•
• n_ ....... ......, .. 421111.... ""
soever, representing a slightly larger total in
deposits tha~ the greater number of banks on
the affirmative list. Probably the most attractive
Insure Your Invesbnents
feature of the plan, to the sound, conservative
Ill"
l"l..
....1 ft• • • elal B_b
banker, is the prospect it holds out of doing
...It... Ill" t .....o.t co......aU... "'.Ite...
away with many of the evils of competitive
The following three are especially recommended to small
investors and will be senr poIt-paid upon receipt of price:
banking. Of late years the national banks have
.. MONEY AND INVESTMENTS," (a financial
frequently. in the keen fight for business, been
dictionary for young bulinelS men) - - - $~'~5
led into offering more liberal inducements. in
..
OBSOLETE
SECURITIES,.. (containing names
the form of interest on checking accounts, than
of d,ooo distinct securities which we
is consistent with safe banking. Under the new
believe to be worthleas or unsafe)
5. 00
plan it would hardly be necessary to pay interest
"INVESTMENT STOCKS: WHAT AND WHEN
TO BUY," (describing rules followed by the
on such accounts. There is no inducement, no
mOlt coosenatin and luccessful investors) ~.oo
alIurement. quite so attractive to the man reAddteal: Ba....... BtI.".Uon..1 B......a. Diy. I
sponsible for money, as absolute security. This
&.plll••••d Prlan_. I'.pl", W40U•• t.,I1UI., If
.
w. oz.o ~,.. c.
ee Co...... •• I.'
-.p«14ll~
plan would make the money of the depositors
_ I " . . for .".,. rlJ, chal..•• qf ~JekA will h HIt' grot/.
twq"''''
as nearly secure as anything on this earth can
be made. The deposits would stand or falI with
the United States Government. It would take FRACTIONAL LOTS-STOCKS
an utterly disastrous war or some unthinkable
IIigb-ln"&de d1Ytdend pariDIl Itneb and ... I~ct~d income bearlnll
!>ondo fD Iota of one Ib&re lIpwardl. Wrlle for circular A 21,
cataclysm to shake that security. It is unlikely describing
_DrltlM IIated lIpon the New r ork Sto"k Exchan,.,
from 6 to o• .,r IJ)y' per annllm at present qnolatioOl.
that there could ever be a run on a national rleldlngM.&.ILKD
UPON BSQU&ST WITHOUT CHARGE TO You.
DAILY MARKET LInTER.
bank. In a time, such as may come. of real
national adversity, the strong chain of national J. F. PIERSON, Jr., & Co.,
(MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE>,
banks would stand, as solid as the government
88 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
that had agreed to protect their clients. That
dreaded moment of panic fear would never come
while the government endured. With such a
system, sensational, speculative banking would
have to give way. Adopt it, and you will have
solved the problem of the next money panic;
for the next money panic will hardly come. At
least confidence in our national banking system
will be forever restored.

'1.000.

5% For Full Time

II

.t.• t...

CHf

SAffTY fOR MY MONfY
is an absorbing thought just now. Among
accepted forms of high class securities-no.ne
are so near ideal as

TAX BONDS.
We own such Bonds of the Great Central
West

Netting 1St,

5~% &:

6%

Denominations of $100-$2 50- $500-$1 ,000, parts of
large issues-carefully sdected under unusual 'ondilionr
existing now.
They include School, City, County
Drainage Bonds, approved by attorneys of National repute.
Buy now. Savings Bank depositors can file orders
now for future delivery.
Booklet D, "An Argumenr for Tax Bonds," mailed
on request.
References everywhere. We have satisfied customers
in 1.6 states. Send )'O/lr name for our mailing li.t.

WILLIAM n. COMrTON COMrANY
22 W.rdell Building, M.con, Mi.souri
If .ub.crlbers (of rec:ord) mention
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A Bargain
WHAT!" exclaimed the husband. "You drew
your savings from the bank, went to a broker's
office, and hought Z., X., and Y., stock at 14, when it
has been droppinl{ like a rock?"
" But, IllV .lear," arKued the wife. "It was such a
bargain. Why, during the short time I was in the
office I ~3W th" man mark it down to 14 from 4~ !"
cc
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Don't Live 1.909 In 1908
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life habits, that they will not be anxious. They do not
realize that they are the victims of their life habits,
that they are no more likely to get away from these
than a leopard is likely to change his spots.

· . ..

...
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~~!:!!!.~)
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is absolutely original. There is no other magazine
dealing with people exclusively. It is filled from
cover to cover With stories and pictures of people
and will keep the entire family posted as to the actions and doings of all the prominent
ones of the entire world. It has the greatest writer in this country of vigorous, virile,
pungent, forceful, piquant English as its editor-in-chief, the caustic contributor to The
Saturday Evening Post, Cosmopolitan, Success and many other representative periodicals; the author of "The President," "The Boss," " Wolfville," and other books of
story and adventure, everyone scintillating with strenuous life.
Mr. Lewis' fingers are always upon tbe public pulse; he knows what the public
wants, and he gives them running-over-measure; his knowledge of men and things is
as wide as the wide, wide world. HUMAN LIFE is up-to-date in its fresh, original
matter from the best authors and best artists,and tilled to overflowing with human interest.

"

The Black Side of Life
Ileglnnlng In tbe December Illue of "Human LIte" wID appear a aerie. of Pinkerton artlcl.... Tbere are
but lew In tbe ol~lliJ:ed world to wbom Mr. Pinkerton reqnlrea an lutroductlon. Ria fame "a tbe bead
of tbe great 1'Inkerton Allenay to known wberever life and propert)" need pru~ttou, aud tbieveo break
tbrougb and .teal.
The orlmlnallraetlon of bumanlt)". wbetber It be on ellber .Ide of ellberooean, r..pectlJ and feara tbe
Pinkerton.... It never feared or re.peete<! Scotland Yard, London, or lbe New York Central Olllee In

• So do not
• spoil •1905 by •trying to •crowd 1909
• into it;•

Learn a lesson from happy, care-free, childhood.
See the abandon with which a child gives himself to the
joy of life. .here are no "ifs" or "buts" or " wherefores" in his bright sky. No care-tilling thought of
time or money haunts his vision; he simply gives himself up to the passing moment; enjoys himself unshadowed by dreams of what is to come.
This does not mean that we should never plan for
to-morrow or have pleasant anticipations of things that
are to come. It only means that we should not so
focus our e:yes and attention on the future, and be so
absorbed in anticipation of to-morrow, that we get
nothing out of to-day; that we lose its pleasures, its
opportunities, and its joys.
It is not intended that we should always live in
anticipation.
Imagination, that blessed faculty, was
given us as an occasional retreat from suffering, from
trying conditions, a retreat to which we can fly and get
a better outlook on life, where we can refresh our minds
and renew our fancies.
Living too much in the imagination makes life seem
dry and dreary.
It makes our vocations drudgery
instead of the delight which they were intended to be.
lt destroys our power for enjoying the life that now is.
If you have made a botch of 1907; if it has been a
failure; if you have not succeeded in your undertakings;
if you have blundered and made a lot of mistakes; if you
have been foolish, have wasted your time, your money.
do not drag these ghosts over the new year line to haunt
you, to destroy your happiness. Let it all go. Forget it;
bury it. Do not let it sap any more of your energies,
waste any more of your time, destroy any more of your
peace or happiness. You cannot i1fford to give it more
thought or attention. "Leave thy low-vaulted past."
Resolve that when you cross the line between the old
and the new year, you will throwaway all useless
baggage, drop everything that hinders, which can rob
you of joy or power, that when you enter the door of the
new year, you will not be mortgaged to the past and
will never look back.
Live in the here and now. Let this be the bugle
.call for the new year. Live your life fully, completely,
richly. Do not make this a mean, stingy, povertystricken year. Pack this year, not next year with all the
good things you can command. Live as you go along.

One

uman LI e

•••••••

day you are living in.

200,000
WInD BY ALFRED HENRY U.WI~

A strong resolution to be contented every day, to
wear a cheerful face, and to speak a pleasant word to
the newsboy, the elevator boy, and the office boy, to be
civil to the waiter in the restaurant or hotel, to speak
cheerily to the servants, to everybody with whom we
c0toe in contact, would not only add enjoyment to the
ordinary industries of life, but would also keep the
wheels of our ordinary social activity well lubricated.
It is a great art to learn to see the things close to us,
to enjoy life as we go along.

do not try to live February in January. Do not be
lean and stingy thi~ month, this year, because you
are aiming for next month, next year.
Do not trample on the violets and the daisies to-day,
never seeing the world of beauty and marvel all about
you, under your very feet, because your eyes are fixed
on the stars.
Resolve that you are going to enjoy the horses and carriage you own now, and not spend your time riding in
imagination in the fine automobile you are going to
have next year; that you are going to enjoy the clothes
you have this year, instead of anticipating the sealskin
coat, the fine furs, and the elegant dresses you feel sure
you are going to get in 1909.
Just make up your mind that you are going to make
the most of your little cottage, the home you have; that
you are going to make it the happiest, sweetest place on
earth to-day and every day, and that you are not going
to try to live in that long-dreamed-of new house until it
is finished.
Resolve that you are not going to mar your life,
ruin your happiness while single, in planning what you
aile going to do when married. Instead of all the time
tl\inking what you are going to do when you have a
home of your own, enjoy what you have now,-not
stingily, not with a part of yourself, but completely,
royally, wholly. Fling your whC?le lile into the present
moment. Do not plan to get nmety per cent. of your
happiness out of to-morrow while you take one
pe:r cent. to-day. Get a hundred per cent. out 01 the

Be

a Month

What a mockery most of us make of our lives! They
are but the burlesque of the life we were intended to
live. We know that the Creator intended life to mean
more:, to be infinitely richer, nobler. happier than it is.
This brutal game of money-football, which so many of
the human race: are playing, this restless pushing, and
crowding for place, this lust for power and wealth,
had no place in the Infinite plan for the race.

•

Over

)lUV:rft~ r;~~~o~~: !:a~e:\~en :~r ::e~·~l~~:re~::!~~e;o~.~~e'~8nn~·k

WI(. ... PINURTOlf

Thlev68, I' "Train Robben,"

and otber lpecUlo orlrrlnalt)"pe.. He wlll .bow t~t crime uever ret paid the orlmlnal, and will demon.trat.e In wbat .kerebeo b. glvea of tbe live. and deed. of partloular orlmlnall, that the way of the tranallre..or 1.lnevltAbl)" hard, and lbe end Invariably blUer.
l'he article 10 our necember luue from lbe aroblves of tbe Pinkerton. will lie on Adam Wortb. tbe
fa!~ft'~~ ~:'r~~~g~:e~ ~r~e~~.:l:lr::~~:~b~~g e~ ;'':,J:~:~~':e~~:dt~~t~~f the Galnsboro
H Is an Int.ereatlng human Itfe _r)".

The Emperor of Germany
lIIr. Vance ThomplOn, one of the belt known and ableot of 'vrltera, to now abroad In the Intereol. of
Human Lltet" and wtll leud us twelve human Ute chRracter ItorleA~ lAme to appear monthly during 1~.
Tbe flrat, appearlnll In our Janw"l. IlIue) I. a wonderfnl buman me Ilor)". It w1l1 bold the attention
from beginning to end and I. entilled •The Imperial Comedlo.n." the Emperor of Germanf.
.M.r. Thompson will write human life stories on tile Czar," " Klug EdwI\rd," the' [)ope," Bern~
bard!," aod olber celebrlt"," oltbe old world, wbom )lr. ThomplOn hal ""t ""rlOnall)".
The... "rllolto wtll be 1Il11.traled b)" photograpba tAken e.peola1ly ror "Bomsn Life."
U

H

U

John D. Rockefeller
)lr. Cbl\rl•• Edward Ru....lIl. one 01 our greate.1 American wrlt.en.
Bl. aeries of articles, •• \V here Did You Get It, Gentlemen?" now appearing in Everybody'l. 18 attract-Ing world-\V1de att.enUon.
,
We have complete<! "rrangementl wltb lIIr. Ru.oell for a oerleo of buman Ure Itorlel of men and

~oW,~'J'.:~~~e~~~:~!tr.,'~~~O.:~rer ~~'r~l~j~~n ftgtR~~~~:I~~.1 \Y~~~~eW:: ~~~l~~fi ~r~r. ~~r~~

~::~e:r~;b~:il::-':.~ell~~/.II~~fJ ~':eJ..'a.~~~::y ~:n~~~~~~ea~~ ~'iJ~~~tlnto tbe ver)" beart and lOul of tbto
h

i

Boman Llfo" 18 an exceptionally good magazine.

poe~.e:~.~I\~~v~~e':f.~~~I'i.'~::~·01v.~I~.0~:bo~rIl,ao~ela,:n~'W:i~,n:,~I\~:'f,~O~n~?~lf~.:r::'~tn'r~l~~~:
we SaT.,." by Walter L. Sawyer, and \wo pages of human l.nterelt iteme tor women.

.. Human Life," the Magazine About People. for thlr-} ALL FOR
teen month.. from December, '01, to De~ember, '08,
ONLV ONE
Inc:lu..lve, and a genuine silk flag, large size, 2X3 feet,
DOLLAR
If you will send us a one dollar bill, post·office or express money order for 11.00, or fifty twocenl posta~ stamps. we will enter your subscription for thirteen months, starting with our
December, 07, issue. and send yOll, free and post'l,'aid, :l very rine quality. extra heavy, genuine
silk flag, 24X36 inches. This flag purchased alone III any store at $1.50 would be good value.

We make this liberal offer as we want to make" Human Life" known to a half million
magazine readers.
As our supply of flags is limited, write now-to-day. Address Human Life Publishing Co.,
9t-<)5 Broad street, Boston. Mass.
U the above liberal offer does not appeal to you, send us twenty-five one-cent postage stamps,
and we will send you" Human Life" for six. mooths. starting with our December issue.
If you reside in the Boston Postal District, Canada or a foreign country, add twenty·five
cents to either of the above offers to cover extra postage,
Upon receipt of a postal card request. we will send a sample copy of "Human Life" to any
address.

TOM L. JOHNSON
says

"GO AHEAD"
The seven years' war for three cent faze in
Cleveland wu practically aettled on Nov. 51h,
when the people elected Tom L Johnsoa ..
Mayor for the fourth lime, and endoned his policy
wilh an enthusium that wu convincin8 and mUlerful.
The Forest City Railway Co. ia the three cent fare
line. lis capital alock is $2.000.000 of which
$950.000 hu been sold to the!iPle of thia city by
popula( subscription, lhe hoi .
of 700 of the
lIockholclers averaaing only Ihree I ares each.
When we were liahting our battle. lhe old stft:et railway
.
monopoly raised die cry

"THEY CAN'T FINANCE IT"
We knew the enlerprise could be financed and our appeal
to the people received generou. response. We now
desire to sell anolher ponion of .tock and propose to
give the people of the whole country an opportunity to
secure Ihis .plendid. safe. con.ervative. investment in Forest Cit)' Railwa)' dock at 6 per cent•
Guaranteed, backed by the good faith of the people
of Oeveland.

OLD

OLO~Y

Extra line and buv)'
l"uloe silk lIali. Zx3 leel,
and "Humsn lie." 13
.oatb., all lor $1.10.

Penonal Statement b)' Tom L.JohnJont
La !D)" iudlmect the otock ;. .. tafe a, city
with the
cIiI_ thaI boodo draw" per cenl. while F...eot CiIT
Rail_)" Stock payo 6 per ceol. Tbio _ railway II
beinll filllDCe<1 wilhoul wiler or bonda and 10 it the city
_
ill reIeue from the ~p 01 a lDOllOIlCI!y. I hope
the new oIer oIlIock will be taken apeecldy\ 1~llurther
"""",ructice 01 authorizecl routa may be puaneo to ""!Dp\etion. The people haft '110m in no UDClOftaiu
termI and the <.aimand ;. .. Go Ahead."
TOM L JOHNSON.
Thia stock is now for sale at par ($100.00).
A BOUnd 6 per cent invetlment ia ollered and you can
buy .. much or .. little stock u you wiah. without
broker. or other charae. Pay. 6 per cenl from Ihe
moment your moDe)' ia received and we will buy the
alock back at any time. instantly, at the price you pay.
with 6 per cent acetlled dividendJ added.
The stock is not subject to market 8uctuation.; it may.
and probably will. be worth more but never less than
you pay for it, and all the time your money will ellll
50 per cent more Ihan any savings bank will pay,
This stock will sell rapidly and you .hould investigate at
once if interested. You can bu}' one share or one tenth of
a.bare and the dividend, rqardless of the amount, will be
6 per cent. Write now-to-day-for Booklet wilh map
showtna proposed lines and those now in operation.
Make cheeb papble to The Municipal Trae:tioD Company or
The DepoaUorI SaYinp & TCUII Co. Addreaa
A. B. DuPONT. Pra" The Auniclpal Traction Co.
No. 460 SUPERIOR I::£)C..
CL ELAND. O.
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FOLD

The

Well~Drelle·

By ALFRED STEPHEN BRYAN

TO SLIP
TO POCKET
OR MUFF
No Bulk

No Bother

Folding Pocket Skates

I

Martin Skates have all the virtues of
the old style skates, plus wrnpactlless; they
fold flat to carry in the wallet. Cost no
more. Will cling to new or worn-down
heels; are strong and smart in appearance.
A pair in a wallet; will fit any shoe.
JlIA, 1I0ur dealer or wrile u./or /,..elJ<loklel J[.

MARTIN SKATE CO., Bostod, Mass.

On.. 7ried-JlllJ1aN' U.td
The Ideal Gentlemsn's Suspender
Made of tbe finen ellUlllc webbIng
In big variety ot wea.vel.
Light IrOIlI"-Comfortable
No usele.. strap! or buckles.

The Double CrowD Roller
found only on The Kady Suspender
JDakes It adjnolable to any polltlon
~~l ~l;~~~ <Illcomfort. or strain
FOr ..Ie by dule... eT.'7"h~
GOe. lad,.. lie. per pair
Ir JOW d.-Jer 4... no' b••• ft. &ad,
Su.tpndu, Mnd hl. nama. a.Dd ..... m leU
1°'1 whir. top' Is, aacllnl1,.oa Val' booklet.
U

There

Accept no 8ubstitute H
I, no other jUlIo. (lood.

THE OHIO SUSPENDER CO..
n

Nor1Jl Park St.,

...lIIn.ld, 01110.
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CARDlC?AN jackets and" jerseys" are much used for
skatmg and hockey. There are solid colors like
navy, black, maroon, and gray, and striped designs in
orange and black, gray and royal blue, scarlet and
white, navy and cardinal, and so on. Striped ribbed
stockings are worn in colors to match. Hockey "knicke!s " of white or black sateen, hockey leather leg and
sllln guards, and hockey gloves with pliable ventilated
pal~s are a few of the many articles mtended for the
habitual player. The regulation skating cap is of Shetland wool, in the toque orTam O'Shanter shape. Some
toques are made to guard both face and neck. Skating
gloves are al~o of wool and worn high to keep both
hands and wnsts warm . To have the cardigan jacket, the
long stockings, and the skating cap of the same color and
material lends to one's costume
an agreeable appearance of uniformity. Scarlet and blue are
the favorite colors when separate
skating caps are worn, and they
look undeniably picturesque.

• • •

Time was when house suits
and room robes resembled
blankets more than anything
else, and no attempt was made
to have them fit, much less to
Sbetlud W I J- _L
imbue them with style and
00
KIte!
grace. The old-fashioned dress.....========... ing gowns that made the wearer
appear like an Arctic explorer
are wholly passl. The latter-day man seeks in his clothes
for indoor wear the same distinction and individuality
that he requires in garments for the street. Silk house
suits are luxurious garments for those who can afford
them. The jackets are cut to button up closely in
front and, if desired, a white silk handkerchief may be
worn around the neck. Lounging robes have deep lapels like
those of a coat and are slightly
curved to cling to the waist.
Indeed, a feature of the newer
house clothes is that they are
not alone comfortable but have
style and good looks as well.
•
•
•
Skaling Cap
Distinctly unordinary is an
afternoon waistcoat of ribbed
flannel in shades of lavender, tan, and gray. The
fabric is very much like corduroy, but is extremely soft
and pliant. Most of the newer waistcoats are collarless
and have deep side vents so as to cling to the waist

and arch over the hips. A pleasing effect is produced
by having the shirt and waistcoat of
the same material, linen, the stripes in
the one extending across, and in the
other up-and-down. The idea is to
avoid that inconruity which often
attends the use 0 a fancy waistcoat
and shirt of vivid hue.

*

*

*

Leather has long been a favored
material for traveling and room use.
There are leather collar boxes, handkerchief cases, whisk-broom holders, and
razor rolls, as well as leather-backed
clothes brushes, hairbrushes, and a
AlIllOraSkaJiug dozen and one other articles. The adG10Yes
vantages of leather are that it is soft,
light, an~ compact. In choosing a
leather toilet bag for traveling it will
be found much more satisfactory to
select an untitted one and buy the various articles to
go in it separately. Thus we may obtain just what is
needed, instead of cumbering ourselves with useless
things.
'

*

*

*

For the motor car many becoming as well as apr,ropriate garments are now to be had. One need n t at
all bundle up bandit-like. Indeed, to do so on short
runs is the badge of the tyro. A capital waistcoat
for motoring is cut just like a
day waistcoat, but the lapels
may be turned up and adjusted
over the chest, thus guarding
it from raw winds while
skimming along, It has side
buckles instead of the usual
back buckle. These can be
loosened in a twinkling when
one has to potter about the car
or- unhappy thought-crawl
under it to find out just why it
has got a fit of sulks.

*

*

*

Initialed handkerchiefs become ordinary beside the new
squares of Imen adorned with crests and coats-ofarms. To be sure they are expensive, and one can find
them only at a few shops. The fad is an English one
and appeals chiefly to those men who, as a caustic
tongue puts it, "would rather be dead than be commonplace."

ANEW YEAR~ MOTTO

•

.. Look to this Day for it is Life, the very Life of Life. In its hrief Course lie
all the Verities and Realities of Your Existence-the BIias of Growth, the Glory of
Action, the Splendor of Beauty.
Yesterday is hut a Dream, and To-morrow is
only a Vision. But To-Day well lived, makes every.Yesterday a Dream of Happiness
and 'every To-morrow a Vision of Hope"

The Real Lawson
Improve the looks
as well as the sight.

[Cq"ti,,,mi /rqm

years' reputation back of every Shur-Oll,
and this guarantee to protect you:
Any broken part of .o•• Unr- rept.~d free witbln
one year by any optician In the Unlled Sl&le8.
Ask yoaroptlclan. 81tu,.~o.. tag on every mounUng.
Sbapeo to Ilt any nose. Illustrated book free.
44

B. KIRSTEIN SONS CO. Dept. N
Rochester N. Y.

Established 1864

POSTAL

TYPEWRITER
A warranted highgrade typewriter
that does every class
of work. Takes9~ inch paper.

$30
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POSTAL Ty
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the world's most daring copper speculator, to
take charge of the speculative campaign that
would amass millions in the revolution. Lawson consented to look into it just to prove to
the credulous Britons that it was all a dream.
And when he had looked into it he stopped
scoffing. He became interested, and, finally.
when an Atlantic liner brought over to Lawson
the first pig of the new copper, he, too. became
convinced that the wonderful revolution was at
hand. Then he burned all his bridges behind
him (or. perhaps, all but one) and took the
captaincy of the company of Aladdin's Lamp
dreamers. What happened in the copper market has been here related. Copper went up
and up, when Lawson was sure it was going
down and down. The dream of the Scotch

investigator. like the dream of the alchemists of
old. remained a dream. He failed to produce
cheap copper. It was another Grand Rivers
episode. At Grand Rivers Lawson was going
to revolutionize the iron industry, and later
"it turned out there was no iron in the mines";
in Scotland he was going to revolutionize the
copper industry, but the cheap copper never
materialized. A few months ago, in Paris, Lawson remarked, reminiscently: .. They are still
searching for the secret of a great heat-heat
sufficiently great, and for a method controlling
it, so that you can throw into a pot some
stones or dirt or something else which is very
cheap and get from it metal or metals which
are now supposed to be elemental; experiments
are still going on up in Scotland; I do not know
what the result will be."
[Mr. Fl7IlDt'l leriel••• The Real Lawlon." be_an
in October. 1907. It wUl be cODtiDued in the
next number.]
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Dr~gging a Race
By SAMUEL MERWIN
[C~/"d~dfrompaK~
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almost impossible to forget that India needs the money.
••There is another drug, called morphia, which have
done [Thus my Chinaman's translation.] or is doing
more harm than opium. The Custom authorities are to
be instructed to prohibit strictly the importation of it,
except for medical uses."
A clean-cut programme, this; apparently meant to
be effective. It was with no small cunosity that I
looked about in Shansi Province to see whether there
seemed any likelihood of enforcement. The time was
ripe. It was April; in May the six months would be
up. Opium had ruled in Shansi: could they hope to
depose It before the final havoc should be wrou~ht i'
The nub of the situation was, of course, the hmiting
of the crop. Theoretically, it should be easier to prohibit opium than to prohibit alcoholic drinks. Wines
and liquors are made from grains and fruits which
must be grown anyway, for purposes of food. It
would not do to attempt to prohibit liquor by stopping the cultivation of grains and fruits. The popPY,
on the other hand, produces nothing but opium and Its
alkaloids. In stopping the growth of the poppy you
are depriving man of no useful or necessary article.
The poppy must be grown in the open, along the
river-bottoms (where the roads run). It cannot be hidden. As government regulating goes, nothing is easier
than to find a field of poppies and measure it. The
plans of the Shansi farmers for the coming year should
throw some light on the sincerity of the opium reforms.
Were they really arranging to plant less opium i' Yes,
they were. Reports came to me from every side,
and all to the same effect. West and northwest of
T'ai Yuan-fu many of the farmers had announced that
they were planting no poppies at all. This, remember, was in April: planting time was near; it was a
practical proposition to those Shansi peasants. In
other regions men were planting either none at all, or
"less than last year." The reason generally given was
that the closing of the dens in the cities had lessened
the demand for opium.
The officials VI ere planning not only to make poppy
growing unprofitable to the farmers, they were planning
also to advise and assist them in the substitution of
some other crop for the poppy. But here they encountered one of the peculiar difficulties in the way of
opium reform, the transportation problem. All transportation, off the railroads, is slow and costly. No
other product is so easy to transport as opium. A man
can carry several hundred dollars' worth on his person;
a man with a mule can carry several thousand dollars'
worth. That is one of the reasons why opium is a
more profitable crop than potatoes or wheat. But th~
law descended without waiting for solutions of all the
problems involved. The closing of the opium dens all
over Shansi had the immediate effect of limiting the
crop. It also had the effect of driving out of business
a great many firms engaged in the manufacture of
pipes and lamps. Sixty-two manufacturing houses in
one city, Taiku, either went out of business altogether
during the sprin~ months, or turned to new enterprises.
I add an interesting bit of evidence as to the effectiveness of the enforcement. It is from a missionary.
"I was calling on one of the foreigners in T'ai Yuanfu and found a beggar lying on one of the doorsteps,
with his pipe and lamp all going. I told him to clear
out. I asked him why he was there, and he told me
he had nowhere else to go, now that the smoking dens
were all closed, and that he had to find some sheltered
nook where he could have his smoke."
It was not the plan to close the opium sale shops;
theoreticall y it will take nine or ten years to do that.
But after closing all the places where opium was
smoked socially and publicly, it should become possible to register all the individuals who buy the drug for
home consumption. It was the closing of the dens, the
places for public smoking, in all the cities of Shansi,
which had the immediate effect of limiting the crop
and the manufacture of smoking instruments. The
one hundred and twenty-nine dens of T'ai Yuan-fu
were all closed before I arrived there. In T'ai Yuan-fu,
as in Peking, you could buy an opium smoker's outfit
for next to nothing. Cloisonn~ pipes, mounted with
ivory and jade, were offered at absurd prices.
One of the saddest features of the situation in Shansi
is the activity of the opium-cure frau~l. The opiumsmoking habit can be cured, once the social element is
eliminated, as easily as the morphine or cocaine habits
-more easily, some would claim. I do not mean to
say that a degraded, degenerate being can be made
over, in a week, into a normal, healthy being; but it
does not seem to be very difficult to tide even the
confirmed smoker over the discomfort and danger that
attend breaking off the habit. In Sharisi, as in all the
opium provinces, •• opium refuges" are maintained by
the vanous missions. The usual plan is to charge
a small fee for the medicines administered, in order
to make the refuges self-supporting. It takes a
week or ten days to effect a cure by the methods
usually followed. The patient is confined to a room,
I~ and less opium is allowed from day to day,
stimulants (either strychnine or atropine) are admin-
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istered, and local symptoms are treated &s may
seem necessary to the physician in charge. Some of
the missions at first took a stand against the reduction
method, believing that medical missionaries should not
administer opium in any form; but after a death or two
they accepted the inevitable compromise, recognizing
that it is not safe to shut down the supply too abruptly.
But the number of these refuges is pItifully small beside the extent of the evil. They have been at work
for a generation without bringing about any perceptible
change in the situation. There are now fewer refuges
than formerly in Shansi Province, for none of the missions is fully recruited as yet, after the terrible set-back
.
of 1900.
The opium-cure faker in China, as in the United
States and Europe, usuaIly seIls morphia under another name. Dr. Edwards, the author of "Fire and
Sword in Shansi," last year spent five weeks in traveling northwest of T'ai Yuan-fu, and reported finding
a ~eat many men employed in selling so-called antiopIum medicines. The demand for cures existed everywhere. Now that the popular sentiment is setting
in so strongly against the opium habit, the Chinese
are peculiarly easy prey for these rascals. They have
no conception of medicine as it is practiced in western countries, and eagerlr take whatever is offered to
them in the guise of a • cure." The following, told
to me by an Englishman who lives in the province,
illustrates this:
"There is a lot of mischief being done in Shansi
just now by men who have bought drugs in Tientsin,
are selling them at random, and making a good thing
for themselves. I was traveling one day and was
taken violently ill, and I happened to reach a place
where I knew a man who had some drugs, so I sent
for him and asked him to bring me some medicine.
He came along with three bottles, none of which was
labeled. He could not teIl me what anyone of them
contained. He said they were all good for stomach
ache, and proposed to mix the three up and give me
a good, strong dose. It is needless to say I refused.
That man is running a proper establishment and making a lot of money on the drugs he sells, and that is
all he knows about the business."
The upshot of my investigations and inquiries in
Shansi was that the anti-opium edicts were being
enforced to the letter. This conclusion reached, I naturaIly looked about to find the man behind the enforcement. Judging from the work done, he should prove
worth seeing. Further inquiries drew out the IOformation that he was one of the three rulers of the
province, with the title of Provincial Judge, and that
his name was Ting Pao Chucn.
Calling upon a prominent Chinese official is, to a
plain, democratic person, rather an impressive undertaking. The Rev. Mr. Sowerby had kindly volunteered to
act as interpreter, and him I impressed for instructor and
guide through the mazes of official etiquette. It wa~
arranged that I should caIl at Mr. Sowerby's compound at a quarter to four. From there we would
each ride in a Peking cart with a driver and one extra
servant in front. There was nothing, apparently, for
the extra servant to do; but it was vitally important
that he should sit on the front platform of the cart.
A Peking cart is a red-and-blue doghouse, balanced,
without springs, on an axle between two heavy wheels.
The sides, back, and rounding roof are covered with
blue cloth. A curtain hangs in front. In the middle
of each side is a tiny window, and it is at such windows that you occasionaIly get the only glimpses you
are ever likely to get of Chinese ladies. There is no
seat in a Pekin~ cart; you sit on the padded floor.
When you get 10, the servant holds up the front curtain, you vault to the front platform, and, placing
your hands on the floor, propel yourself backward,
with as much dignity as possible, taking care not to
knock your hat against the roof, until you have disappeared inside. If you are long of leg, your feet
will stick out in front of the curtain, leaving scant
room for the two servants, who sit, one on each side,
with their feet hanging down in front of the wheels.
The two carts, two drivers, and two extra servants,
set out from the Baptist Mission compound, to convey
Mr. Sowerby and me to the Yamen, or official resIdence, of His Excellency.
Every Yaman has three great gates barring the way
to the inner compound. If the resident official wishes
to humiliate you, he has his man stop your cart at the
first gate and compels you to enter on foot. Fortunately for us, since it was raining hard, His Excellency
had chosen to treat us with marked courtesy. The
carts halted at the second gate while Mr. Sowerby's
servant ran in with our red Chinese cards. There was
a brief wait, and then we drove on through a long
courtyard to the inner or screen gate, where massive
timbered doors were closed against us. Soon these
swung open; the carts crossed a paved yard and pulled
up under the projecting roof of the Yamen porch;
and we scrambled down from the carts, while two tall
mandarins, in official caps and buttons, dressed in flowing robes of silk and embroidery, came rapidly forward
to meet us. One of these, the younger and shorter, I
recognized as Mr. Wen, the interpreter for the Sh:lllSi
foreign bureau.
The other mandarin was a man of unmistakable
ability and charm. Some of us, perhaps, have formed
our notion of the Chinaman from the Cantonese laundryman type which we may have seen at his bench or
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on a raw April morning. The two soldiers, whom the
provincial Judge had provided as an escort as far as
Ping-ting and the railroad, rode into the innyard
promptly at eight o'clock and dismounted at my door.
They wore dark blue clothes, with Chinese characters
in red on the front and back of their blouses,. and blue
turbans. Carbines, of Chinese manufacture, hung from
their saddles. Their blue cloth belts were stuck full of
cartridges. A few minutes more and the mule-litter,
with two drivers and four pack mules and donkeys,
came into the yard.
The mule-btter of Northern China would furnish,
anywhere, a reasonable basis for a circus parade. It is
a large sedan chair, or palanquin, suspended from heavy
poles between two mules. The box, or car, is about
two and one half feet wide by four and one half feet
long. The outside is covered with briJCht red and blue
cloth. I found that there was room lor all my hand
bJggage under the seat; over the seat went mattress,
rug, and pillOW. There are hinged doors on each side,
with a bttle glass window in each. This, perhaps,
sounds as if there might be some comfort in a mulelitter. If it does, let me hasten to correct the impression. I know of no more interesting experiment in the
realm of applied physics than this method of riding
two mules. It is close to the infinite possibility of
complicated motion, with the laws of inertia and momentum and of gravity demonstrated in hopelessly
crisscross lines of force. The trouble is in the mules.
There is no provincialism or Chinese conservatism
about the Chinese mule. He is cosmopolitan in his
quaint originality, and in the range and variety of his
methods. The palanquin rolls and pitches; usually
both at one time. Sometimes the mules give up all
hope of progress, and settle down to an attempt to pull
the cart apart. If they should move smoothly along
for a quarter .of an ho~r, they will devo~e the n~xt
hour to a rapid fire senes of expenments m chan~ng
' f h'ch If
th·
step unexpectedIy. All 0 w I a ects e mvo un-
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on the Third Avenue elevated railway. This would
be about as accurate as to call the coster at his barrow
the typical Englishman; just about as accurate as to
call the Bowery loafer the typical American. His Excellency appeared to be close to six feet in height; he
was erect and lithe of figure, with marked physical
grace. He greeted Mr. Sowerby by clasping hIS hands
before his breast and bowing, then turned, and:with a
genial smDe extended his ~ht hand to grip mine. He
used no English, but the Chmese language, as he spoke
it, was both dignified and musical, and not at all like
the sing-song jabbering I had heard on the streets and,
about the hotels.
•
Ting led the way into a reception room which was
furnished in red cloth and dark woods. There was a seat
and a table against each side, and two red cushions on
the edge of a platform across the side of the room, with
a low,table between them. An attendant appeared
with tea. Ting took a covered tea bowl in hIS two
hands, extended it toward me, bowed, then placed it on
the low stand-thus indicating the seat which I was to
take, on the platform. Mr. Wen said, in my ear, "Sit
down." Mr. Sowerby was placed at the other side of
the stand; the two Chinese gentlemen seated them-,
selves at the two side tables, facing each other. One
thing I remembered from Mr. Sowerby's coaching-l
must not touch my bowl of tea. I must not even
look at it. The tea is not to drink; it is brought in
order that the caller may be enabled to take his leave
gracefully. The Chinese gentlefolk are so wedded to
life's little ceremonies that guest and host cannot bring
themselvtS to talk right out about terminating a visit.
The guest would shiver at the notion of saying, •• Well, I
must go, now." Instead, he fingers his tea bowl, or
perhaps merely glances at it; and then he and his host
both rise.
His Excellency fixed his eyes on me and uttered a
deliberate, musical sentence. "He says, "translated
Mr. Sowerby, "that you have come to help China." I
am afraid I blushed at this. It had not occurred to me
to state my mission in just those words. I replied
that I had come, as a journalist, to learn the truth
about the opium question. We talked for an hour
about the wonderful warfare which China is waging
against her besetti~ vice. II China is sincere in this
struggle," he said. • Public opinion was never more determined." He asked me if I had investigated the new
Malay drug which had lately been heralded as a specific for opium poisoning. • If," he said, II you should
leam of any real cure, while you are investigating this
subject, I wish you would advise me about it." I
promised him I would do so. I had alreadyheard from
a number of sources that Ting was personally giving
two to three thousand taels:a month (a tael is about
seventy-five cents) to the support of opium refuges and
for the purchase of drugs for distribution among the
poor. • China is sick," he said; II she must be cured
so that she may hold up her head among the nations."
Shortly after we had driven back thro~h the rain
and had mOl1nted the stairs to Mr. Sowerby s library, a
'famen runner was shown into the room, bearing presents from the provincial judge. The runner bowed to
me and presented his tray. On it, beside the large red
" card" of Ting Pao Chuen, were four bottles of native
wine, or II shumshoo," two cans of beef tongue, and
two cans of sauerkraut!
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tary activities of the seasick mariner within the car.
There are a great many canons in the Shansi hills; and
whenever possible the mules pick their path on the very
edge of a p'recipice a hundred feet or so in depth, so
close that If you look out your side window you
can see straight down. What adds a zest (0 this sort
of thing is the knowledge that the footing is not rock,
but earth.
We moved slowly out through the inngate, with
much shouting and jingling of mule bells. One soldier rode ahead and cleared a way through the crooked,
crowded streets to the city gate; and then we swung
out on the return journey through the Old Testament
-past the same adob8 forts and the modern soldiery,
past the same wizened, wrinkled, roadside faces,
through the same ruined villages, along the same
sunken roads, and on up, mounting steadily, into the
hills. We reached Shih-tieh ~late in the afternoon,
after traveling seven and one half hours without a
stop, excepting as it was necessary occasionally to disentangle the caravan from a donkey or camel train.
On the second day we cruised out of the Old Testament into the CanterbUry Tales. AU day the highroad was gay with life and color. We passed a great
many~mule-Iitters with their attendant pack animals,
and overhauled lon~ trains of carts laden with huge
earthen bottles of 'shumshoo." A generation ago,
I was told, there would have been more of these
carts; but the spread of the opium habit has aU but
driven the wine manufacturers out of business. During the morning we passed one very big mandarin.
He was riding languidly in a sedan chair with sixteen
bearers. A corporal's guard of soldiers preceded his
caravan; and foUowing the soldiers came two closed
mule-litters, each with a pretty painted face peering
out through the tiny window. There were eight twomule pack litters in his train, and fourteen or fifteen
other pack 'animals, with another guard of soldiers
bringing up the rear.
In the mid-afternoon of the third day we rode lazily
down a stony vaUey, with moldy, gray ~villages clinging to the hillsides. Sleepy vendors of cake and fruits
fringed the roadside. Now and then there was laughter, or the crooning falsetto song of a passing muleteer. Children, clad and unclad, rolled In the dust or
stood at the roadside, and, with big eyes, watched us
go by. Across the valley, foaming against the hillside
like surf, were peach blossoms-half a mile of them.
The advance soldier looked back and pointed on
ahead with his whip. On the heights, only two or
three miles away, was a cluster of European buildings.
" Ping-ting," said John, from his pack saddle. Our
little journey through the centuries was about over.
The Old Testament and the Arabian Nights and
CanterbUry Tales would soon cease to be realities,
would shut with a slam and a cloud of dust at the
first glimpse of the railway track, and would slip discreetly back to their places on the shelves.
Progress has stamped its vigorous mark on Ping-ting.
The inn was clean. The" number one" room seemed
almost palatial. The floor was of new brick. The
paper squares which made up one side of the room
were unbroken; it was necessary to punch out a dozen
of them to secure ventilation. The woodwork was
new and freshly painted-blue, green, red, and black.
The plastered walls were almost white.
At early twilight, after a hearty supper, and after
paying off the two mUleteers and dismissing the soldiers, I sat in my room looking out through the open
doorway. The yard was gay with activity and color.
Boys and young men were moving about. One tried to lift
a heavy box; and the others grouped about him, laughing
and bantering. Two or three of the guests came to
their doors, sipping their bowls of tea, and smiled at
the sport. On the roof-of the new gate house the tilers
were still at work, though it was growing dark. From
the road came the tinkle of mule and donkey bells, and
the heavier sound of the camel beUs. Through the
open gateway I could see them passing-saddle donkeys, pack donkeys, and long strings of camels. Of
the donkeys, only the heads and slender legs were visible under the packs. The camels bore great bales of
wool that swayed with their deliberate tread.
I lighted a pipe, strolled out across the yard and
through the gate, and stood near a group of weUdressed young Chinamen who were chaffing each other
with the sunny good humor which seems characteristic
of the race. On the higher ground, across the road,
three boys were skillfully kicking a paper ball from one
to another.
The evening train came in from Chen-tou, and the
innyard was bright with the light of many paper lanterns on poles, and crowded with bales of luggage and
with chattering, jabbering coolies. One very complacent, silk-clad young gentleman entered in a sedan
chair, on the shoulders of four coolies; and there was
much bowing and removing of spectacles.
I lighted my prehistoric lamp and tried to work by
its uncertain light. Some one was· singing, a quaint,
quavering melody. In one of the ceUs an instrument
that sounded not unlike a banjo was twanging. Primitive, insanitary, superstitious this Chinese life might be,
yet there seemed something attractive in the simple
nature of the yellow people who live it. When they
were fairly and honestly dealt with, when the crude,
greedy forces of civilization were not impressed too
abruptly on their simpler habitsThrough the night came the whistle of a locomotive.
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LE-NTALA
By W. C. MORROW
[Conlinlud from pag<t

22]

" Daughter,"- he peremptor:h- ~aid, "spare us further
humiliation. I am going."
"Then, I will go with you!" she exclaimed.
The entire colony was assembled, and all were expecting another· measure of authority; but Captain
Mason stood in patient silence.
"Impossible, child!" said Mr. Vancouver.
" Yes, I will go !" she cried. "I have a right to go,
and I will!"
Mr. Vancouver sent Captain Mason an inquiring look,
and found that the blue eyes had hardened. He knew
the meaning of that; he mus! at .once el:minate his
daughter.
"Child," he coaxed, inclosing her in his arms,'" it
is impossibll',-dangers would arise that would n't come
if you were absen!."
"1 can't bear it,-I can't bear it! " she half sobbed.
She struggled to free hl'r~elf. Rawley came forward. .. Don't touch me!" she cried. "Is n't there
a man-"
A glance from Captain Mason sent Christopher to
her side.
"It's me, ma'am."
Her father released her, and she turned in astonishment to Christopher. Annabd had a sense of the
ludicrous, but one of tenderness also. She saw the.
angel behind the clown. Smiles went with her tears as
she gave him her hand.
"You must n't go," leaked his thin voice.
"Whyr"
"They need you." His gesture swept the camp.
She was silent while she dried her eyes.
"Yes," she said, "but-"
"Them there savagers ud eat you."
co But my father- "
" He ain't nice to eat."
Christopher had laid a daring finger on the mystery,
hut his words found all unheeding except Mr. Vancouver, who looked startled. The suggestion was evidently new to him.
"Very well, Christopher," Annabel said, smiling
sadly,
I'll stay. Captain Mason," falteringly, "I
ask your pardon." She turned to her father and
embraced him. "Father, go. I'll pr;.)" Iv. you."
She held him off and looked long into his face. "You'll
come back, won't you r"
"Of course. I shall see the king, and I know I can
arrange everything happily for the colony."
Captain Mason beckoned Gato. Mr. Vancouver
turned his face to the darkness and marched away with
the guard.
When he had gone, Annabel still gazed. Rawley
watched her for a look that might permit his consoling
offices, but she did not see him. Only Christopher
knew what to do.
"It's a-wanting of you, ma'am," he said.
She started. co What, Christopherr "
"It's mother, too."
"Yes, yes-I'd forgotten." Without a glance at
any of us, she went to the ailing child.
The colony began to stir. After a hurried conference
with Captain Mason, Christopher and I left to keep the
appointment with Beelo. We were ready for him when.
he came all out of breath. It made me uneasy to note
that he studiedly avoided my eyes and made no reference to the scene in camp.
I I There '$ not a moment to lose, " he said.
co Come;
follow me-cautiously." His manner betrayed a nervous haste.
" Beelo! " I said, seeing that he was too much
excited.
He stood panting while he got himself in hand, but
still kept his face turned from me.
"Now I 'm all right," he said.
He threaded the jungle as though every shrub and
tree and turning-place were familiar, and held a course
on that side of the valley which brought us under the
Face.
His agility taxed me. Not so Christopher: his deftness equaled Beelo's. We were a silent trio.
The transverse ridge was crossed, and we entered
strange territory. Beelo's eyes and ears were incessantly
on watch. Now and then he would come to an abrupt
halt and hold his breath, but nothing appeared. We
kept to the deepest shadows, which were further
hlackened by the steadily thickening darkness of the
sky. I feared a downpour.
Without mishap we finally reached the lower end
I
of the valley. I had lcen trying to so:,e the opening
through which the stream must run, but even when
we h:llted near the cliff, not ., I"eak appeared.
Hcdo dropped to the ground.
We'll rest," said he.
I found the adventure exciting, but .was unprepared
for its effect on Christopher. His usually dull eyes
had intelligent vision; his slouchiness was gone.
After a few moments' rest Beelo r(\se, and led us to
th
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We launched it. Christopher produced a pole from
another hiding-place, boarded the ..raft, and knelt on
the forward end. Beelo and I followed.
II Christopher," the lad inquired, II can you see in
the dark t"
"Yes," and Christopher shoved off.
The vegetation grew denser as we slipped along, and
its shadows combined with the darkness of the day.to
plunge us into night. Presently I realized that we must
have traversed more than the distance between the
launching-place and the wall.
"Where are we, Beelo t" I asked, but the sound of
my voice informed me before the boy's answer:
II Under the mountain.
We are going through."
To describe my sensations would be impertinent.
Beelo's reticence was more than silence. The only
sound was the swish of Christopher's pole as it dipped
and scraped while we drifted. Beelo, sitting a little to
the rear and at one side of me, creft nearer.
"Talk," he begged, edging stil closer, till our arms
touched.
II Very well, lad.
Shall I tell you a story ( "
We must have been on the floor of a lofty cavern,
for my words came back.
II Hush!" he whispered.
His hand was groping for mine. Perfect blackness
encompassed us. I took his hand. A slight tremor
thrilled it, and I put an arm about his shoulders, drew
him close, and pressed his head down in the hollow of
my leek. There was none of his refractory wildness
now. Poor lad! For all the pluck that he had shown
in the past, the silence and the darkness of this grewsome passage had unmanned him. It was good to hear
the comfort in his sigh, the fading of the tremor, and
the firm grasp of his hand.
Evidently Beelo had never made this trip before, but
I wondered that at least its upper end had been left
unguarded and why it was not a highway for the
natives. In a Whisper I asked him .
II It is guarded," he answered; II but when a storm
or an earthquake comes, the men are afraid that what
is in here will come out; and, besides, they think a
storm is a better guard than they. But they were n't
far away. I knew how to avoid them."
"Yes, but-"
II Down!" came sharply from
Christopher simultaneously with a dull blow.
I flattened Beelo and myself.
II Up," said Christopher.
Had his face or head encountered a low-hanging
rock? Yet he had thought of us.
II Are you hurt?" I asked.
"No, sir."
,, Did your head strike ~ "
"Arm, sir."
Perhaps an inscrutable power had given him the
sense to raise his arm and guard his head at the moment
of Poeril. I finished my question to Beelo:
•What is in here the natives fear? "
II The voices that send your words back."
"Surely they are familiar with the echo in the
mountains."
II Not this kind, Choseph."
He had never called me
that so easily. I hugged him closer, and he nestled
like a kitten.
It was indeed a startling echo. At times even our
whispers seemed to multiply and flock on wings, and
come rustling back.
.
II There's something still worse," added Beelo.
II What is itt"
"I don't know. They would never tell me."
I wondered whether he had felt the sudden leap of
my heart. He must, for he snuggled closer, withdrew his hand from mine, caressed my cheek, and
whispered, assuringly:
"We'll be brave."
" Yes, lad, but if we knew only a little we should
be the better prepared."
He was silent.
"You know nothing about itt" I insisted.
" Nothing at all."
"But natives have gone through safely, else they
would n't know."
" Some did, a long time ago. That was the last."
., Some did? Not all that started t"
"Not all. The others went mad. Don't talk about
it, dear Choseph."
Assuredly Beelo had been driven to a desperate extremity to choose this way of escape from the valley.
It showed how closely the ordinary outlets were
guarded.

Chapter XII.
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passage was crooked. The darkness was unqualified, and so dense that it seemed resistant and
hard to breathe. It was the sort of blackness that
penetrates to the heart and quenches the light there.
n·. MILL• • ClOMP":WY, Bo" 871. "',,~pnrt, I".
Matches had long ago disappeared from the colony, and
TlJe old..t and ~I~ In.lrnctlon by man
I had no means of making a light. Nor had Beelo proadapled to ...ery one. Recoll11lzt'd by ~ourtl and
educaton. Experienced and competent lnltruc·
vided against the blackness. All time reckoning had
ton. Takea .pare time onl,. Three coureeap ...parator~ BUllne.. College. l"epa,... tor
been lost, but our rate was slow, and I knew that the
passage must be long.
8r~~~dpr~~~~1~b~1~n':i.
8tnrtenU and graduale enry·
"
Thus far the odors had been of the sun-sweetened
where. Fall partlcw".. "rid
•
water crossed with those of the underground dank, and
Rae,. .a:r-".t Plan l'Pee.
were pleasant. But presently a faint pungency invaded
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the cold air. I knew hy the change in Reelo's breatheoUl\l..
lob.
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things over which my memory halted. Christopher
pve no sign. With unflagginJ watchfulness, aided by
2 perception far keener than mme, he kept the'raft free
in the stream, except for occasional bumps.
&' Do you smell it, Christopher?" I asked.
.. Yes, sir."
.. What is it? "
"Sir?"
"What is it? "
There was an interval before his answer, "Fire, sir."
Beelo cowered in my embrace. Since Christopher
had mentioned .it, I knew it was tire; I cannot say
how I knew, because the odor was unlike that from
a0r. combustion I had ever known .
• Do you know what is burning?:' I asked.
"Me, sir?"
... "

"Yes."

.

This silence was longer than the other; Christopher
must have listened far.
"The world, sir."
Beelo shook with a silent chuckle, and squeezed my
hand; but I knew that Christopher's words had a
meaning.
"The world?" I quietly repeated.
"Yes, sir. I hear It,"
Reelo and I straightened up and set our ears on a

strain.

.

"I hear nothing." I said.
"I hear it, very faint," Beelo breathlessly returned.
It made no difference with the steadiness of Christopher's work. The odor gradually grew more pronounced, and then I recalled an iron smelter that I had
seen in boyhood. Presently I too heard a distant roar
as of a furnace that ground while it burned. Beelo
aept dose under my arm again. I could feel his quick
heart-beats and shortened breathin, against my side.
Creeping through these increasmg sensations came
the deep note of falling water. Why ask Beelo
whether he had ever heard that our stream took a subterranean plunge? Christopher kept coolly at his task.
The sharp striking and scraping of his tireless pole had
long ago informed me that rock made our channel
and shores, which were uneven and dangerous. Now
and then the raft would make a sudden swing to avoid
underwater rocks that Christopher's soundings had discovered. At other times it would come to a lurching
halt until the man carrying our lives in his hand had
made sure of the way.
"What do you think of that water falling, Christopher?" I asked.
He waited a long time, and his slow answer chilled
me:
"I don't know, sir."
"You'll go slow when we come nearer?"
.. Yes, sir."
Beelo gave me a hand-pressure intended to silence
my foolish tongue.
With a growing intensity in the odor, in the furnace
roar, and in the rumbling of the waterfall, came stealing something new and surpassingly uncanny. It was
a very dim glow, with no visible source, and without
the power to make anything seen but itself. Apparently it was but the darkness in a more oppressive
phase. In vain did I strain my eyes to see Christopher,
Reelo, the raft, the water,-anything that light could
make visible; but the glow was as impenetrable as
the darkness.
,
Beelo was going to pieces under the weight of this
encomyassinlf awe. I knew that his weakness was
born 0 his yIelding to an extraneous reliance-Christopher and me. He put his lips to my ear and softly
whispered:
" I 'm afraid."
"Steady, lad. You are our guide; you are responsible for us."
" Yes, I know," He made a pathetic effort to regain
his composure. "This light-don't you fell it, Choseph 1"
" I do, dear lad, but my name is n't Choseph."
"Yoseph!" he triumphantly said.
.. Joseph," I insisted.
II Mr. Tudor!"
In a whirlwind he threw both
arms round my neck, and laughed softly. The old
Bee10 was on guard again, except that with his recovered courage he was uncommonly gentle and affectionate. I wondered if I should ever reach the end of
the boy's phases.
From some indeterminate direction came the muffled
sound of an explosion.
II Hold tight I" cried Christopher, violently lurching
the raft round and jamming It sharplr, against high
jutting rocks on the bank. .. Down! ' he suddenly
exclaimed.
A mighty rush as of many winds came tearing up
the passage far ahead. I threw Beelo face down, and
flattened my body. Then came the blow, and hurled
Christopher backward upon us. In a moment he had
recovered himself. The impact must have strained
Beelo's ribs, but he lay still.
Il was a combination of atmospheric concussion and
hot gases, prindpally steam, that had struck us. I
raJl'ed my head, gasping for breath. Beelo was inert.
lhited him. One arm feebly groped for my neck, and
dung there.
.,
.
U We are safe!'J I saId cheenly.
U Where IS my
brave little brother r" .
He only held me the closer. Indeed speech was
j-"
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vapors. The desire to breathe was checked by an instindive fear to inhale.
Christopher cautiously pushed out, and again we
drifted free. The pole dipped and clicked and scraped.
lSut a change had come. The furnace roar had ceased; ,
the waterfall grew louder. Most striking of all was.
the unearthly luminosity of the steam filling the tunnel.
That vapor, rapidly chilling in the cold of the passage,
increased in opaqueness, but glowed the more. Before
lo••g the lig.lt became radiant and faintly illuminating,
and the air sweetened. I had known by Beelo's breath
on my cheek that his face was upturned to mine, and
.near. Thus it was that after long peering I found the
light in his eyes. My arms were inclosing him.
.. I see my lad!" I said in gladness.
.A queer little movement of withdrawal began. I
tried to hold him, but found no yielding. Gradually
he slipped out of my clasp, and sat alone.
Christopher slowly took body in the haze, a ghostly
Charon on. the Styx. The color of the glow grew
from white to rose, with an occasional effulgence of
bluish purple. The surface of the earth knew no such
tints in fire; these were royally plutonic. The black
rocks overhead and on either hand assumed a vague,
grim definition, and to my keyed fancy displayed grotesque suggestions. Blank spaces a shade darker than
the grimacing, minatory rocks fell away; these I sup0sed to be cavernous reaches out of the passage, for
rom them came echoed multiples of the pole-sounds.
The temperature began to rise as the waterfall grew
louder, the light more revealing, the haze weaker. We
swung round a wide curve, and all at once a terrifying
vision sprang forth in a blood-red light. Our stream
opened mto a small lake, which was violently churned
by a cataract of crimson water brilliantly il\uminated
and 'plunging out of the overhead darkness into it.
The roar was deafenin~.
Beelo, scrambling 10 terror to his feet, his eyes
blazing with tile red madness that packed the cavern,
. requir~d' a strong hand to subdue him. He struggled
in my grasp, pointed frantically backward with implor,ings,tIlat we return, and fought my restraint with sheer
animal desperation. Christopher's conduct,though
showing extraordinary exhilaration, betrayed no fear,
but only a grimmer hold on our situation. With a
rearward glance and tile discovery that I was holding
Beelo securely, he stood up, a gigantic red figure, and
with all his might sh.ot the raft forward into the
'maelstrom. The frail thing plunged in tile surge, but
Christopher's eye and arm were sure. The suck of the
.water, curving downward where the cataract struck the
pool, was cunningly avoided as he circled the rim of
the lakelet, having as able work to do in avoiding the
dripping rocks there as in keeping out of the breakers.
I thanked God there was light, formidable tIlough
it was; it helped me in my control of Beelo, whose
struggles were becoming weaker, and enabled me to
find a good grip on the raft, for there was danger of
slipping off. Through all the wild lurching Christopher kept a sailor's feet; and, although his back was
toward me, I saw by his quick movements that all his
shrewd forces were 10 the fight.
Whence came the light? It appeared to be in the
cataract itself, a living flame in tile heart of its greatest
enemy. The water was joyously, terribly alive.
The raft described an arc of the pool, slipped out of
the boiling chum, and, before Christopher was aware,
caught an eddy and went swinging and lurching in
behind the cataract. The man so strong in both soul
and body threw up his hands in the surrender of terror,
for a thing more awful tIlan the red light and the
waterfall confronted us. He; dropped tile pole. Its
middle struck the edge of the raft, and our one weapon
of defense rebounded into the water. Beelo saw the
catastrophe. He clutched me frantically about tile
neck, nearly strangling me before I broke his hold.
Christopher looked about for tile pole, and saw it
bobbing on end as it struggled against submergence in
the downthrust behind tile fall. It was twenty fatal
feet away. The ferocity of elemental self-preservation
seized on tile man and transformed him. This was not
the attitude of patient, gentle Christopher, the humble,
serving Christopher, but that of a bayed animal. My
hands were tied by tile necessity of Beelo's care.
The spectacle tIlat had unmanned Christopher was
in a profound recess reaching indeterminately out of
tile cavern and behind the waterfall. It had not been
visible until we rounded the fall and went scurrying
behind it in the eddy. Apparently far back,-I cannot
guess how far,-ran a broad, high, fantastically irregular tunnel ending in a pit of boiling lava, at an unknown
depth below the level of the tunnel, which itself was
slightly above the surface of the pool. Deep rumblings
issued from it, as from a heavy ebullition, punctured
with smotllered detonations. Rising from it were thin,
cloud-like masses of vapor, like the pale mauve haze of
distant mountains. In its rolling it thickened concealcon. Iy here an d opene d re vear109Iy there, w'th
109
I
stantly shifting effects.
The d9minant color was a deep, transparent crimson
of a tint such as may be seen in the cooling iron of a
foundry or in the great crater of Kilauea; but following
tile detonations came leaping flames of bluish purple.
It was the red shining through tile water that had
made tile cataract a fall of liquid crimson when seen
from the front.
This, then, was tile funnel of a volcano, with a
lateral vent. Was it one of Pluto's cooling forges?
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Was its present activity transie"t? Was this the beginning of a seismic convulsion that might blow the valley rampart into the sea?
I cannot say when those questions :lrose. The
urKency of an immediate threat demanded all attention. Recio was in an ecstasy of terror, and Christopher was desperately casting al'out with all hi, reasst'ml>led wits. In the tumult of noises our voices
were useless. We had heen flung out of the larger
eddy into a smaller one swirling between the hack of
the' fall and the tunnclcmouth. It had a swifter ami
more dizzyinK whirl. Soon it seemed that we ,.'ere
still, except for the ceaseless rolling of our craft, and
that the roarin/: fall and the grumhling, hlazing tunnel
were swinging round us. With the rest pass~d th,'
bohhing pole, a live, insane thing, nodding this way
and that, approaching the downpour gingerly, diving
under a sharp water-blow, and leaping up with malicious sprightliness a few feet hack. At any moment
it might be caught sidewise and crush·:,!.
There was another danger. The centrifugal forre
of our swing in the eddy was carrying us out to the
periphery of the swirl. On one side were the rocks at
the mouth of the tunnel; opposite was the waterfall,
the slightest blow from which (since it fell from a
hciKht of at least a !,-undred feel) would mean the end.
Our swinl{ing was takmg us nearer to both those dangers.
Something roused within, overcoming my pity for
Recio. I shook him and slapped his cheek. Astonishment and anger blazed in his eyes, and then with a
miKhty indignation he crawled away and sat glaring at
me. At another time the comical picture would have
amused me, for the hoy behaved just as a proud kitten
under similar treatment. Having secured the desired
result with Beelo, I worked to the edge of the raft, and
prepared to make a leap for the pole. I was waiting
till the raft should swing round and hring me nearer.
Refore that happened, two soft arms were flung round
me from bt'hind, a cheek pressed mine, and I was
borne down hack ward. Two small, firm hands held
my wrists down. For the moment I was helpless.
Of course, Christopher knew that our nearer approach to danger hrought us closer to hope, which lay
in the pole. He was hiding the moment, and it came.
He crouched on the raft, and a long arm shot out.
Beclo's nerves were quivering till Christopher rose;
then they stilled, and he releasea me.
Christopher had learned from experience, and it was
a surer hand now that gripped the pole and sent the
r3ft spinning out of the eddy. To keep it somewhat
trimmed ag3inst Christopher's movements had been a
small part of my task hitherto, so thoughtful of everything had he been; but now that he saw Beelo and me
!letter used to the situation, he quietly gave us something of that to do, thus securing more freedom of
movement.
He found the egress of the stream from the pool,
and pushed out. Slowly we crept through the gloomy,
mi,ty light, which paled as we went. Christopher
lIlust have felt a dread that oppressed me-the danger
of recurrent explosions-for he worked with less extreme caution than before, and our progress was better.
After a time the light was too dim for me to see Beelo
sitting in his sullen pout; and when darkness again fell,
he crept up beside me and stole out a hand for mine.
The noises had nearly ceased, and Beelo no longer
feared the weird echoes.
"I'm glad it's past," he sighed, nestling against me.
l< Are n't you, Choseph?"
" Joseph."
He hugged my arm and laugh.ed softly.
" Yes, I'm glad," I answered.
It seemed many hours since we had entered the passage, and I hoped we should ernerj{e in the morning of
the day following that of our start.
New conditions began to arise. Ahove the cataract
the stream had been slow, with few approaches to
rapids. Those had been the worst dangt'r-points. Now
we discovered that the current was swifter and the
rapids more numerous and turbulent. The celerity of
Christopher's movements increased. He no longer
tried to spare us the water dripping from his pole as he
repeatedly shifted it and groped for bearings. Tllis
made me more apprehensive. I wondered whether,
even with better facilities, we could return to the vallev through this passage, and how the two hundred
and fifty colonists could manage to come safely
through.
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him now."
"We will," the captain whispered resolutely. Then
he paused for time to tum the matter over in his mind.
The tirst thought was to put on the uniform of the
guard, but it was quite too small. He looked into the
room again. The nurse had turned and his face was
half toward the window. It was a strong, determined
face, despite the smallness of the man. Force ,might
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"Get out," said the nurse hastily. "Go out, man,
thls IIlcture now ADd seod It to us today.
you'll catch it." He waved him back with his hand.
CorreapliDdenc. katltat. 01 Amulca, Bolt 750 Scranto..
"Catch what?" the captain asked.
" Ship fever, man, typhus; it '5 conlagious. Gel oul!"
The waterman wavered, his wrinkled old face pasty.
Then he got a grip on his nerve again .
.. I've had it," he lied, as calmly as he could. "Orders that you report at headquarters for instructions at
once."
The nurse looked at him suspiciously.
" Who said so?" he asked.
" The doctor," answered the captain, ready all the
while to pounce upon the man, should he show that he
detected the ruse.
"Where's your uniform?"
"New guard, sir," the captain returned. "Get it
to-morrow."
The nurse was perplexed. "I can't leave him alone,"
he said.
The strain was lelling on the waterman's nerve, iron
though it was. That hideous face and the sick-room
nauseated him. A little more bandying and he felt that
he would be compelled to spring upon the nurse and
overpower him. A horrible groan rose from the bed,
and they both turned their eyes on lhe patient, muttering fiercely in a foreign tongue,
"How long will it take you?" asked the captain .
.. Fiftcen or twenty minutes."
"I'll stay."
The nurse gazed at him long and earnestly, but apparently deciding that there could be nothing wrong,
went out the door.
Club Feet, Spinal Diseases and Deformltles,
The waterman stood staring at the bed and the reHlp Dl.sease, Infantile ParalysIs, etc., successpulsive figure swathed in a restraining sheet. When
fully treated at the only thoroughly equipped inhe judged that the nurse had got tar enough away, he
stitution of its kind in the United States devoted
went to the door.
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They reached the shore end of the wharf before the
alarm was sounded. Then they started to run. On
down the wharf, stumbling in the dark, staggering under the heavy load, they went, while the voices behind
them trailed off in different directions. Then lanterns
apJleared, and some came toward the wharf.
Captain Morain sprang down to the ., Flyer's" deck
and the passenger handed his companion down. The
waterman staggered with his burden into the cabin and
laid it upon the floor.
The lanterns were then at the end of the wharf.
Captain Morain cast off, started the engine ,oing, and
headed for the open bay there to meet the height of the
storm.
There was no longer need for concealment, but nevertheless the captain switched on only one light in the
cabin. The sick man lay writhing upon the floor,
talking, mumbling in his alien tongue. The passenger
bent anxiously over the mottled face, asking questions
of it, but receiving no reply.
AU at once, whether it was from the tossing of the
boat, or the rough handling he had received, the sick
man gave a rasf,Y cry, and began to talk rapidly.
" He is well, cried the passenger.
"He is dying," said the captain, his eyes taking in
the man's condition at once.
The" Flyer" rose on a wave and sank into the hollow. The anarchist eagerly questioned his comrade.
"I have it !" he cried. ., The duty is fall upon me.
It is my hand will strike the blow, my hand tear down
the flag, my hand kill the Presidenta!" he cried
harshly, then bent over his dying companion again.
A rattle in the throat, a convulsive quiver of the
limbs, and Captain Morain's prediction had come
true.
" , Kill the President! '" The words rang in the waterman's ears. This man was going to kill the President
of the United States! He turned his eyes out on the
mountainous waves, and his brain throbbed with riotous thoughts. He had never before given much thought
either to his country or to its ruler, but now, somehow, it came to him as a surprise that he cared. After
a little he turned and regarded the passenger, scrutinizin~ him closely. As he gazed he felt a sudden loathing;
felt his heart beat high with an emotion that had never
heen there before. He was conscious of a sudden love
of country, and a fire of patriotism, new and strange.
•, Is it not grand!" the passenger demanded.
"We, you, and me, we are brothers now. I/iva la
,march it! "

All at once something happened. The engine
missed its stroke. Then its throb ceased.
The" Flyer" veered out of her course and a wave
struck her a mightx three-quarters blow.
"She's broken, ' said the captain, quietly. "You'll
have to lend me a hand."
Another wave tumbled on the launch and pressed
her down into the deep and threatened to roU her over.
The waterman hurried to the engine, stepping over the
dead man to do so. The passenger followed him.
The" Flyer" was in the trough now, and she roUed
helplessly. The old captain' worked feverishly at the
engine, apparently searching in vain for the trouble, but
in reality perfecting the plan that had suddenly taken
possession of him. Every moment threatened to be
the •• Flyer's" last.
The anarchist was stooping over, trying to assist.
Wearied, the captain raised his bent form, so that he
was directly over the head and shoulders of the passenger. An instant later the anarchist started to raise
his head to see why the other had ceased working; but
hefore he could strai~hten himself, the old waterman
pounced upon him, seized him below the shoulders, and
pinioned his arms to his side, and gave him a mighty
wrench.
But the thing was not so easily done; the men were
100 evenly matched for an easy victory for either.
Down on the floor went the two men, gasping for
breath, their faces almost against each other, their eyes
burning into each other's brains, their breath scorching
each other's faces.
/
The "Flyer," waUowing in the trough, turned till
the floor stood at a fearsome angle, throwing the combatants against the wall. But the captain, suddenly
taking advantage of a moment's weakness in his adversary, twisted his arm behind him, and followed it
up by reaching for the end of a coil of rope, which he
wrapped swiftly about the body, binding it from head
to foot.
"Tltere !" he panted, rising.
The •• Flyer" turned on her other side, throwing the
captain to his knees and sending the dead man rolling
against him. But the old waterman got to his feet,
puUed a lever that set the propeUer going, and made
his way toward the wheel. A few seconds more and
the brave little "Flyer" was out of the trough, the engines driving with every ounce of power in them.
But now the launch's nose was not pointed toward
home, but straight back toward the quarantine station
whence she had so recently come. The knowledge of
what he was about to do, and the consequences he
was about to suffer, did not deter the old man, even
though he knew that he must undergo the quarantine,
and trial and punishment after that. A look of peace,
of happy resignation, of love of country, was III the
hard old face, making it glow in harmony with the newfound patriotism that warmed the callou~d heart of a
rogue.
I'
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and looked back along that same avenue with open
satisfaction.
" 'T is not that bad for a mornin's work," he declared,
"but we'll both be the betther 0' restin' for a bite 0'
bread an' cheese, lad."
" Mr. Paulin 'd like the way it looks now, don't you
think?" asked Egan, tossing a last gleaning of dock and
dandelion on the pile in the barrow and wheeling it
along beside the old man.
"Ay, lad." Garrity nodded musingly. "More
shame to me ould bones Ihat I 've not seen to it betther.
But there, 't was ten year an' more he'd never set foot
nigh Restover. Says he: 'I'd be afther missin' Davy
an' the Gineral whichever way I turned, Martin. Stay
you, an' kape life an' warmth in Restover, till I've
grown past the feelin'.' "
" And you've been livin' here alone for ten years?"
"Ay," rambled on the old man. "His gran'father, as
brought up him an' Masther Davy, when they was
orphans, tied up Restover in his will, never to be sold
nor shut up. • No Paulin yel,' says he, •c'd kape
money tight; but ye '11 not lack one home ready an' open
for ye, Nick,' says he. Ay, never was a man more set
in his way, for, bye, 't is Masther Nick, as never turns
back, wanst he's chosen a path an' walked away on it.
'T was like as two oars in a skiff they were, when ye'd
see the young spOIlpeen standin' facin' the ould gineral,
afther bein' in some shcrape. Manny's the time he'd
hOI' got off aisy, by houldin' his tongue. But not he!
Ten words 0' questionin' an' 't would all come out,
fearless an' downright as ye plaze! I mind the day he
sailed the sloop down the river alone. an' out the mlet
to rough wather, no one dhreamin' I was n't along
lookin' afther him-"
Egan, leaving his load in the sun, had followed the
~peaker into a wide old kitchen, whose windows were
dmgy with dust, rain-splashed with mud, and from
whose dark rafters floated sooty cobwebs, above the
open stone fireplace. He stood working his shoulders
uneasily for a moment, while the old man peered into
dim cupboards, as one uncertain what was within.
"Cap'n Garrity! "
" Eh ?" looking around.
" D-d' you think I'd ought 10 tell Mr. Paulin 'bout
things I-I've been pretendin'? "
" An' what's them? "-cutting thick, un"even slices
from the loaf he held.
The boy dropped his head, then blurted out"'Bout bein' his brother. No,-I ain't goin' to eat
nothin' tilP I tell you. 'T was after one time you said
he would n't never hOI' used low down talk like I'd
learned from that farmer, even if 't was n't real swearin'.
An' I said the' was n't no one cared how I talked, an' I
could n't never get to be nolhin' like him, an' what'd
it matter? An' you said anyone c'd get to be what
they wanted. if they made up their mind an' stuck to
it, an' how I was n't no more alone nor him. Well, I
never had no brother, an' I could n't help wishin' I c'd
ha' been his; so I just tried pretendin' how it'd seem if
I was one, another one, you know, that he thought a
heap of, an' that was always tryin' to be like he was
when he wasn't any bigger'n me."
" An' that's how it come ye took them words off yer
tongue ?"
Egan nodded. " An' when the' was storms at night,
it didn't seem half so lonesome, way down there in the
woods, if I made believe we was out campin' together,
an' he'd be 'shamed 0' me if I wasn't real brave. An'
I pretended he told me how to do thin~s, the way he
used to. I'd shut my eyes an' be most sure he
was there,-Iookin' like that picture in the big room
that's full 0' books,-'cause I'd never seen him,
himself. So, when you said how he was comin' here,
I knew I'd ought to ask him did he mind me stayin',
so's I c'd help 'round. An' I waited from 'fore 't was
light, on the front porch, an'-an' kep' thinkin' 't was
my brother'd be comin' out after a while. Then, when
I saw him, I s'posed I ought n't to made believe things
'bout him,-not havin' no right to. An' it seemed like
p'raps I 'd have to tell him-"
"Whist, Egan, lad!" interposed the old Irishman.
" Ate yer bread an' harken. Tell no one of it, Masther
Nick nor anny other, if ye 're the self-respectin' lad I
think yeo An' here's why. So far naught but what is
like to aid in makin' ye a brave, honest man, has come
of yer makin' believe. 'T is far different from if ye 'd
been pertendin' it anny other way, to folks as 'd take
it ye were thryin' to make yerself out kin to him, or so
himself 'd hear of it, an' think ye puttin' yerself in his
way to gain favor. If ye'd grow fii for brother to man
like Masther Nick, lad,-never ye be aught 0' the beggar. What ye get, get honest, as himself would.
There's no harm pertendin' the dhry bread ye 've earned
is cake, to make It go down aisy, but if them sthrange
heard of it, they'd likely ask how ye come honest by
cake, an' mi~ht n't believe 't was all fancy, while if one
as had cake d be passin', ye 'd not want him to think
ye were hintin' for some to be give ye."
"You-you know I never would!"
"Ay, lad, I do that same. Yet ye 've manny a thing
to learn, an' one is this. Ever you spake truth, Egan,
but remember there's times for sayin' naught, an' no
shame to none. 'T is another matther if anny asks ye
what he's a right to know. D' ye see?"

By ALDIS DUNBAR
[C()'fC/Utl~tI from pag'~
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Egan did see, clearly. Through the golden afternoon
of that autumn day, while he toiled up the porch steps
with splashing pails of cool well water, to be sent
swashing over the dusty boards when the sun vanished
among hazy western hills, and when Garrity, weary with
unwonted exertion, let him roast the potatoes on the
hearth and milk the one cow that stood lowing at
Restover pasture bars, and as he went down into the
green gloom of the darkening woods, along a twisted
path devised years before by the two Paulin boys, to
bewilder any :Ipproaching their secret citadel, he pondered the old man's wisdom with boyish frown and
compressed lips.
"He did n't mean I'd ought to stop, so long as I kep'
it to myself, square an' honest," was Egan's conclusion,
as he fastened the door of the queer little bark-covered
shanty on the inside, climbed into a rude bunk filled
with hay, and groped around for his one possession,
a worn army blanket.
"I s'pose he knew I 'd be awful lonesome 'thout even
a prettnd brother. An'- oh, Nick, I would be!"
Egan's face burned suddenly in the darkness, for he had
spoken aloud.
.. You know I'd never hOI' told-folks I" he went on,
in an earnest whisper. .. Don't you? Nor him, neither,
'less Car'n Garrity said I must? So, if nobody knows
at all- promise, sure an' certain, word of honor, they
shan't ever know-why, they can't ask me nothin.
Not even Mr. Paulin-'cept the way you're him. 0'
course I mean the one I won't tell is n't-is n't just
you-" Sleep caught the drowsy boy still trying to define the difference; and for several days thereafter poor
Egan was haunted by a strange sense of disloyalty to
the dear shadow, aforetime so real, who now seemed
fading from him.
At the end of the week, when Paulin returned from
the city, the tangle resolved itself. Before the tlain
whistled, Egan had been perched on a flat-car, up
the siding, dejectedly trying to regain for himself the
brother-boy of Garrity's tales. He sprang down as the
engine rushed by, and at sight of the dark eyes, dream
and reality became one, beyond severance. What
though, after an absent greeting, his hero plainly forgot
him-striding off toward Restover without a backward
glance? Egan, proud of office, followed contentedly
with the rusty leather bag.
His opposition to Garrity's plan that he give up sleeping "down the woods, when there's room and plenty,
to say naught 0' the ould trundle bed, in the attic over
the kilchen," now vanished. If Mr. Paulin was coming and going between Restover and that big, vague
city, Egan ought to be somewhere handy, in case he
wanted errands run. To this view Garrity gravely
assented.
With quaint reversal, it was Egan who now became
the shadow; Egan whose boyish entreaties drove
Garrity to invent for him endless trivial tasks around the
rambling 61d house; Egan who fed the fire of his
devotion on a passing word, kindly or merry-on
a rare, sudden glance of sympathy from Nicholas
Paulin.
Far into many a night, starlit or somber, the boy
haunted the porch by the long windows of the library
where Paulin-so intent on his work as never to suspect
the silent, wistful presence-wrote, resolutely, at the
clumsy oak table. He had little need to cautIOn Egan
against laying hand on the papers that were strewn
around. The lad, watching the drawn, weary face he
loved clear and grow ardent with absorbed interest in
the scrawled sheel~, knew them sacred, as by instinct,
and his golden dreams were of a glorified library wherein
Paulin, the beautiful princess ever at his side, should
be free to write thus all day, if he so desired-with no
dreary office to claim him.
• I An' p'raps, if I had new clolhes, an' ran quick to do
things for her, an' was n't ever in the way, she'd like
me more 'n she did, an' let me stay an' do the chores,"
was the constant thought which rounded all.
It was a lowering, windy morning when Paulin came
on the boy, standin~ rapt before a bookcase in the hall;
and his casual question roused up hunger long repressed.
.. Yes, sir, I c 'n read, some; but I ain't got even a
rrimer. Oh, Mr. Paulin, d' you s 'pose somewhere
round the' might be any old books I c'd learn things out
of? I 'd be awful careful! "
.. Yes! " This time the power of the one word was
like a hand-grip, warm and strong.
Paulin left the boy breathless before a heap of worn
schoolbooks,-trying to stammer thanks which words
were dull to carry; and hours that passed found Egan
still on the settle beside a smoldering wood fire in the
library, where Paulin had established him, poring over
a well-thumbed history. Not until a flash and mutter
of corning storm roused him did he look up, with
strained eyes, to the wall from which a boy's head,vivid, spite of gathering darkness, faced him right
gallantly.
.
I I Them's
all your own books!" he said aloud.
.. An' you let me'have 'em, just as jf I was your reat
brother, 'stead 0' just a pretend one that you don't
know about. Oh, Nick! I-I'd rather have you for
my make-believe brother, the way you are, than have
anyone else that ever lived for a real one! Why, II'd climb over mou 'ns, or chop wn trees, or-or
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go in where 't was on fire, or swim 'way 'cross the
inlet, or do anythin' in all the world you wanted, Nick,
'cept only what I promised 'bout never letlin' you know
how I've been havin' you for my brother! II
"Your what? II
Sharp through the swish of rain, driven against the
windows, rang the demand. Egan sprang to his feet,
the cherished books falling unheeded as he stared,
wordless and aghast, at-the fairy princess!
" You insolent ragamuffin! " she went on, scornfully.
"You thought yourself safely comfortable in here, I
suppose, the master of the house not being at home to
catch you! To whom were you talking? Not old
Garrity, for he let us in. Oh, I heard you! Was it,
perhaps, to that picture? II
The boy nodded miserably.
"Nicholas Paulin's portrait!
Upon my word!
Here's a romance! I wonder how long it will take
him to tum you out when he learns what I overheard? II
Egan found his voice in startled appeal. " You
would fI't tell him! I-I'd not so much mind havin' to
go away, if only he did n't find out why. It was n't
no harm to anyone. I-I never had nobody really my
own. Course I know I could n't never be good enough
to have him care 'bout me, the way I do for him, but I
did try to be the kind he'd want, an' I did n't ever
s'pose it'd hurt if I pretended-"
" Impertinence! II she broke in on his faltering excuse.
II Peggy!
Peggy Oswald! Think what I heard this
wretched little tramp saying!" as a second apparition,
all in rose-pink ruffles, looked through the doorway.
" Nothing very dreadful, I reckon," returned a goodnatured voice.
"He dared-No, I'll keep it hanging over his head
until Nick arrives."
" Why torment the child, Cis? II
Miss Yorke turned on her. "Why? Because the
mere presence of such a scarecrow at Restover is a
phase of Nick's obstinacy! His farce of independence
IS passing all bounds! Have n't I plenty of money?
Yet our engagement is his one and only reason for
drudging in Bethune's office! II
_
Mrs. Oswald laughed. "You prefer a dependent
slave, my dear? Then give up Nicholas Paulin. Men
of that stubborn race will never be idle hangers-on to a
rich wife; though you know half a dozen who'd have
no such scruple. Lift a finger, and they'll flock around.
You don't mind plain speech, Cis. Call it off, or you'll
be sorry. Neither of you took the engagement seriouslr,
until he went smash, and rou persisted in holding him. '
"I'm stubborn, too,' said Miss Yorke, shortly.
"Look at all this, Peggy! Scribbling! II She swept
up a handful of manuscript. " Poetry! and impassioned prose! II with a chilly laugh. "You understand, Peggy Oswald! He's had no time to spare me,
at Marathon! II
" Bravo! I take it back, Cis! You must care, if
you're jealous! II
"I? Because I resent his wasting days on rubbish? II
To the boy's horror, his dream princess deliberately toie
across the papers she held, crushed them into a tight
ball, and flung it into the fire, where it blazed high.
She turned for more, but fear of pending disgrace
vanished in hot anger as Egan caught her hands and
clenched them with all his young strength.
"No one ever dares touch his papers!" he stormed.
" You've burned what he worked over, ni~ht after
night! You shan't have the rest! You shan t I"
Peggy Oswald, sitting comfortably in an easy chair,
clapped her hands softly. At the sound, Cecil Yorke
stamped her foot. II Let me go !" she cried, vainly
trying to wrench free.
"Promise, first I" Egan's eyes fairly blazed with
wrath.
"Cis! There's the door!" Mrs. Oswald sat up,
alert. Egan, hearing .quick steps, loosed his adversary
and stood, waiting for doom to fall.
II Was my train so late?" asked Paulin, at the door.
"No. We saw the storm coming, and fled before it,"
eX~lained Mrs. Oswald.
I You'll take us back?" asked Miss Yorke, in a low
voice. "Surely, this time, Nick?"
Paulin looked at her. "Unfortunately, Cis, I've a
weird hankering after self-respect, and Marathon is n't
on that road."
II Is
•that road' Bethune's office, or-" a gesture
toward the table.
His expression became almost brilliant. II Cis, I've
almost come to hope-the latter! You never care
much for verse, as a rule, but Orme, of the' Stylus,'
wants my sonnet sequence as soon as the last two are
finished; and ou must see-" searching about the
table. 'Why. Egan!" noticing the boy. 'I Have
you been at my papers?'"
.
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What if Mr. Paulin guessed the real offender? He must
not! He would be angry-and then-the princess
would go, and never return to share the dream-palace!
"
Egan! Answer me! II Paulin's ton.e was very cold.
The boy's heart beat heavily.
"I'll go away an' never come back!" he whispered.
"Wait!" co'ed Ceo·l. "Keep hl'rn unt.·11 've spoken,
Nick! He never touched your trumpery sonnets! I
lost my temper and flung them into the fire! I've good
'Y
h
ffi h
reason.
ou ave 0 ce ours, but no time for me.
Instead, you shut yourself up here with old Garrity and
a ragged urchin, picked up Heaven knows where.
You rd nfller guess the result! Your prot/gl has

r
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adopted you-· save the mJrk!-Js his brother! I caught
him in a rhapsody before your picture, vowing fealty
to your ideals, as well as devoted affection for yourself!
I Nick '-he had the assurance to call you!
When he
saw me, he nearly collapsed -begged me not to betray
him to you--pleading that he'd never had anyone
I really his own.'
In the next breath he attacked me
like a young fury for touching your papers! I'm at the
end of my patience, Nick! I'm fully justified in objecting to share you with that! If you keep that boy
here, after to-day, and continue to ignore my wishes,
our engagement ends. Choose your course! "
The rain had ceased, but the room was very dark.
"In plain words," began Paulin, "you would have
me fling back love that came unsought,-have me
choose between my path of self-respect and--"
"Mr. Paulin! Don't! I'm goin'!"
Egan, desperate, rushed toward the nearest window,
unfastened it with shaking fingers, and stumbled out
across the sill-catching his foot and falling heavily
against a pillar in a half-stunned heap.
From somewhere, far away, strange noises came to
his ears-loud, thudding, panting-but swiftly growing fainter. The cruel princess, in her dragon-car, was
hurrying away. One stormy sob shook his thin body.
A strong arm was slipped around his shoulders, raising him up.
" Little brother!" said Paulin.
!II
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WHAT is

the mighty light
That leads you on? What nightleas sun
Shines on your purpose and your inward
sight,
That dark and doubt, in you, are done?
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"ork pays a cash Dividend at the above
rate 'to thousands of savings depositors,
large and small. This is lbe Society'. 38tb
consecutive dividend.
Securhies: non~speculativeJ DOD~fluctu~t.
in.g. Small first mortgages on homes. Stnet
Banking Department supervision.
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That crowns the kings and binds the
, slaves

3 B.ekma,1l St., Oppo.lte Po." Ofllee, Ne" York Cltr·

Which blesses you, or Manhood on its
stone
Foundation that so helps and saves?
Is it a gust of gold
Which over you the harvest blows,
And on your heart and your :ambition bold
. The rich reflection throws?
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Locomotive FiremaD

Is it some inward word
That not in every bosom sings,
Which gives you faith where others have
deferredYour happy surety in things?

Steam EJlctaee.
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10liHI PICTURE MICHINES
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Nay. 'T is the jUlter end
Of one who guessed the loas and gainWho, in the idle hour of foe and friend,
Himself was busy building brain!
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A Correction

following communication, signed by Mr. C. C.
Wilson, president, and Mr. S. S. Bogart, treasurer,
of the United Wireless Telegraph Company, of 42
Broadway, New York City, we gladly give space to
here. It will set aright any wrong impression that
may have been given in Mr. Frank Fayant's articles
entitled," The Wireless Telegraph Bubble."
Editor, SUCCBSS MAGAZ1NB, Sir:In lbe Jnne and July numberl of tbe SUCCBSS MAGAZ1NB,
articl" appeared on wlreleu telecrapby wrillen, &I we underItand, by Mr. Frank Fayant.
In both articlel be refe.. to tbe Atlantic DeFOreit Wlrele..
Telegrapb Companyal a lublidiary to tbe American DeForeit,
and al tbe only part of tbe DeForeit Syllem tbat wal producing
a revenue and tbat IBid sublidiary company wal owned and
controlled by Mr. Abrabam Wbite. Mr. Far,ant was advised
that tbls ltatement waa Incorrect and mis eadlng and wal
damaging to tbe Upited Wlrele.. Telecrapb Company, al tbat
Company owned and operated tbe lo-called Atlantic DeForest
Wirele.. Telegrapb Company al tbe MarIne Department of tbe
Uniled Wlrele.. Telegrapb Company, bavlng In itl treasury
99.88~ Ibares out of a capitalization of 100,000 Ibarca. Tbe
remaining Iharel are owned by Directors and tbe Treasurer of
the Atlantic l>eliloaooat Wiftlcal 'h1"Apb COlllpany. Mr. Wbite
at no time owned over five Ibarel oftbe stock of laid Company.
We belien Injultice to nl tbat tbll Itatement Ibould be given
pr_lnence In your MapziDe, to relieve the erroneoallmprelSlon
created by tbe artIclel abo referred to. 1
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The Franklin Society of New

DO l10lJ WANT TO GO
ABROAD fOR NOTHING.,
Many yearn to see the wonders of the
Old World, but dismiss the thought with
"I'll never be able to do it-I'can't raise
the necessary money."
To such we say, Don't give up hope.
Weare soon going to send a number of
people abroad, paying every cent of their
expenses from the time they leave their
homes until they get back again. Let us
send you the particulars. It will be a
pleasure to do so. Address

BIJRfMJ Of fDlJtATION
ROOlI 821, UIIYenIt, ....... New York
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Let the mixture rise a little higher on the sides than in
lhe middle, then set to bake in a slow oven.
The first process in baking is to ~et a cake thoroughly
healed through, during which time It ought to rise steadily without crusting. When it has been half an hour in
the oven, the rising process should have finished and a
delicate crust have begun to form on top. The last half
hour is given to its becoming solid, brown, and crusty.

. Precautions to Be Observed

Sail 00, Jack London!
Sailing in a little boat he built himself, bound for
everywhere, eyes peeled for the unusual, pen ready
to tell in vigorous photographic English what the
eyes see-that's Jack London on his trip around the
world for Woman's Home Companion. His first
letter, a remarkable first-hand impression telling ,
how he celebrated the Fourth of July with the
Lepers of Molokai, is in the January

WOMAN'S 'HOM'E
C'OMPlrnION
WOMAN'S 110ME COMPANION
iathe woman's home companion in 600,000 homes.
One Dollar will make it SO in yours. Address

MADISON SQ.!JARE, NEW YORK CITY
Ten cents on all news-stands

WI-lERE TIlE OTTEn
lliRVES
Al'iD RE T

should one go to Tampa rather than the resorts on
W HY
the other coast of Florida? Because the climate of the
west coast is far more equable, less enervating, more beneficial
to nerves and mind than any other. The climate of Tampa is
dry and its tropical warmth is tempered agreeably by westerly
breezes from the Gulf of Mexico. While the' glorious sunshine
in the day time reminds one of the close proximity of the tropical Everglades, night brings with it refreshing coolness and
fragrant dews, and with them comes, without fail, "Nature's
sweet restorer, balmy sleep."
Apply to agents of The Seaboard Air Line Railway, The 'Atlantic Coa8&
lailway, Southern Railway, and their connecting lines.
Bookut and Tart:ff sml on application.

DAVID LAUBER. Manll&el', Tampa, FloricJa

At lhe end of the hour it ought to be ready to take
out, but test it first with a toothpick. If the toothpick
comes out perfectly clean and has no sticky feeling, lift
the cake out, turn it over on the wire cooler, tap the
bottom of the pan gently here and there, and in a few
minutes it will drop out clean and whole. Although
there is really scientific work in the mixing of a cake,
there is quite as much in the baking of it. Remember,
if there is a sudden jar, even the bang of an oven de-or,
during the first half hour, when the cake is a bubbling
mass of air cells, the vibralion would break these, and
result in a heavy, flat cake. The same trouble sometimes ensues by having the oven too hot, or by setting
the tins on a top shelf, where the heat is greater than
below. A top crust is quickly formed which is too
solid for these delicate bubbles to raise, their force is
wasted, and they fall back, broken. Then, too, the
heat may be greater at one side than at the olher, and
a cake will rise in an uneven fashion. To prevent this,
the tin must be gently moved, which is a ticklish thing
to do. Or you may screen that corner with strips of
asbestos paper, made like a little fence around the tin.
A thin cake, such as those used for layers, needs a hotter
oven than a loaf cake.
An old-fashioned test for lhe heat of an oven is this:
lay a piece of white writing paper on lhe bottom shelf.
If the paper is tinged a rich, yellow color at the end of
five mmutes, the oven is hot enough for sponge cake.
Should you wish to bake a butter cake, or pound cake,
a lighter yellow is the proper shade. For gingerbread
and COOkies, the paper should turn dark brown in five
minutes.
The butter cake, given in the table I quote, is an
excellent one to use either for a layer cake or for loaf
cakes. It makes two good-sized loaves, and is really
quite inexpensive. Set three quarters of a cupful of
butter in a place where it will soften, but not melt, and
beat it to a cream in the bowl with the .spoon. Add
gradually two cupfuls of sugar and the well-beaten
yolks of four eggs. Put in alternately with one cupful
of milk, three and one half cupfuls of sifted flour, 10
which five teaspoonfuls of baking powder have been
added. Flavor with a teaspoonful of flavoring and
half a teaspoonful of sail. Beat the batter thoroughly,
this helps to give the cake its fine grain; then, cut into
it the whites of the eggs, whipped to a dry froth. Turn
it into the pans and put it at once in a moderate oven.
The fruit cake given in the table is a plain one, but
remarkably good, and, if well made, it will keep moisl
for a week or two. Cream together half a cupful of
butter with three quarters of a cupful of brown sugar,
beatinR thoroughly before the eggs are added. In this
cake they need not be separated, but must be thoroughly well whipped. Put all the spices with the soda into
the flour; and sift it in after adding half a cupful of
molasses and half a cupful of milk; beat thoroughly,
then flour the fruit and add it at the last. This cake
requires about one hour's baking in a moderate oven.
This recipe for a fine fruit cake was obtained from an
English cook, and is so excellent that it is worth trying:
Twelve eggs, one and three quarter pounds of butter,
two pounds of brown sugar, four cupfuls of flour, two
pounds of raisins, two pounds of currants, one half
pound of mixed lemon and citron peel, one pound of
dates, one half pound of almonds, four teaspoonfuls
of cinnamon, one leaspoonful of cloves, one teaspoonful of allspice, one half cupful of molasses, one half
cupful of boiled cider, one teaspoonful of soda, two
teaspoonfuls of cream tartar.
Stone the raisins, clean the currants, cut the citron
and lemon, blanch the almonds, cut them in quarters,
lengthwise, wash the dates, stone and cut them in
quarters, lengthwise. Sift the flour with the soda,
cream of tartar, and spices, saving a cupful to sift over
the fruit. Cream the butter, add the sugar, and beat
till creamy. Add the eggs, well beaten, then the cider
and molasses. Stir in the floured fruit with the peel
and nuts. Line the pans with three thicknesses of
buttered paper. This cake takes from an hour to one
and a half hours to bake in an oven which at first is
fairly hot, then cool.

Pretty Designs in Icing
Now, for the smoothest of icings, drop the whites
of three eggs in a bowl, add two tablespoonfuls
of confectioner's sugar; beat it with a wooden spoon
until thoroughly mixed. Add one and a half cupfuls
of fine sugar, which has been thoroughly sifted; and
drop in gradually one tablespoonful of lemon juice.
This will not be sugar enough to bring the icing to the
desired thickness, but it is almost impossible to give
measurements, as the liquid quanlity of eggs greatly
differs. Sprinkle the cake thickly with flour, dusting
off all you possibly can, as it is only used to make the
icing spread more evenly. With the Teller knife,dipped
occasionally in cold water, spread it evenly, and allow
the first frosting to get dry before putting on the ornamentation. For th' ,prpose, you n d a pastry bag.
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Six Incomparable Book Bargains
We Are Famous for
Money-Saving
Offers!

The Library of
English Fiction
work contains nearly
two thousand pages of text
and sixty short-story master·pieces.. It is issued in ten volumes, hiuiqSo,neJy bound in a
rich red silk .clot,h of excellent
quality. E~cli~olume is seven
inches high'by four and a half
inches wide; and. the width of
.,thc:~et wh.en,'rr>.P.I~ce on a library she1f"is eight 'and a half
inches. The printing is from
new plates, the type is sufficiently large and clear, and the
paper is of excellent qualitysoft and beautiful in texture.
Each set is carefully packed
for shipment in a neat box.
THIS

WE hold

that an opportunity to
save money should be as welcome to our readers as an opportunity to make money.
Our money-saving clubbing offers
are justly famous. The lirst impression usually is, «How can they
afford to do it 1"
In the advertising pages of this
issue will be found many rare bargains in clubs, but in none of them
do we offer a greater value than in
our great Fiction Offers.
Every now and then in our reading we run across a story which
completely absorbs and fueiDates.
We wax enthusiastic over iu merits,
marlc. it to read aloud in the family
circle, and tell our cronies about it.
But such oases in the literary
desert are all too few and far between. In the ordinary course we
must wade through a vast amount
of the dry, the trite, and the tedious
to get to them.
In our two works, the Library of
English and the Library of American Fiction, this arduous labor has
been performed for you. Hundreds
of storie. were cast out because they
did not come up to the high standard required, and the remainder
were selected and compared critically
until there remained a residuum of
lirst-water gems--of big, masterly
successes-to place upon your reading table.
Barrie, Haggard, Doyle, Hardy,
Stockton, Page, Bellamy-the greatest modern masters of the short
story-all pass in procession before
you with their great pror.iuctinns.
Here you read Mnrkbdm, and A
Lodgil/g for tbe Night-two stories
which would have brought Stevenson
deathless f!me if he had never written another line; Kipling's weird
'The Man Who Would be King;·
Ouida's A Dog of Flanders, which
seldom leaves a dry eye; Anthony
Hope's deft and delicate Philosopher
in the Apple Or{hnrd; and a host
of others.

The Library of
American Fiction
magnificent Library is a
companion set to the Library of English Fiction. Within its covers are also to be found
nearly sixty stories, representing the best work of over fift}'
of the great American \\·mers.
These stories are veritable gems
of literature. Every story IS
complete in itse1f,-not fragmentary, as in many so-called
"libraries." It is not too much
to say that in variety of style,
in richness of interest, and in
real value in the home, this set
of books is unexcelled, and we
strongly and urgently recommend it to our readers. From
a bookmaking standpoint the
"Library of American }'ictioll"
is most beautiful. The type is
large and the books are exquisitely printed on a fine quality of
toned paper, especially chosen
for this work. Each volume
is strongly and richly bound in
silver-gray' silk cloth. In all
respects the set is a model of
elegant workmanship.
THIS
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This fine 2O-volume double set 01 Masterpieces 01 English and American
Fiction occupies 17 inches 01 .helf length. Iland. 7 ioehes high. and the volumes
are 4}~ inches deep. The double sel weighs about twelve pounds.

The Offers:

NOTE.
slons.

(All prices include delioery of the books by express)

$2.95

No.1. )

Library of English Fiction • )
Success Magazine. I year .)

($2.95

No.2)

Library of American Fiction
Success Magazine, I year .)

No.3)

Library of English Fiction. ($
Success Magazine. .2 years}

.

No. ~

..

LIbrary of Ame~,can FIctIOn
Success Magazlne• .2 years

No.5

l$3 45
\
$4 90

Library of English Fiction .(
Library of American Fiction(
Success Magazine. I year.'

. No.6)

3.45

TIJ~ pric~s

on this

pa,~ apply only to tlJ~
Colonial Poss~s.

Undit~d Stat~s. M~"ico. and Am~rican

Library of English Fiction .\
Library of American Fiction
Success Magazine• .2 years

•

•

postap

Special quotations tor points outside
zon~ will be turDislJ~d on request.

tlJ~dom~stic

Either Fiction Set may be added to any
Success Clubbing Offer for $ J •9 S additional.
or both for $3.90.
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Brings to the skin
results beyond the
ability of. other
soaps to attain. It
, is both a cleanser
and exhilarator of
the skin, and leaves
the cuticle delicate
as a baby's, but

healthy and vigor----

ous as that of an
athlete. IIJ
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The Franklin doesn't stop for snow and cold.
Air-cooled engine-no freezing troubles; and light-weight
with high power, which is the 'secret of net ability.
The Franklin is lighter than any other automobile producing the same hQrse-power. All
the weight of water-jacket, pipes, pump, radiator, etc., and all the extra material necessary
to carry that .weight, are done away with. High-grade light material is used throughout,
producing a combination of strength· and light-weight not found in any other automobile.
It is impossible for a water-cooled engine t9 work as efficiently as a Franklin. REASON:
Water boils at 212 0 which is far below the jacket-temperature of about 3500 at which a gasoline engine does its best work. The Franklin, however, having no limitation of tem.perature, (whether of boiling or freezing) maintains the best-working temperature, and gets
the most possible work out of the engine. PROOF:. In the great Efficiency Contest the
'Franklin went 87 miles on two gallons of gasoline, while the ,nearest competitor (a watercooled machine) went only 48 miles.
You had better look into this subject of light weight. It means dollars saved, trouble
avoided, and a comfort and enjoyment in automobiling not known in water-cooled machines..

Franklin, the light automobile for heavy traveling-deep
snow, deep mud, rough roads-and the reliable automobile
for every day in the year.
The be$t book ever written on this important subject of high power and light weight is the Franklin catalogue for 1908.
16 h. p. Four-cylinder Runabout
$1750
16 h. p. Four-cylinder Touring-car $1850
28 h. p. Four-cylinder Touring-car $2850
Prices f.

42 h. p. Six-cylinder Touring-car $4000
28 h. p. Landaulet
$4000
42 h. p. Limousine
$S200
0.

b. Syracuse

H H FRANKLIN MFG CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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